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WWI GALLIPOLI CAMPAIGN
CAPE HELLES SECTOR
ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT FIELD ANNOTATIONS
LAWRENCE OF ARABIA

INTELLIGENCE OFFICE [ARAB BUREAU], CAIRO.
Map of Southern Gallipoli from a Captured Turkish Map.
Cairo: Survey Department, Egypt, 1915.
Colour lithograph mounted upon original linen, with extensive contemporarily manuscript
additions in black pen and pencil executed in on the battlefront by Sapper W.D. Saunders of the
Royal Engineers (as signed and dated on verso), with 2 handstamps of the ‘Army Telegraphs’
dated December 31, 1915, plus handstamped short title of ‘S. Gallipoli 1:20,000’ on verso (Good,
some signs of battlefield use, including wear along old folds, 2 large stains on left-hand side and
small stains elsewhere, a tiny hole in lower-left quadrant), 75.5 x 100 cm (29.5 x 39.5 inches).

A spectacular artefact of the Gallipoli Campaign, being an extremely rare ultra
large map of the Cape Hellas-Krithia battle sector issued by T.E. Lawrence’s (later
‘Lawrence of Arabia’) map department at the Intelligence Office in Cairo,
predicated upon a recently “captured” Ottoman map that was the first proper
survey of this critical military zone; greatly augmented by extensive and important
manuscript additions made on the battlefront in the summer of 1915 by W.D.
Saunders, a British combat engineer (signed and dated on the verso), depicting
landing sites, trenches and front lines, the locations of headquarters and troop
placements, roads and other military infrastructure, as well as key sites mentioned
in battle reports - by far and away the most impressive map of Gallipoli we have
ever encountered.
This is by far and away the finest and most historically important map of the Gallipoli Campaign
we have ever encountered. This unique artefact is an extremely rare edition of the first generally
accurate survey of the critical Cape Helles-Krithia sector and was drafted in Cairo by the future

Lawrence of Arabia’s map room at Intelligence Office (later the famed ‘Arab Bureau’), based
upon a “captured” Ottoman map (the story behind the production of the map is truly fascinating,
please see below). Published and rushed back to the front, this particular example of the map was
extensively used in the field in the Cape Helles-Kritihia sector throughout the summer of 1915.
Importantly, the map features extensive and highly important manuscript additions executed by
Sapper W.D. Saunders of the Royal Engineers (whose name and personal details are signed on the
verso) while he was engaged along the front lines.
The manuscript additions feature a vast wealth of information, including landing locations; the
positions of trenches and front lines; troops placements and headquarters locations; the placement
of heavy artillery; roads, wells and the aerodrome; as well as specific places which figured
prominently in battles, such as the frightfully named “Snipers Wood”. Few maps of the Gallipoli
Campaign feature such comprehensive and valuable information added in real-time by a soldier
on the front lines, ensuring that this map is worthy of much further academic study.
The present map is very rare. We can trace only 4 institutional examples, held by the British
Library; National Archives U.K.; Oxford University - Bodliean Library; and the Australian War
Memorial. Moreover, we are not aware of any other examples appearing on the market, at least
during the last generation.
The Action in Southern Gallipoli and the Present Map
In the early days of World War I, the Entente powers sought to knock the Ottoman Empire out of
the conflict by taking Istanbul, by way of the Dardanelles. They mounted the Gallipoli Campaign
(February 17, 1915 – January 9, 1916), during which a force of 490,000 British, Indian,
Australian, New Zealander and French troops made various landings upon the Gallipoli Peninsula
which strategically guarded the mouth of the Dardanelles. The 325,000 Ottoman defenders,
backed by German forces, successfully repelled these operations, in what was one of the most
hard-fought and bloody military contests in World history.
In February and March 1915, the Entente forces initially attempted to ram their way through the
Dardanelles though naval operations alone. However, this failed spectacularly, so they resolved to
land ground forces on the peninsula, an infinitely greater commitment in blood and treasure.
The land operations of the Gallipoli Campaign were fought in two main, discontiguous zones, the
Ari Burnu-Suvla Bay sector, on the north-west of the Peninsula, and the Cape Helles-Krithia
sector, on the southern third of the Peninsula.
The present map is an advanced and highly detailed topographical rendering of the southern half
of the Gallipoli Peninsula done to a scale of 1:20,000, predicated upon a recent Ottoman survey.
The shorelines are heightened with frosted blue shading, while landward elevation is shown
through contour lines at ten-metre intervals, with all major headlands, hills (with spot heights in
metres), ravines and nullahs (dry riverbeds) carefully depicted and labelled. The map features all
villages, with the largest settlements show with their street plans; also depicted are farms and rural
huts; while many roads are paths are delineated. Also labelled are lighthouses, forts, barracks,
ruins, cemeteries, mosques, monasteries, wells, water towers and telegraph lines. Additionally,
the map is overlaid with a grid of of red squares, all orientated to the magnetic north, to aid its use
in the field (Allied troops previously encountered severe orientation problems using the old maps

of Gallipoli). The text panel to the right of the map explains, in both English and French, how to
use the grid reference, as well as providing a chart for converting feet to metres.
The present edition of the map is greatly augmented by extensive manuscript additions concerning
battle information added in the field (which will be discussed in detail below).
The southern tip of the peninsula at ‘Helles Bunru’ (Cape Helles) appears in the lower-left corner,
near the village of ‘Sidd el Bahr’ (Seddülbahir). The scene extends north and northeast beyond
the port of ‘Kilid Bahr’ (in the upper right), that guards the narrows of the Dardanelles, and the
Kilid Bahri Plateau. Inland, about a third of the way up, is the village of ‘Krithia’ (today
Alçitepe) and the nearby strategically vital hill of ‘Atch Tepe’ (commonly called Achi Baba,
today known as Alçitepe, like the village), which at 215 metres-high (here erroneously shown to
be 245 metres), commanded the entire southern part of the peninsula. Control over Achi Baba
was assumed to give the possessor an overwhelming advantage that could conceivably alter the
course of the entire Gallipoli Campaign, and was thus the principal Entente objective Cape HellesKrithia sector. Critically, one will notice that, in almost all places, the shorelines rise
precipitously out of the sea, with only a few breaks suitable for landing forces, most of these being
near the southern tip of the peninsula.
The Ottoman military command anticipated that Britain would likely strike Turkey near the mouth
of the Dardanelles. They were very well prepared (far more so than the British expected), and by
the end of 1914 they had evacuated the civilian population of the Gallipoli Peninsula, making it a
special military zone. Specifically, Krithia’s population, which consisted of 450 ethnic Greek
families, was evacuated, such that the town could be used as both a forward base to support
defensive lines, as well as to guard the approaches to Achi Baba.
On night of April 25, 1915, British Imperial-French forces launched the terrestrial operations of
the Gallipoli Campaign, with the British armies assuming the name of the Mediterranean
Expeditionary Force (MEF). The invasion came in the form of two separate, but simultaneous
operations; one army would land in the Ari Bunru sector, on the north-west of the peninsula, while
the other would land near Cape Helles.
The operations at Cape Helles were commanded by Major General Aylmer Hunter-Weston (1864
- 1940), today a much-maligned figure, regarded as being one of the most incompetent generals of
World War I. His initial force, consisting of the 29th Division, totalling 13,500 men, landed on the
evening of the April 25 at an arch of beaches near Cape Helles, known as ‘S’, ‘V’, ‘W’, ‘X’ and
‘Y Beaches. Hunter-Weston expected his forces to easily move inland to capture Krithia and Achi
Baba, hobbled only bs token resistance. In theory, this seemed quite plausible, as the Entente
forces initially outnumbered the Ottomans in the sector by two to one.
The bulk of the Entente forces landed at V Beach, near Seddülbahir, and ‘W’ Beach (also known
as ‘Lancashire Landing’, after the regiment that beached there), a little as to west, on the other
side of Cape Helles.
To the amazement of the British high command, the Ottomans, while outnumbered, fought with
phenomenal motivation and bravery. Their commander, Colonel Mustafa Kemal (later ‘Atatürk’,
the founding President of the Republic of Turkey), famously addressed his men before the
fighting: “I do not order you to fight, I order you to die. In the time which passes until we die,
other troops and commanders can come forward and take our places.”

The Ottomans failed to stop the landings but managed to inflict outrageous casualties upon the
enemy (while suffering many deaths themselves). The British gained a small foothold at the tip of
the peninsula but were unable to make significant territorial gains.
Critically, the commander of the land forces at Y Beach made a severe error. Amazingly, after
landing, he allowed his men to dither instead of striking inland quickly. It is generally held that
had they acted expeditiously, the British would have taken Krithia and Achi Baba that day.
However, the delay allowed the Ottomans to regroup and bring in re-enforcements, so evening up
the odds.
On April 28, the British decided to make a determined push inland from their beachheads. The
two sides fought the fierce First Battle of Krithia in the countryside between Sedd el Bahr, Y
Beach and Krithia, which resulted in the Entente forces retreating to near their original lines,
having suffered very heavy casualties.
Over the next week, both sides drew in reinforcements, such that the British-French forces in the
southern peninsula numbered 25,000, while the Ottomans counted 20,000 men. During the
Second Battle of Krithia (May 6-8, 1915), the Entente forces made another run at the Turkish lines
but were met with fierce resistance. While the Anglo-French troops gained a modest amount of
ground, almost half of their men fell as casualties. While nobody could fault the dedication of the
Entente troops, their side suffered from a lack of coordination which was brutally exploited by the
highly driven and well-led Ottomans. Both sides settled into the brutal regime of trench warfare
that was to become the signature feature of World War I.
On June 4, 1915, during the Third Battle of Krithia, Hunter-Weston, in command of 30,000 men
(against a slightly smaller Ottoman force) followed a more conservative approach, whereby he
tried to merely gain some ground, as opposed to mounting a headlong rush towards Krithia and
Achi Baba. This operation initially met with some success, until the Ottomans mounted a
fearsome counterattack that pinned the Anglo-French troops back into their trenches. The
invaders barely gained an inch, while both sides suffered thousands of casualties.
At the Battle of Gully Ravine (June 28 to July 5), an Anglo-French force once again tested the
Ottoman lines. While they made some headway, a breakthrough failed to materialize, as the
French forces on the eastern flank withered under severe Ottoman pressure, slowing down the
progress of the rest of the force. As such, the lines only moved a short way up the peninsula.
During the Fourth Battle of Kritiha (August 6-13), the Anglo-French troops tried in vain to break
the Ottoman lines, but after six brutal days of fighting they were finally repulsed. This proved to
be the last major action in the Cape Helles-Krithia sector.
Meanwhile, in that became known as the August Offensive’ (August 6-21, 1915), the Entente side
launched a massive operation to shore up their positions in the Ari Bunru-Suvla Bay sector, with
the objective of driving the Ottomans out of the area. This proved to be a colossal failure, that
resulted in outrageous casualties on both sides.
After all this, the astounding human and financial cost of the Gallipoli Campaign, which had
produced scarcely any accomplishments for the Entente side, caused the British high command to
consider pulling the plug in October 1915. However, this move was delayed for some time, as a
full-scale retreat would be a massive loss of face, as well as a blow to Allied morale, coming at

bad time when another horrid stalemate had developed in the fields of northern France and
Flanders. Finally, in December 1915, the Entente troops were evacuated in stages from all their
positions on the Gallipoli Peninsula, with the last contingent leaving on December 20. All Allied
ships departed the vicinity by January 1916.
While the Gallipoli Campaign was an epic embarrassment for the British Empire, the extreme
bravery and commitment shown by the ANZACs served as a defining moment of national
consciousness for both Australia and New Zealand which resonates to the present day.
On the other side, the Gallipoli Campaign is still rightly hailed as one of the great modern
achievements of the Turkish people. It made one of the heroes of the campaign, Mustafa Kemal
Pasha, into a legend, allowing him to spearhead the creation of the Republic of Turkey out of the
ashes of the Ottoman Empire. Kemal, hence known as ‘Atatürk’ served as the nation’s
revolutionary founding president for 15 years.
The Present Map’s Manuscript Additions in Focus
The present example of the map features extensive and highly important manuscript additions, all
executed in the field in Gallipoli by Sapper W.D. Saunders, of the Royal Engineers, who was
attached to the 52nd (Lowland) Division. The manuscript additions reveal a vast wealth of detail
about the campaign in the Cape Helles-Krithia sector, including the locations of the Entente troop
landing sites; their trenches and progressive front lines; the positions of named detachments; the
locations of headquarters; the placement of heavy artillery; the delineation of new roads and other
infrastructure; in addition to various named specific sites that featured prominently in various
battles. This map was extensively used in the active combat zone of Southern Gallipoli for
several months by a combat engineer who was directly involved in constructing many of the
trenches and roads, et cetera, that are depicted on the present map, in an environment of intense
military action. Only very few Gallipoli maps feature such authentic and valuable manuscript
additions as present here, making this a valuable artefact worthy of further exploration.
Saunders, as part of the 52nd Division, arrived in Gallipoli at the Cape Helles-Krithia Front in June
1915. Fighting beside the 156th Brigade, the group say heavy combat at the Battle of Gully
Ravine (June 28 to July 5), where they suffered a casualty rate of thirty percent! They also saw
action at the Fourth Battle of Krithia (August 6-13), where the Entente side reached its furthest
point of progress in the sector.
On the verso of the map, Saunders provided the following information in manuscript: “96582
Sapper W D Saunders / Headquarters Signal Coy RE 52nd Division”, with the added note “Torres
Line / Cape Helles - 31/12/15”. Sanders also provided his “Home Address: Uplyme, Lyme Regis,
England”. Additionally, on the front of the map are two handstamps of the ‘Army Telegraphs’
dated December 31, 1915. While Saunders likely received the present map in June 1915, shortly
after his arrival at Gallipoli, the date of December 31, 1915, fell during the period when he would
have left the Gallipoli Peninsula, but would still have been in the Gallipoli vicinity, either aboard a
ship or on one of the nearby British-controlled islands (such as Lemnos or Imbros), awaiting
passage home. The Army Telegraph stamps, bearing the same date, perhaps represent the official
sanction for Saunders to retain the map as a personal souvenir of his Gallipoli service.
Turning to the manuscript additions on the map, three of the initial Entente landing places in the
sector are labelled in black pen, being “W Beach / Lancashire Landing”; “X Beach / Implacable

Landing”; and “New Y Beach”, with the latter featuring notes in pencil giving the locations of
“29th Division”, “HQ” as well as the placement of howitzers.
Near Cape Helles, labelled in pencil, is a Union Jack marked “8th Co”, being the headquarters of
the VIII Corps; “Hunters Hill”, and the “Aerodrome”. Nearby, in Sidd el Bahr is a manuscript
tricolour flag indicating the location of the French HQ.
Importantly, the map labels the various lines, with the trenches that were established by the
Entente forces across the width of the peninsula from April to August 1915. The “Torres Lines”
of trenches, which run across the peninsula from X Beach, are accompanied by the placement of
the “52nd Div.” and “156th Brigade” (this is where Saunders was based for some time, as also
noted on verso of the map), while a number of water wells are noted nearby. Further up the
peninsula are a series of trenches running inland roughly from New Y Beach, with one point
labelled as the “Old Inniskilling HQ”, referring to the Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers, a regiment from
India, which fought on the front. Further up is the “Eski line”, while beyond is the final line,
traced lightly in pencil, representing the furthest extent achieved by the Entente forces following
the Battle of Gully Ravine (June 28 to July 5).
Serving the various Entente positions and trenches are a series of roads added to the map in
double dashed lines, in bold black pen. The road system commenced at W Beach and fanned out
to run along the various natural corridors up into the interior to the front lines. These include
“Road No. 1”; “Road No. 2”, which ran atop the Krithia Spur; “Road No. 3”, which ran up the
Krithia Nullah; and “Road No. 4”, which ran along Fir Tree Spur. Additionally, “Rochdale Road”
is shown to run from the Eski Line to the final line.
Additionally, throughout the theatre, numerous specific sites are mentioned that that figured
prominently in the battle action, including “Mole Hill” (near the Torres Line); “Pink Farm”;
“Brown House”; “Stone Bridge”; “Zimmerman’s” Farm; “Redoubt Bouchet” and the chillingly
named “Snipers Wood”.
It is interesting to consider the manuscript additions on the present map in relation to those that
appear on closely related maps. Curiously, the example of the present map held by the National
Archives U.K. was also owned by a member of Saunders’s division, the 52nd Lowlanders, as it is
endorsed on the verso: “War Diary of General Staff Branch, 52nd (Lowland) Division: July 1915,
Volume III, App 50”, and is stamped with the lines: ‘Ass Adjt General, 3rd Echelon, MEF,
Central Registry, 11 Aug 1915.’
The example of the present map held by the British Library is catalogued as including “MS
markings in coloured pencil”.
The example of the grand Ottoman map of the Cape Hellas-Krithia theatre (that was the
antecedent of the present map of Southern Gallipoli) that was owned by General Liman von
Sanders, the German nobleman who was the supreme, commander of the Central Powers forces at
Gallipoli, features extensive manuscript additions made in the summer of 1915 (executed during
the same period as those on the present map), but from the other side of the front. A very
interesting comparison! Please see link:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Battle_of_Gallipoli__Turkish_map_of_Cape_Helles_to_Krithia.png

The Role of Cartography at Gallipoli and the Story behind the Present “Captured” Map
Geographic knowledge of the battle theatre is always a key factor in the success of an army;
however, this was perhaps nowhere truer than during the Gallipoli Campaign, where the terrestrial
operations were fought upon a rocky, largely barren peninsula of steep ridges and deep, irregular
ravines. A lack of complete and precise knowledge of this challenging landscape proved to be a
determinative factor in the outcome of many operations during the campaign.
In planning the Gallipoli Campaign, the British high command severely underestimated the skill
and resolve of the Ottoman defenders; they expected to quickly bulldoze what was they
anticipated to be mediocre opposition. Accordingly, they were amazingly ignorant of the both the
topography of the Gallipoli Peninsula as well as the hydrography of the surrounding seas.
At the beginning of the Gallipoli Campaign, the best hydrographic work that the Allies possessed
of the region was a 1908 chart of the waters around the Gallipoli Peninsula and the Dardanelles
that, while based on recent Admiralty surveys, soon proved to have horrific flaws that
unnecessarily endangered ships and troop landings. As for topgraphical mapping, the Entente
powers relied upon a reprint of French map dating from the Crimean War (1853-6)! This map
was both astoundingly inaccurate and done to a relatively small scale of 1:50,000, ensuring that its
use was probably more dangerous than not using any map at all!
As the frightful quality of the existing maps became apparent to the British after they sent
airplanes to make a photographic reconnaissance of Gallipoli, resulting in a new 3-sheet map of
the peninsula and the Dardanelles region, done to scale of 1:40,000. While an improvement over
the 60-year old French map, it still proved inadequate, especially as aerial reconnaissance was a
new, imperfect science, while the scale of the map was still too small for operational sue.
Upon the failure of the naval operations, the Allied powers decided to mount a land invasion of
the Gallipoli Peninsula. On the night of April 25, 1915, the Allied command planned two main
landing zones upon the peninsula, one near Cape Helles, at the southern end of the peninsula, and
other in the Ari Bunru sector along the north-western coast of the peninsula. Both landings were
severely hampered by the inaccuracy or vagueness of the available maps.
On the other side, the Ottomans had anticipated that the Entente forces would likely seek to
invade Turkey by way of the Dardanelles, and so prior to the military action they dispatched
engineers to survey the Gallipoli Peninsula and adjacent Asian shores of the straits. While these
maps were not perfect, systematic surveys, and were later revealed to have some errors, they were
broadly accurate, and were certainly good enough to decently inform military operations. These
surveys were published by the Ottoman War Ministry Press in Istanbul, and resulting new
Gallipoli maps were issued only in small quantities for the exclusive use of senior officers in the
field, who were under stern orders to guard against their capture by the enemy.
One of the most important Ottoman maps of the Gallipoli Campaign was the first ever broadly
accurate and detailed survey of the southern part of the Gallipoli Peninsula (encompassing the
future Cape Helles-Krithia battle sector), published by the Ottoman War Ministry Press early in
1915 (Please refer to the image of General Liman von Sanders’s example above). This untitled
map, with text in Ottoman Turkish, was executed to scale of 1:25,000, with contour lines at 10metre intervals, and clearly depicts all major manmade and topographical features in a manner

ideal to assist military movement. Importantly, the map was used by the Ottoman-German high
command to deploy forces to the Cape Helles-Krithia front in advance of the first Entente
landings and it remained a key strategic aid for the remainder of the campaign.
Despite the precautions of the Ottoman command, the British captured an example of this grand
survey of Southern Gallipoli at some point in early May, not long after the first Entente landings.
Meanwhile, at the General Headquarters of the high command of the Mediterranean
Expeditionary Force on the island of Imbros (Gökçeada), a printing press was established. This
press was run by the campaign’s ‘Maps Officer’, Lt. Tresilien Nicholas, who was previously a
research geologist at Trinity College, Cambridge, before being briefly employed by the
Geographic Section of the War Office in London. On May 12, 1915, Nicholas arrived at Imbros,
to take charge of a hand-operated lithographic press with letterpress devices, assisted by the ‘A’
Printing Section of the Royal Engineers.
Nicholas was amazed by the quality of the Ottoman maps that had recently been captured from the
enemy, as they were far superior to those available to the Entente side; the present map of
Southern Gallipoli was seen as of being of paramount value.
On June 12, 1915, Nicholas wrote to his former boss at the War Office, Colonel Walter
Coote Hedley:
“Not long after landing we began to capture maps, which proved the Turks to be far better
equipped in this regard than we were. We captured a copy of a map on a scale of 1/25,000,
extending from Cape Helles to the North edge of the Kilid Bahr Plateau, where it was finished off
in a manner that suggested strongly that the survey had been continued further North. The map
bore evidence of having been produced in a hurry, and was printed entirely in brown, except for
the names, and, as far as could be judged from inspection, the contouring seemed well done and
highly detailed. The Printing Section produced a number of editions of this map, and I spent many
long hours making tracings of it.”
Later in May, Nicholas hastily redrew the Southern Gallipoli map, but only included elevation
contours at 50-metre intervals. He ran off a few different editions of this ‘Preliminary Map’ from
his crude hand-powered lithographic press. While these maps would have been somewhat useful
to Entente commanders, a much better, more precise version was required, one which far
exceeded the capabilities of the Printing Section at Imbros.
Fortunately, in December 1914, Lieutenant T.E. Lawrence (1888 - 1935), an eccentric and
insubordinate, yet extraordinary brilliant, junior officer was placed in charge of the map
department at the newly formed Intelligence Office in Cairo (later known as the famed ‘Arab
Bureau). Lawrence had previously gained valuable experience mapping the Sinai Peninsula, and
was a stellar cartographer with a gift for languages. Lawrence would, of course, soon become a
household name as ‘Lawrence of Arabia’ for his exploits later in the war.
In late May 1915, a second example of the original Ottoman Southern Gallipoli map was captured
on the battlefront and was immediately dispatched to Cairo. Lawrence’s map room worked up the
map, Southern Gallipoli. From a Captured Turkish Map, Provisional Edition, done to a the scale
of 1:20,000 (this scale was preferred by the British command, as it was consistent with that which
was used on the Western Front, while producing maps that were of sufficiently high resolution to

for operational use, while not being too large and unwieldy), with contour lines at 10-metre
intervals. However, the MEF command at Gallipoli requested the map as an emergency order,
thus Lawrence’s workshop spent only twelve hours drafting the it, such that the map featured
many omissions and a few notable errors. Critically, the map featured no names (there was no
time to transliterate the Ottoman text into English) and no reference grid. Nevertheless, the map
was a notable improvement over Nicholas’s preliminary efforts. The ‘Provisional Edition’ arrived
in Gallipoli only a week after it was printed.
While the ‘Provisional Edition’ was welcomed on the Cape Helles-Krithia front, being somewhat
of use to battle commanders and Royal Engineers, it soon became clear that a definitive and
complete edition of the Southern Gallipoli map was urgently required.
This is where the present edition of the map enters the scene. At some point, seemingly around
the beginning of June 1915, Lawrence’s map department in Cairo took five days to draft a refined,
carefully rendered, definitive version of the Southern Gallipoli map. The map corrected all the
errors and omissions present on the previous editions, while including all place names
transliterated from the Ottoman Turkish, while adding a reference grid (vitally useful for
orientation in the field). This map, being the present issue, was promptly published and
dispatched to the Gallipoli front, where we know that it arrived sometime before June 12, as on
that day Nicholas wrote to Hadley that the map was “an admirable production”.
The Survey Department in Cairo likewise also issued another, enlarged, edition of the present
map, done to scale of 1:10,000, printed on four sheets.
The Intelligence Bureau’s map room in Cairo soon switched to producing the much better kown
1:20,000 series of maps, issued in six separate sheets (‘Anafarta Sagir’; ‘Kurija Dere’; ‘Damler’;
‘Krithia’; ‘Chanak’; and ‘Boghali’), which was based on an entirely different (and chronologically
later) series of surveys than the antecedent of the present map. In fact, it seems that the present
edition of the Southern Gallipoli map influenced the design of the six-sheet series.
As it turned out, many of the commanders and engineers in the Cape Helles-Krithia theatre
preferred the Southern Gallipoli map to dealing with the clumsy separate sheets of the six-sheet
survey. Indeed, Sapper Saunders heavily relied upon his example for the duration of the
campaign.
References: British Library: Cartographic Items Maps X.1503. / OCLC: 1099878420; National
Archives U.K.: WO 301/385; Oxford University, Bodliean Library: D30:3 (20) 385; Australian
War Memorial: G7432.G1 S65 VI.19; Peter CHASSEAUD and Peter DOYLE, Grasping
Gallipoli: Terrain, Maps and Failure at the Dardanelles, 1915 (2005), passim.
7.500 EUR

2. SLAVERY – WEST INDIES
JAMAICA ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT ARCHIVE

[Lists of Slaves and Inventories of Property for the Trinity Estate & c. and the Gibraltar
Estate, important Jamaican sugar plantations owned by the Bayly Family].
[Jamaica, circa 1800].

A small, but high-quality archive of original manuscripts relating to important
Jamaican sugar plantations, including Trinity Estate (St. Mary), part of the greater
Bayly’s Vale plantation complex, and Gibraltar Estate (St. George), properties of
the Bayly sugar barons; the archive consisting of lists of named slaves and their
commercial values, as well as detailed inventories of the stores and produce of the
properties; all dating from around 1800, being valuable case studies from the
height of the Jamaica sugar economy.
Present here is a small, yet valuable, archive of original manuscript documents relating to a series
of prominent and successful plantations in north-eastern Jamaica, all owned by the Bayly family,
one of the island’s great sugar clans. Specifically, the documents include lists of named slaves
(with their values) who worked on the Trinity Estate, in St. Mary Parish, and the Gibraltar Estate,
in neighbouring St. George (today Portland) Parish, around 1800, during the height of Jamaica’s
greatest, yet last, sugar boom. Additionally, the lists go on to itemize and appraise the produce,
foodstuffs and building/storage supplies present on each plantation, while another part lists the
membership of a “jobbing” gang (a mobile group of slaves) owned by the Bayly family, as well as
the items stored at the Bayly’s warehouse in Port Maria, Jamaica. While Trinity Estate is famous
for having been the place where the great slave uprising of ‘Tacky’s War’ commenced in 1760,
and was later the subject of a well-known image by James Hakewill, the academic value of the
archive rests in the fact that the Trinity and Gibraltar plantations were successful mid-sized sugar
properties, and so the included lists of slaves and materials are stellar ‘case studies’ into the
manpower, resource and physical plant needs of Jamaican sugar estates during the height of their
profitability and productivity.
While the present documents are all undated, they are drafted on paper watermarked ‘1796’, and
by their content seem to date from the period immediately following the the death of Nathaniel
Bayly, the family patriarch, in 1798, whereupon the properties were distributed to various family
members.

The present archive consists of three parts, featuring four distinct documents; they are as
follows:

(Good, small holes along old folds but not affecting text in any appreciable way, light staining,
some writing a little faint but text completely legible).

I.
[TRINITY ESTATE].
“Inventory and Appraisement of Stock, Slaves, plantation utensils and produce on Trinity
plantation”.
[St. Mary Parish, Jamaica, circa 1800].
Manuscript, pen on 4 pp. tall quarto (32.5 x 20 cm) on single folded folio sheet of laid paper
watermarked ‘Curtis & Sons 1796’ and their insignia of ‘Britannia’ (Good, small holes along old
folds but not affecting text in any appreciable way, light staining, some writing a little faint but
text completely legible).

This document is a list of the members of a “jobbing gang” of slaves used in around the Bayly’s
Vale estate complex for various assignments, as opposed to the slaves who were assigned to the
same, repetitive tasks on the same estate, as was often the case. For instance, jobbing gangs could
be deployed to fulfil construction assignments, to fetch supplies from the nearby port, or to be sent
to another plantation to assist with cane harvesting, etc. The present list includes 37 named
slaves, accompanied by values of each; with the sums ranging up £160 for certain individuals.
Additionally, the list includes the names and values of 14 slaves noted as being “under lease to
Crandon & Reid”. The list thus gives an insight into the adaptable and mobile nature of enslaved
labour, as well as the ‘leasing’ of slaves to other masters, during the height of the last great sugar
boom.

This document is an original manuscript record of the slaves working on Trinity Estate, as well as
a detailed, itemized list of the livestock and equipment present on the plantation. The information
would likely have been gleaned from the estate’s overseer, a position held by William Kerr until
his death in 1799, and after that for some years by John Hopkinson.
The list of slaves incudes 280 named individuals, each accompanied by their commercial values.
They range from “Pompey” who was valued at £300, with figurers all the way down to several
individuals who were assessed at only £10; while slaves listed as former “runaways” were
recorded as having a value of nil. Indeed, slaves with advanced skills (such as master carpenters,
etc.) or house slaves who ran the Great House were highly valued, while variously unskilled,
elderly, ill, handicapped, or uncooperative slaves were of limited value. Reading the list, even
two centuries after it was drafted, is nevertheless somewhat chilling, seeing people evaluated like
commodities. Yet, it gives an informative view into the nature of enslaved labour on a successful
Jamaica sugar plantation at the height of its production.
Following, the document proceeds to list the livestock and equipment present on the estate, with
values for each, in all totalling a sum of £3822. The items included are “74 Steers @ £28 each” £2072; “28 Mules @ £30 each” - £840; “25 Head of Breeding Stock & 1 Bull” – £260; “70 Sheep
@ £40 per Score” – £440; “Sundry furniture & c. in & about the overseers house & office” – £50;
“4 500 Gallon Rum Bottles” – £20; “3 Wains”, being a large cart – £110; “1 Cart” - £5; “Sundry
Cooper & Carpenters tools in use” – £20; and “Sundry plantation tools & implements in & about
the Works” - £5.
II.
[BAYLY’S VALE PLANTATION COMPLEX / PORT MARIA].
Present here are two documents on a single folio sheet regarding Bayly’s Vale, which was the
name given to four distinct, yet contiguous sugar plantations (including the Trinity Estate) owned
by the Bayly Family.
A)
“Inventory and Appraisement of Slaves settled at Baylys Vale land and intended as a
Jobbing Gang & ca”.
[St. Mary Parish, Jamaica, circa 1800].
Manuscript, pen on 1 p. tall quarto (32.5 x 20 cm) on recto of the same single folded folio sheet as
II.B. below, of laid paper watermarked ‘Curtis & Sons 1796’ and their insignia of ‘Britannia’

B)
“Inventory and Appraisement of Sugar, Rum, Provisions and plantation stores and utensils
at Port Maria Bay”.
[St. Mary Parish, Jamaica, circa 1800].
Manuscript, 1 p. tall quarto on verso of II.A. above.
The Bayly’s Vale estate complex possessed a warehouse at the nearby harbour of Port Maria, the
local parish seat. There much of the produce of the plantations, as well as foodstuffs and building
and storage supplies needed on the estates, would be stored.
Present here is a highly detailed list of the items in the warehouse. While the complete
itemization is too lengthy to relist here, highlights include“72 hogsheads sugar @ £42 each” –
£3024; “56 Barrels of American beef” – £392; and “72 Barrels old damaged flour” – £117 (even
rancid flour was still valuable!); followed by building and storage supplies, such as quantities of
tallow, iron, rope, wood, nails, etc. The list gives an interesting view into the production and
physical plant needs of a prosperous Jamaican plantation.
III.
[GIBRALTAR ESTATE].
“Inventory and Appraisement of Stock, Slaves, plantation utensils and produce on Gibralter
plantation”.
[St. George Parish (today’s Portland Parish), Jamaica, circa 1800].
Manuscript, pen on 4 pp. tall quarto (32.5 x 20 cm) on single folded folio sheet of laid paper
watermarked ‘Curtis & Sons 1796’ and their insignia of ‘Britannia’ (Good, some holes along old
folds but not affecting text in any appreciable way, light staining, some writing a little faint but
text completely legible).
The present document gives a listing of the enslaved persons, as well as the products and supplies
present on the Gibraltar Estate, a sugar plantation likewise owned by members of the Bayly
family, located a little to the east of Bayly’s Vale, just across the line in St. George Parish. The
information contained was likely collected by Edward Williams, who was Gibraltar’s overseer
during this period.

The document starts out by listing 266 named slaves, giving the values for each. The amounts
vary greatly, ranging from “Crooked Tom” who is listed with no value, all the way up to
“Neptune”, who is listed at £200.
Next, the document goes on to detail the produce, livestock, foodstuff, and building/storage
supplies present at Gibraltar, including “99 Steers @ £26 each” – £2574; “46 Mules @ £30 each”
– £1380; “18 cows” - £252; and “9 Hogsheads sugar” - £378.
The Apogee and Last Boom Period of the Jamaica Sugar Economy
The present archive was made during what was both the economic highpoint, and the final golden
period of the Jamaican sugar economy. During the 18th and early 19th centuries sugar was a
source of wealth to the global economy in a manner similar to oil during the 20th century. While
capital-intensive, it could produce astronomical profits in a manner unrivalled by any other
industry.

was less that the applicable tax levy!), causing many properties to be sold at fractions of the prices
they would have received only a short time before.
The abolition of slavery across the British Empire, which was phased in between 1834 and 1838,
meant the death knell Jamaica’s mass sugar economy. While the British government paid
compensation to former slave owners, for most sugar planting was no longer commercially viable.
While sugar continued to be produced on Jamaica in the coming decades, many plantations
switched to other produce (such as bananas or citrus); however, in many places the new agrarian
economy became something closer to subsistence farming than a global trading bonanza. From
the 1850s to the 1880s, many of the plantations throughout the British West Indies went bankrupt
and were auctioned off by the crown’s purpose-formed West Indian Incumbered Estates
Commission. Most of the great Jamaican estates were soon divided up to farms; the era of
plantations was no more.
The Bayly Sugar Empire

After decades of growth, by the 1740s, Jamaica had become the world’s second largest sugar
producer (after only its great rival, the French colony of Saint Domingue, later Haiti). By the
1760s, Jamaica was by far and away the most profitable colony in the British Empire, and a large
percentage of Britain’s ultra-wealthy subjects had built their fortunes on Jamaican sugar.
However, the Jamaica sugar economy relied upon the ignoble institution of enslaved African
labour. It is thought that generally the slaves in Jamaica were worked harder and treated more
cruelly than on most of the other West Indian colonies. This ensured that Jamaica was always a
powder keg waiting to explode, with the small white plantocracy living in constant fear of slave
rebellions.
Progressively through the second half of the 18th century, the Jamaican plantations came to be
owned by absentee proprietors, who preferred living the high life in the healthier climes of
Britain. They therefore left the day-to-day management of their precious estates to overseers and
attorneys.
During the 1790s, the Jamaica sugar economy entered a twenty-year long period of unprecedented
productivity and profitability. The Haitian Revolution (1791-1804) destroyed the production of
Jamaica’s arch-rival, while the Napoleonic Wars kept sugar prices high. Meanwhile, improved
technology ensured the Jamaica’s plantations were more efficient than ever.
Jamaica’s annual sugar production doubled from 54,644 long tonnes in 1792 to an astounding
101,600 long tonnes in 1805. Meanwhile, the island counted 814 sugar plantations, averaging
around 900 acres in size, engaging 200 slaves. Yet, island’s 21,000 while residents ruled over
300,000 enslaved people of African origin, making Jamaica perhaps the most unequal and
potentially unstable society on earth.
The Jamaican, and broader West Indian, sugar industry prospered until 1815. Then the end of the
Napoleonic Wars and rising competition from the East Indies caused sugar prices to collapse.
Moreover, the abolitionist movement had picked up steam; it succeeded in compelling Britain to
ban the global slave trade in 1807, while ensuring that ever more measures mandating the better
treatment of West Indian slaves appeared on the books. By the 1820s, most of the sugar
plantations in Jamaica had ceased to be profitable (in some cases the price of sugar production

The present archive concerns the sugar estates owned by the Bayly Family, in the bordering
parishes of St. Mary and St. George, in north-eastern Jamaica. The rise and fall of these estates
perfectly mirrors that of the Jamaican sugar economy as a whole; while the present papers were
made sound 1800, during the greatest and last sugar boom. The detailed information on enslaved
labour, stores and supplies contained here is especially valuable, as it speaks to broader trends in
the sugar economy that transcend the particulars of the Bayly’s states themselves. In other, words,
they are almost perfect case studies of the assets of Jamaica plantations at a critical time.
The Bayly family, originally from Westbury, Wiltshire, were amongst the wealthiest and most
politically influential of all the Jamaica sugar clans. They had long held ties to Jamaica before
assuming a major stake in the island’s economy just as the sugar industry reached to stratospheric
heights.
The patriarch of the family was Zachary Bayly (d. 1769), a long-time member the Jamaican
Legislative Assembly, and the uncle and guardian of Bryan Edwards (1743 – 1800), later famous
as the era’s foremost chronicler of the West Indies. While Bayly already held numerous
proprietors around the island, he first became a bigtime sugar baron in the late 1750s, when he
purchased four sizeable estates in the lush valley of the West Port Maria River, in St. Mary Parish.
These contiguous properties, of Trinity, Tryall and Brimmer Hall, and Roslyn plantations came to
be collectively known as ‘Bayly’s Vale’. Comprising 4-5,000 acres, manned by over 1,000
slaves, the Vale was one of the largest and most valuable sugar empires in Jamaica. With specific
reference to the Trinity Estate, the 816-acre property was purchased in 1758 from the heirs of
John Gale, the son of Isaac Gale (1702-48), a major Jamaican landowner who built Trinity into a
grand concern.
At around the same time, Zachary Bayly acquired the mid-sized sugar plantation of Gibraltar
Estate (often, as here, spelled “Gibralter”), just to the east, across the line in St. George Parish,
near the coastal village of Annotto Bay. It was a productive property, powered both a cattle mill
and windmill.
The Baylys ran a ruthlessly efficient operation, placing perhaps even greater than average stress
upon their enslaved workforce. Bayly’s Vale became the epicentre of a conspiracy of ethnic Fante

slaves across St. Mary Parish who plotted a rebellion to overthrow their masters. In the early
morning hours of Easter Monday, April 7, 1760, an enslaved former Fante chief named Tacky
commenced the uprising on Trinity Estate and nearby Frontier Plantation. Tacky’s followers soon
overwhelmed their overseers, and saw their ranks swell to over 400 men. The force marched to
nearby Fort Haldane and seized arms, and soon posed a real threat to the plantocracy’s hold over
the region.
Zachary Bayly led a group of militiamen to confront Tacky’s force, fighting an inconclusive
skirmish, from which he narrowly escaped with his life. Acting Governor Sir Henry Moore, a
native-born Jamaican and a major plantation owner in his own right, acted with alacrity, sending
regular troops and his Maroon allies to St. Mary, which succeeded in brutally crushing the
rebellion by July 1760. However, Tacky’s brave stand inspired slaves in Western Jamaica to
mount their own fight for freedom, resulting in an even larger uprising that took over a year for
Moore’s forces to subdue. While the plantocracy had won the day, the rebellions were actually
close-run things; if Moore had not acted with unusual speed and competence, the entire island
would have been aflame. The rebellions sent a chill throughout the British Empire, as the
historian Trevor Burnard remarked, “In terms of its shock to the imperial system, only the
American Revolution surpassed Tacky’s War in the eighteenth century”.
After the unrest, Zachary Baily managed to quickly restore order, leading his estates to great
profitability.
Upon Zachary death, his estates were inherited by his much younger brother Nathaniel Bayly
(1726-98). Unlike Zachary, who spent most of his life in Jamaica, Nathaniel returned to England
permanently in 1759 and became an archetype example of an absentee West Indies plantation
proprietor. Nathaniel was one of the wealthiest men in Britain and a key member of the sugar
lobby at Westminster, where he served as an MP for almost a decade. He spent vast sums on
improving the works and new technology on his Jamaican estates, dramatically increasing their
yields. Powered by a cattle mill, watermill and a windmill, Trinity plantation’s greatest feature
was a mile-long aqueduct composed of numerous tall brick arches completed in 1797, being one
of the most impressive infrastructure works in all Jamaica. Trinity was later painted by James
Hakewill, the image of which appeared in his famous colour plate book, Picturesque Tour of the
Island of Jamaica, From Drawings Made in the Years 1820 and 1821 (London: Hurst and
Robinson & E. Lloyd, 1825), as Plate 12; please see link courtesy of the British Library:
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/trinity-estate-st-marys
Nathaniel Bayly died in 1798, leaving his Jamaican properties to be divided up amongst his
relatives. The present archive dates from around this time, during the height of the plantations’
productivity and profitability.
The Bayly’s Vale properties were left to Nathaniel’s eldest son, Charles Nathaniel Bayly (1775 –
1853), an absentee owner who was educated at Westminster School and Cambridge University.
Around 1831, he transferred Trinity to his son-in-law, the merchant and banker Job Mathew
Raikes, and the estate remained in the Raikes family for some decades. Following the abolition of
slavery, in 1837, the Raikes clan applied to the British crown for £4,026 in compensation for the
property’s 212 former enslaved persons.

After years of declining production, Trinity went bankrupt, and was publicly sold by the West
Indian Incumbered Estates Commission on November 25, 1874; please see images of the original
sales catalogue pamphlet with an estate map, courtesy of the Library of Congress:
https://www.loc.gov/resource/g4961gm.gct00423/?st=gallery
Turning to the Gibraltar Estate, in St. George Parish, upon the death of Nathaniel Bayly, the
plantation was left to his younger son, Wentworth Bayly (d. 1831), who spent much of his time in
Jamaica, serving in the island’s Legislative Assembly. Wisely seeing the writing on the wall as
the sugar economy collapsed, in 1829 Wentworth sold Gibraltar to Roger Kynaston. The
unfortunate Kynaston soon filed for bankruptcy on the estate and by 1832, Gibraltar was taken
over by the receivers Adam Gray and Anthony Davis. Following the abolition of slavery, in 1838,
they applied to the British crown for £6,724 in compensation for the property’s 390 former
enslaved persons.
References: N/A – Present archive seemingly unrecorded. Cf. Re: Trinity Estate: B.W.
HIGMAN, Jamaica Surveyed: Plantation Maps and Plans of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Centuries (Kingston: Institute of Jamaica, 1988), pp. 116-8; Legacies of British Slave Ownership
– Trinity Estate (St. Mary) – Online: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/estate/view/1811 ; Re: Gibraltar
Estate: Legacies of British Slave Ownership – Gibraltar Estate (St. George) – Online:
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/estate/view/2833
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3. INDIA – BHARUCH [BROACH], GUJARAT
BILINGUAL (ENGLISH / HINDI) REVENUE MAP

NOEL B. BEYTS (FL. C. 1860 - 1895).
Map of the Broach District, Province Guzerat, compiled from the Village Maps of the
Guzerat Revenue Survey.
Poona [Pune]: Published by the Gov.t Office, 1876.

Photozincograph with original outline hand colour, dissected into 18 sections and mounted upon
original linen, folding into original marbled boards (Very Good, resplendent original colours, just
some light creasing to some panel edges and a mild stain in lower-right corner), 101 x 69 cm (40 x
27 inches).

Extremely rare – a large-format bilingual (English-Hindi) map of the Broach
(Bharuch) District of Gujarat, made under the direction of Noel Beyts, the
provincial revenue superintendent, as a key part of his wide-ranging reform
programme, based upon the latest trigonometric surveys, published in Poona, and
resplendently coloured with dyes used in the textile industry.

This an extremely rare revenue survey map of the Broach (today Bharuch) District, of Gujarat,
India. It was made under the auspices of Noel Beyts, the Superintendent of Revenue for Gujarat,
and is based upon original mapping conducted especially for tax assessment and collection
purposes. The map was printed by the Bombay Presidency Government’s press in Poona (Pune)
in 1876 and notably features text in both English and Hindustani (the immediate precursor to
modern Hindi), and sports original outline colour in resplendent hues made from hand-ground
dyes used in the textile industry.
Broach (Bharuch) has since ancient times been one of the wealthiest ports along the west coat of
India. The city strategically lies at the mouth of Narmada River, one of the key transport corridors
onto the heart of India. The surrounding district was long one of the world’s most productive
cotton-growing areas and the Broach is famed for its Bandhani textiles. In addition, the area
produces many other cash crops and thrives upon maritime trade. Broach was for many years
contested between the Mughal and Maratha empires until it was seized by Britain in 1803.

The present map was made during the first decade of the British Raj, when the new crown regime
was embarking upon ambitious efforts to impose a modern, efficient government over the
subcontinent, after years of mismanagement by the East India Company. A cornerstone of the Raj
was its ability to efficiently assess and collect taxes to support the national civil and military
establishments. As the leading source of revenue in India was land taxes, the Raj set up a
sophisticated bureaucracy for assessing and collecting these funds. To aid their operations the tax
collectors commissioned special, scientifically accurate ‘revenue surveys’ of the lands under their
charge.
Gujarat was long considered to be one of India’s most potentially lucrative sources of tax revenue,
yet due to the sophistication of its economy and the wily nature of its major landowners, realizing
such windfalls traditionally proved elusive. In the 1860s and ‘70s, Noel Bates dramatically
reformed the revenue system in Gujarat, collecting the lion’s share of taxes for the first time. The
present map would have been used as a critical tool by Bates and his team in Broach, one of the
most important collectorates (taxation districts) in the province. The map was printed in both
English and Hindi so as to allow it to be used by Bates’ Indian associates, many of whom would
not have had a good command of English, or who otherwise preferred to operate in an indigenous
language. The map is one of relatively few surviving bilingual maps to have been printed in India
during the period.
The photozincographed map embraces the entire Broach District, and shows the jurisdiction
subdivided into five talukas (Wágra, Broach, Jambusar, Amod and Ankleswar), being special
taxation divisions. The city of Broach is located on the right-centre on the northern bank of the
Narmada, along the ‘BB & CIR’ (the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway), a line that
upon is completion in 1864 became a boon to the region’s economy. Throughout the map every
settlement is named, while the cadastral divisions denote the boundaries of each village, which
were considered the basic units used for administration, as well as the purposes of the revenue
surveys. Also depicted are all roads and paths, routes that could be used by tax collectors as they
made their rounds of the district.
The present map is one of only very few Gujarati revenue surveys to survive, and due to the
nature of its printing, colour, and it bilingual text is an uncommonly attractive example of 19th
Century Indian cartography.
A Note on Rarity
The present map is exceedingly rare, only a single other example is known to survive, preserved at
the British Library. Revenue survey maps tended to be published in only very small print runs for
the use of tax collectors and senior crown officials. Moreover, the maps tended to be heavily used
in the field, giving them a low survival rate.
The Raj’s Taxation Reform and Revenue Surveys
Financing the civil and military establishment of British India was astoundingly expensive. While
the East India Company (EIC) gained considerable revenues from certain commodities and war
prizes, the majority of its operating budget came from taxes. While taxation came in many forms,
ranging from import and expert duties to domestic levies charged on various products, the most
important revenue stream were property taxes. The EIC recruited a sizable bureaucracy whose
sole mandate was to assess and collect taxes.
However, properly assessing land taxes required highly accurate maps, which were traditionally in
short supply. Accordingly, the EIC undertook monumental efforts to map the country. The

Survey of India was founded in 1767 and in 1802 the Survey embarked upon the Great
Trigonometrical Survey (GTS) of India, an unprecedented endeavour to systematically map the
entire Indian subcontinent to exacting scientific standards. In 1803, the Survey was specifically
instructed to collect information relevant for tax collection, integrating it into their
cartography. In 1815, the quality and focus of the national surveys was improved upon the
consolidation of all state mapping activities under the auspices of the Survey General of India’s
Office in Calcutta.
By the 1830s, many problems developed with respect to the interface between the Survey of
India’s activities and the tax collection. While many impressive maps were made of regions all
across India, and while much valuable information relevant to land taxation was passed on to the
appropriate authorities, the process by which the Survey of India and GTS operated did not
correspond with the needs of tax assessment. For instance, the Survey often mapped areas vital
for military movement, such as mountain passes, before mapping revenue-rich areas of
farmland. It also did not help that political jurisdictions often did not correspond to the revenue
districts. Moreover, even where good maps were available, many tax collectors proved to be
carto-illiterate. These issues dovetailed into the broader reality the EIC’s tax collection apparatus
was unevenly skilled; in some areas bureaucrats proved highly competent and efficient, while in
other places they were hapless, lazy, and even corrupt. There was no universally applied
professional standard, and this came heavily weigh upon the EIC’s overall financial health, as vast
sums of taxes remained uncollected each year.
In 1822, the EIC decided that special surveys for tax collection should be made, employing
professional surveyors who were to operate separately from the Survey of India’s auspices
(although they were expected to cooperate and exchange information with the Survey). This led
to the birth of the ‘revenue surveys’, the creation of which was gradually rolled out in the Bengal
Presidency and the North West provinces. In 1833, the EIC ordered revenue survey to be
executed in all parts of British India. In 1835, they attempted to reconcile political boundaries
with the revenue districts, so as to lessen confusion.
While these reforms led to the creation of some excellent revenue maps and major improvements
in tax collection in some areas, such progress was not evenly experienced throughout the
country. Overall, the tax collection system remained inefficient and many areas were still not
covered by revenue maps. This proved to be one of key factors that led to the downfall of
Company rule in India, as the EIC came to suffer financial shortfalls even before its rule was
fatally discredited during the Indian Uprising of 1857.
In 1858, the East India Company was dissolved and rule of British India was taken over by the
crown, creating the ‘Raj’. While a daunting undertaking, the Raj aimed to dramatically improve
the Indian bureaucracy, and to implement some of the world’s highest standards for tax collection,
service delivery and infrastructure development. While the EIC was a corporate entity saddled
with the responsibilities of civil governance, the Raj was a civil government that sought to be
profitable.
The Raj recruited thousands of professionally trained British and Anglo-Indian civil servants, who
were expected to master local languages and lead cadres of functionaries composed mostly of
Indians. Elaborate, yet efficient, bureaucratic systems were put in place, with tight discipline, to
ensure that the machinery of government ran smoothly and (relatively) quickly.
Nowhere was the bureaucratic revolution more strongly felt than in the area of tax collection.
British India was divided into collectorates and subdivisions (talukas), and at each level a British
civil servant was to lead a well-trained (and relatively well-paid) staff of locals to systematically

assess and collect revenue. There was little tolerance for sloth and corruption - projected revenue
targets were made, and the collectors were expected to meet expectations, otherwise they rightly
feared loosing their jobs.
In the 1860s and 1870s dramatically greater resources were given towards the creation revenue
surveys. Tax collectors were expected to work closely with professional surveyors to form
accurate maps that were to be carefully inspected by senior officials to ensure their quality. Tax
collectors who could not produce good maps were subject to sacking. In areas where the GTS had
not already resulted in accurate base surveys, the revenue surveyors had to make scientifically
accurate maps from scratch, a challenging undertaking; otherwise they could, at least in part,
‘piggyback’ on the work of the Survey of India.
By 1876, the year in which the present map was issued, the Government of India revenue
department had seventeen separate surveying parties in the field all across the country. I that year
they would cumulatively manage to survey 11,175 square miles (27,720 sq. km) of territory.
A curious aspect of some of the revenue survey maps was that they featured bilingual text (in
English or Hindustani, or sometimes another local language, such as Bengali). While this was not
a mandatory requirement of the maps, many of the Indian tax collectors could not speak or write
English well, such that the inclusion of local languages ensured that the maps were universally
accessible. During the 1860s and ‘70s bilingual printed maps in India were still quite
unusual. The esteemed Calcutta cartographer Jean-Baptiste Tassin had created several bilingual
maps in the 1830s, but the practice was not generally taken up. Beyond that, the Survey of India
occasionally made bilingual maps of princely states, but these works were very few and far
between. The revenue surveys thus had a ground-breaking role, in that many of the very first
printed maps of many areas with text in Hindi (or other indigenous languages) were such maps.
Noel Beyts, who oversaw the creation of the present map, was one of the most important and
influential members of the ‘new generation’ of Raj tax collectors. He commenced his career in
India in the early 1860s, appointed as the collector of the Broach District, whereupon he
commenced the task of painstakingly compiling the information showcased upon the present
map.
Beyts, while tireless and meticulous in the pursuit of his mandate, acknowledged that assessing
and collecting revenue in Gujarat was especially difficult. The province’s economy was heavily
reliant upon maritime trade, and a large back market existed far beyond crown oversight. As for
property taxes, much of the land in the Broach District had been owned by the same families for
generations. For generations, the landowners concocted masterly schemes that confounded tax
assessors, ensuring that the government almost always came away with only a fraction of its
entitled yield. Beyts noted that obtaining the correct amount of revenue from properties in Gujarat
“…is as difficult as it would be to ascertain the price of a fancy article in a shopkeeper’s bill when
a lump sum is given of a dozen others with no attempt at detail”.
Despite the obstacles, Beyts was remarkably effective at collecting something close to the full
amount of taxes from the Broach landowners, the partial results of which he published in his
Report on the Revenue Settlement of the Broach Talooka: Broach Collectorate, 1870-71 (1871).
Beyt’s success in Broach led to his promotion to as the acting, and later permanent,
Superintendent of Revenue for Gujarat, a post he held for many years. In this role, he
dramatically reformed the revenue collection system in the province, making it one of the most
efficient in all India. Beyt’s went on to write many more reports on revenue collection in the
province, and also became an authority on the region’s cash crops, publishing Gujarát Agriculture
(1880).

The present map is based upon years of custom surveys undertaken by professional surveyors,
working under Beyts’s close supervision. Highly accurate and detailed, it is everything that a
revenue map should ideally be. The map seems to be Beyt’s only surviving general district
revenue survey, while the British Library holds the only known examples of his five associated
maps of each of the Broach District’s talukas (likewise printed in Poona in 1876).
Beyts, who served as the Revenue Superintendent of Gujarat for almost 25 years until his
retirement in 1895, was highly regard throughout India for having set the ‘gold standard’ for
revenue assessment and collection, and his methods were widely copied. This played a key role in
the dramatic overall improvement in tax system across the country in the late 19th
Century. Importantly, this allowed the British Raj’s budget to be in the black, even in the face of
continually rising expenditures, a state of play which lasted until World War I.
References: British Library: Cartographic Items Maps I.S.61. / OCLC: 556729083.
Royal Geographical Society, ‘New Maps’, Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society and
Monthly Record of Geography, New Monthly Series, Vol. 1, No. 8 (Aug., 1879), p. 542;
Bhaskar DHATAVKAR (ed.), Catalogue of Maps in the Bombay Archives, vol. II (Bombay:
Department of Archives, Government of Maharashtra, 1985), no. 3811 (p. 279). Cf. R.D.
CHOKSEY, Economic Life In the Bombay Gujarat (1800 - 1939) (Bombay, 1968), p. 75;
Bernardo A. MICHAEL, ‘Making Territory Visible: The Revenue Surveys of Colonial South
Asia’, Imago Mundi, vol. 59, no. 1, 2007, pp. 78–95.
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4. PARAGUAY
THE CHACO WAR
OIL-PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

EJÉRCITO (PARAGUAY) - ESTADO MAYOR GENERAL, SECCIÓN
CARTOGRÁFICA. / SIRO BENEDETTI (DESIGNER).
Mapa de la Republica del Paraguay 1939.
Tacumbú District, Asunción: Lit. “El Sol” for S. Benedetti, Dib. Litógrafo, 1939.
Lithograph in colours, dissected into 36 sections and mounted upon original linen, bearing
handstamps of the ‘Estado Mayor General - Sección Cartográfica’ and the number ‘0047’ (lowerleft), housed in original chestnut-coloured cloth covers (Excellent, map in pristine condition;
covers with light edge-wear and minor abrasions to front endpaper), 150 x 111 cm (59 x 43.5
inches).

Very Rare - a colossal and resplendently colourful map of Paraguay being the first
detailed map to showcase the country’s vast new territories conquered during the
Chaco War (1932-5), Latin America’s bloodiest modern conflict, fuelled by oil,
espionage and nationalism; commissioned by the Paraguayan Army, it served as the
most important general strategic map of the country for 25 years, as well as being a
vital tool of propaganda and diplomacy; produced from the most authoritative
military surveys by the prominent local draftsman Siro Benedetti and published in
Asunción – a stellar example in pristine condition.
This very rare, monumental work is one of the most important maps in the history of Paraguay,
being the first detailed general map to depict the country’s vast new expanse of territory
conquered from Bolivia in the Gran Chaco, as affirmed by the 1938 peace treaty following the
Chaco War (1932-5), the bloodiest conflict in modern Latin American history. The map features
many intriguing details relating to the war that are found together nowhere else. The work was
commissioned by the Estado Mayor General, Sección Cartográfica, the mapping division of the
Paraguayan military, from the best and most recent field surveys, and was designed by the
prominent local draughtsman Siro Benedetti and published by Litógrafia “El Sol” in Asunción.

Perhaps the grandest cartographic work ever published in Paraguay, it remained the seminal
national map for the next generation.

A Note on Rarity

In grand scale and resplendent colour, the map showcases all of Paraguay and surrounding lands.
The core, developed part of the country, that which laid past the eastern bank of the mighty
Paraguay River, is divided into several departments, each distinguished by their own bright hues.
The capital Asunción, located near the confluence of the Paraguay and Pilcomayo rivers, is the
nucleus of a of a great network of roads running throughout the country, as well as the vital
railway heading down to Encarnación, and then on to Buenos Aires. Also notable, in addition to
the cities and towns, are the numerous named ‘colonias’, massive being agrarian settlements.

The present map is very rare; it would have been made in only a very small print run exclusively
for high-level official use. While there are surely some examples in Paraguayan institutions, we
can locate only 4 examples in libraries elsewhere, all of which are in the United States, with
holdings at the American Geographical Society Library; University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee;
Stanford University – Branner Earth Sciences Library; University of California – Berkeley; and
the University of Michigan - Hatcher Library. The 1956 (second) edition of the map is likewise
rare.

Of particular interest is the vast expanse of Paraguayan territory, coloured in yellow, located
beyond the west bank of the Paraguay River. This the arid and forbidding land was part of the
supposedly oil-rich Gran Chaco (Spanish: Chaco Boreal) region, and was conquered from Bolivia
during the recent Chaco War, an ultra-bloody conflict in which both sides were backed by strange
alliances of national governments and oil companies, while seemingly every action observed and
manipulated by spies and agents provocateurs. The peace treaty granting Paraguay these new
domains was not agreed until almost three years after the war, in 1938, shortly before the present
map was issued.

Oil, Espionage and Paraguay’s Triumph in the Chaco War

Importantly, the map provides the best overview of the Chaco War theatre as given on any map,
with a wealth of details supplied directly from manuscript military field surveys made during the
height of the conflict. The generally dry plain is crossed by numerous seasonal rivers and
swamps, and covered by dense, low bush, with the only natural transport corridor into the region
being the navigable Paraguay River.
While the Gran Chaco region features some settlements established prior to the war, including the
small towns and sites marked ‘colonia’, ‘rancho’, and ‘mission’, most of the comprehensive road
network, and all of the railways that sporadically dash into the interior from the Paraguay River,
were only recently created by either the Paraguayan or Bolivian armies. Likewise, the numerous
sites marked ‘Fn.’ (meaning forton, Spanish for ‘fort’), often named for army officers;
‘campamento’; and ‘deposito’ are mostly new military facilities established or captured by
Paraguayan troops during the masterfully executed guerrilla operations. Also of import are the
sites marked ‘Aguada’, locating potable water in a region that was for most of the year as dry as
the Sahara; access to water was a major factor throughout the conflict.
The present map was commissioned by the Paraguayan Army primarily as a strategic aid to be
used by both military and civilian authorities for the allocation of resources and infrastructure
development.
The map also had great propaganda and diplomatic value, as it served to confirm in a big,
colourful way Paraguay’s conquest of the Gran Chaco. When Paraguay was asked to loan a map
for an important cartographic exhibition held in Washington, D.C. organized by the Library of
Congress for the Eighth American Scientific Congress (May 10-18, 1940), the Paraguayan
Embassy naturally produced an example of the present map.
The map had and enduring importance, remaining the best general strategic map of Paraguay for a
generation. A second edition, with revisions and updates overseen by Guillermo Vaucher Benitez,
was published in 1956 in Lima by the Instituto Geográfico Militar.

Bolivia and Paraguay were since their independence in the early 19th Century amongst the poorest
countries in the Americas, although in Spanish colonial times both had been the sources of
tremendous wealth. Bolivia was home to the Cerro Rico, the largest exploited silver deposit in
world history, while Paraguay was once a vast inland agrarian empire controlled by the Jesuit
Order. However, throughout most of the 1800s both nations were riven by corruption and
instability, driven by inept and demagogic leadership, factors manipulated by their larger and
wealthier neighbours.
Paraguay suffered a national tragedy when it lost the Paraguayan War of 1864-70, and with it
almost half of its territory to Brazil and Argentina. Shortly thereafter, Bolivia lost its seacoast to
Chile during the Pacific War of 1879-83. However, instead of being chastened by these losses,
both nations continued to follow their traditional errant ways.
The Gran Chaco (known in Spanish as the Chaco Boreal) is a great semi-arid plain, part of the
Río de la Plata Basin, extending from Northern Argentina through western Paraguay, eastern
Bolivia and a little ways into Brazil. The region is naturally inhospitable, and was traditionally
sparsely populated, although with difficulty ranches could be carved out of the scrubby terrain.
However, the region was valued for being the keystone of transcontinental transport, as the
Paraguay River was navigable hundreds of miles into the interior, giving the heart of South
America access to the Atlantic Ocean.
The bulk of the Gran Chaco that lay between the populated parts of Paraguay and Bolivia was
disputed by both nations. For many years this mattered little, as the area was seen to be of little
value. However, in the 1880s, following Bolivia’s loss of its Pacific coast, it progressively
founded settlements in the Gran Chaco, extending ever eastwards towards the Paraguayan
heartland, hoping to secure a good slice of the Paraguay River and a possible Atlantic trade route.
Meanwhile, the Paraguayan parliament licenced setters, including Mennonite communities, to
found colonies in the Gran Chaco. By the 1920s, the Bolivian and Paraguayan areas of settlement
had come close to one another, heightening tensions between the two countries.
It was at this time that geologists claimed that the Gran Chaco sat upon a great basin of oil. This
traditionally remote area, hitherto almost totally unknown outside of the region, suddenly became
the focus of global attention, as agents of oil companies and spies representing foreign interests
showed up to lay claim to parts of the supposed bonanza. The problem for those coveting the
riches was that the region was still disputed, and neither the Bolivian or Paraguayan governments
could guarantee secure title to anyone who wanted to invest in extracting the oil.

Powerful foreign interests pressured Bolivia and Paraguay to resolve their boundary dispute in the
Gran Chaco, while the leaders of both states desperately coveted the oil revenues that promised to
utterly transform their economies (not to mention their personal fortunes!).
While the conspiracies behind the brewing Bolivian-Paraguayan conflict remain a source of
academic debate to this day, what is clear is that Paraguay was supported by Argentina, Italy
France and, most importantly, the Royal Dutch Shell Oil Company. On the other side, Bolivia
was supported by Chile and Germany, as well as the Standard Oil Company. Various American
interests backed either side, while some hedged their bets by supporting both! The dark forces
behind the conflict were later immortalized by Pablo Neruda’s poem Standard Oil Company
(1940).
The resulting Chaco War (September 9, 1932 – June 12, 1935) was by far and away the bloodiest
and, in some ways, most surprising conflict in Latin America during the 20th Century. The war,
popularly known in Spanish as the La Guerra de la Sed (‘The War of Thirst’), was fought over
600,000 km2 of parched, scarcely passable terrain. On paper, Bolivia should have easily won the
contest, as it was much larger (having a population of 2,150,000 vs. Paraguay’s 880,000), with a
far grander armed forces, as well as being better financed, not only due to its foreign backers, but
also because of its large mining income. Bolivia’s war effort was headed by the German
adventurer Hans Kundt, who managed to acquire modern equipment and to instil an element of
Teutonic discipline amongst the ranks.
However, the mastermind of the Paraguayan military effort, Colonel (later Marshal) José Félix
Estigarribia, found ingenious ways to negate the enemy’s advantages. He divided his forces into
small guerrilla units that could live off the land and stealthily and rapidly strike much larger
Bolivian forces, before disappearing back into the scrub. Even where the Bolivians were more
conventionally disciplined and better armed, they were helpless against what was a seemingly
invisible enemy. Worn down by constant lethal strikes, the Bolivians progressively withdrew
further and further west, giving up vast expanses territory to the Paraguayans. The conflict was
unbelievably bloody, by the end of the fighting Bolivia lost between 56,000-65,000 men, while
Paraguay suffered over 36,000 deaths. The losses amounted to two Paraguayans and three
Bolivians killed for every square mile of Gran Chaco land held by each side held at the end of the
war.
A ceasefire was enacted on June 10, 1935, with Paraguay controlling the bulk of the Gran Chaco
territory. While Bolivia had been vanquished, the victory for Paraguay seemed Pyrrhic, as the
country was virtually ruined. The ensuing diplomacy was hindered by the constant interference of
foreign powers and oil companies. It was not until the Chaco Peace Conference, held in Buenos
Aries on July 21, 1938, that final peace terms were agreed. Paraguay was awarded two-thirds of
the disputed territory, as shown on the present map, while Bolivia was left with the concession of
access to the Paraguay River at Port Busch, with the promise of free navigation to the Atlantic.
As it turned out, while some oil was subsequently exploited in the Gran Chaco, the region’s
deposits were nowhere near as great as the geologists had predicted. Thus, all the bloodshed
proved unnecessary, an instance of chasing Black ‘Fool’s Gold’. Today, the Paraguay-Bolivia
border remains as it was set in 1938, with the inhabitants on both sides making a hardscrabble
existence carving ranches out of the scrub.

References: American Geographical Society Library, University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee: 264
B-1939; Stanford University – Branner Earth Sciences Library: G5380 1939 .P3; University of
California – Berkeley: G5380 1939 .P3; OCLC: 34416742 / 68915683; Paul Henry
OEHSER (ed.), Proceedings of the Eighth American Scientific Congress Held in Washington May
10-18, 1940, Under the Auspices of the Government of the United States of America, vol. 9
(Washington, D.C.: Department of State, 1941), p. 327.
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5. GHANA (GOLD COAST) – SEKONDI
AFRICAN URBANISM

Anon.
Sketch Plan of Secondee.
[Sekondi, Gold Coast (Ghana), circa 1905].
Cyanotype (blueprint) map with some details heightened in original coloured crayon (Very Good,
old folds and minor creasing, old tack marks to corners), 54 x 54 cm (21.25 x 21.25 inches).

The only known example of a fascinating cyanotype (blueprint) plan of Sekondi,
capturing the Gold Coast’s (Ghana) main commercial port during the Edwardian
boom period of economic and infrastructure development - a value artefact of the
the Industrial Revolution and urbanism in Sub-Saharan Africa.
This is a fine engineers’ blueprint plan of Sekondi, then the Gold Coast’s busiest commercial port,
as well as a major regional centre of administration and a key British military base. The site of the
Dutch outpost of Fort Orange (established 1642) and later the British base of Fort Sekondi (1682),
the location had long been valued as one of the few natural harbours in West Africa that could
shelter capital ships.
While Britain had maintained a presence along the Gold Coast for hundreds of years, and had
formally established a colony in the littoral region in 1867, it was not until the wake of the Fourth
Anglo-Ashanti War (1895-6) that Britain gained proper control over the interior, unlocking the
Gold Coast’s immense economic potential. Indeed, unlike many of the other European colonies in
Africa, the Gold Coast was profitable, producing gold, fine tropical hardwood timber, cocoa, palm
products, as well as other tropical cash crops. The local people were also highly industrious,
making the colony worthy of grand investment. The British hold over the Gold Coast was
confirmed by their victory during the final Anglo-Ashanti showdown in 1900, which resulted in
the entire country becoming a British protectorate in 1902.
As a critical element towards bringing the Industrial Revolution to the Gold Coast, in the late
1890s the British began to develop Sekondi as a major industrial transhipment centre. This role
was solidified in 1903 upon it becoming the seaward terminus of the Government Railway, which
headed northwards, deep into the interior, as far as Kumasi. Within only a few years Sekondi
become one the of the World’s largest entrepôts for gold, cocoa and timber.

The present map, made around 1905, shows the layout of the city in great detail, outlining all
major buildings, labelling roads and rail lines, in addition to indicating land use patterns. It is
valuable as stellar example of early industrial urbanism in Sub-Saharan Africa.
The map shows the Government Railway sweeping down into the city from the north, to terminate
at specially constructed quays on the harbour shore, for the purpose of conveying products
directly from train to boat. Outlined in the town’s commercial district are Fort Sekondi; harbour
works; post office; law courts; market; bank; prison; cold storage; hotel and the country club. To
the southwest of the centre, near the shore, are the residential areas (mainly inhabited by local
peoples) of ‘Accra Town’ and ‘Housa Town’. To the north, in the interior are the chapel, army
barracks, hospital and the country bungalows of important British officials.
Sekondi later benefitted from the construction of Gold Coast’s first deep-water harbour,
completed at nearby Takoradi in 1928. Sekondi was later merged with its neighbour to form
Sekondi-Takoradi, and today serves as the capital of Ghana’s Western Region with a population
of over 500,000. Its port plays a major role in the the economy of Ghana (as well as the
landlocked Sahel countries), handling 62% of Ghana’s annual exports and 20% of its imports.
Cyanotype: Cartography in Brilliant Blue
The present highly technical map would have been made in only a very small number of examples
for official planning purposes. Its gorgeous blue tone is the result of the cyanotype (blueprint)
printing technique, which is sometimes referred to as a ‘sunprint’. This photographic printing
process involved the use of two chemicals: ammonium iron (III) citrate and potassium
ferricyanide. Invented in 1842 by the astronomer Sir John Herschel, the technique was favoured
by engineers, as it produced technical diagrams of sharp contrast and clarity. It also had the
advantage of being very low cost and easy to execute (by those properly trained). In the late
19th and early 20th Centuries, the technique gained wide popularity for architectural and
engineering plans (i.e. ‘Blueprints’). This led it to be adapted to cartography, often to maps of a
technical nature, such as urban models and plans for mines and infrastructure (such as the present
map). A limitation of the cyanotype medium is that it could yield only a very limited number of
copies, such that virtually all cyanotype maps are today extremely rare.
Cyanotype maps were especially popular with British military cartographers and civil engineers
operating in colonial frontier regions during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, especially in
India and Africa.
References: N/A – Seemingly not recorded.
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6. NORTHERN IRELAND / IRELAND
ANGLO-IRISH CONFLICT
DATA VISUALIZATION
INTELLECTUAL PROPAGANDA

NORTH-EASTERN BOUNDARY BUREAU (FREE IRISH STATE).
Population Map of the North of Ireland.
Dublin: Ordnance Survey Office, Phoenix Park, 1923.
Colour print (Very Good, overall clean and bright, very mild stain in upper left quadrant, light
wear along original folds), 73.5 x 87.5 cm (29 x 34.5 inches).

Of great historical importance - the most sophisticated work of data visualization
created during the early era of Irish independence, in great detail it breaks down
popular support for British Unionism and Irish Independence in Ulster, just as the
Ireland was being divided and in advance of the final boundary negotiations;
created by the North-Eastern Boundary Bureau of the Irish Free State and
published in Dublin by the Ordnance Survey.
Following the end of the Irish War of Independence (1919-21), the British government and the
and leaders of the Irish independence movement singed the Anglo-Irish Treaty (1921) that
established the Irish Free State (an internally autonomous country that later became the Republic
of Ireland), while mandating that most of the northern province of Ulster would become Northern
Ireland, a jurisdiction of the United Kingdom. While the boundary between the two entities had
been vaguely agreed upon (Northern Ireland would possess all or almost all of six of Ulster’s nine
counties; while the Free State would take the remaining three counties), its precise delineation
would be a matter of negotiation between the Free Irish and British governments. Dublin created
the North-Eastern Boundary Bureau to provide its officials with research and evidentiary support
in favour of the Free State’s boundary claims. However, in what became the Irish Civil War
(1922-23), a large portion of the Irish independence movement opposed negotiating with the
British altogether, compelling the North-Eastern Boundary Bureau to walk a fine rhetorical line

between advocating the maximization of the Free State’s boundaries in Ulster, while also
justifying its concession to allowing Britain to retain most of the province.

Protestant Unionists. Nevertheless, a determined Irish independence movement persisted, waiting
for the right time to take a stand.

The present work is the most important and sophisticated map made by the North-Eastern
Boundary Bureau. It was created early in 1923 before the Anglo-Irish boundary negotiations
commenced. It showcases the precise distribution of the population in Ulster who supported Irish
independence versus those who supported continued union with the United Kingdom. The map
utilizes the most authoritative data from electoral roles to give a highly detailed and accurate
picture, revealing both the immense complexity of the Anglo-Irish conflict, as well as the least
imperfect methods for dividing the territory to minimize future conflict.

Taking advantage of Britain’s involvement in World War I, Irish independence fighters mounted
the Easter Uprising of 1916. However, the rebellion was brutally crushed by the British army and
most of its leaders were executed. Yet, instead of killing off the Irish independence movement,
London’s heavy-handedness gave it new life, as it caused traditionally moderate Irish nationalists
to henceforth support armed further renewed resistance against Britain.

The map depicts all of Ulster with the bright orange line, named as the ‘Six County Boundary’
marking the provisional border between the Irish Free State and Northern Ireland, while the
thinner boundaries define the county lines. Each county is divided into named electoral
subdivisions, with each featuring a series of coloured boxes representing population; full boxes
represent 100 people or less, while half boxes represent 50 people or less. Boxes and half boxes
coloured in green represent people ‘In Favour of the Irish Free State’ (or Irish independence),
while orange boxes represent people ‘In Favour of the Belfast Parliament’ (or remaining part
of the United Kingdom). The map shows that areas in and around Belfast, the provincial
capital, had an overwhelming Unionist (usually Protestant) majority population, while the
further one goes outwards into countryside the demographics become ever more pro-Irish
independence (mainly Roman Catholic), with some areas being deeply mixed.
The map was made to inform Free Irish government officials, and to a lesser extent to
persuade highly engaged and intellectually inclined members of the public, about the
demographic reality on the ground in the north of Ireland. While the map is based upon
scientifically accurate (un-doctored) data, rhetorically, it sends the message that it is perhaps
logical that the areas around Belfast, being resoundingly Unionist, remain in the United
Kingdom (as they are full of Orangemen, or Protestant radicals who would destabilize the
Free State). However, it also shows that many areas of the of the borderlands within the six
Northern Ireland counties that have clear pro-Irish Independence majorities (notably
including the major city of Londonderry), suggesting that they could perhaps be pealed off
and given to the Irish Free State.
While the map was held in high regard by Free Irish officials, considered immensely useful
in the boundary deliberations, ultimately the border question proved so incendiary that the
two sides resolved to keep the boundary along the original ‘six county’, or orange line, as
shown on the present map. However, the boundary and indeed the matter the existence of
Northern Ireland itself would later become the focus of violent conflict.
The Brutal Birth of an Independent Ireland and the Partition of the Emerald Isle
Upon the outset of the 20th Century, the majority of people of Ireland, and its Roman Catholic
population in particular, longed for independence from Britain, which had ruled the island for
centuries in manner that could be described as both despotic and neglectful. While Ireland could
send MPs to Westminster, it had no internal form of representative government, and almost all the
country’s power and wealth were controlled by Anglo-Irish noblemen and merchants; the extreme
majority of Irishmen were essentially disenfranchised. Even proposals to give Ireland even a
modest degree of political autonomy were crushed by an alliance of Whitehall and Ireland’s

In the wake of World War I, the independence movement, headed by the Irish Republican Army,
once again rose up against Unionist forces, represented by the British Army and various Irish
Unionist police forces and paramilitary groups, in what as known as the Irish War of
Independence (January 21, 1919 to July 11, 1921). This time, the Irish independence forces
succeeded in wearing down the British, forcing them to the negotiating table.
However, before discussing into the Anglo-Irish negotiations, one must circle back, to explore the
situation in the north of Ireland. During the war, in an attempt to quell the rebellion, the British
government passed the Government of Ireland Act of 1920, which called for the partition of
Ireland into two political entities: the first would consist of most of the Ireland, with its clear
Independence-Catholic majority; while second, ‘Northern’ Ireland’ would be crated from the parts
of Ulster which had a Unionist-Protestant majority. Both territories would be self-governing with
their own parliaments, but would remain part of the British Empire and ultimately answerable to
Westminster. The county could be re-untied someday, if both entities consented by democratic
means.
Ulster, one of the four traditional provinces of Ireland, contained nine of the island’s twenty-six
counties. The counties of Antrim and Down had overwhelmingly Unionist majorities, while
Armagh and Londonderry had modest Unionist majorities. The remaining counties of Donegal,
Cavan, Fermanagh, Monaghan and Tyrone all had Irish independence-Catholic majorities, albeit
with sizable Unionist minorities. The ‘Northern Ireland’ envisaged by the 1920 Ireland bill was to
comprise the lion’s share of Ulster, although the question remained as to exactly how much of the
province it would include.
Following months of ceasefire and negotiations, the British Prime Minister David Lloyd George
and the Independent Irish representatives, led by the Michal Collins, agreed to the Anglo-Irish
Treaty (December 6, 1921). The Irish Government Act of 1920 would form the basis of the
accord, although subsequent events would show that both sides interpreted its meaning differently.
The treaty created the Irish Free State out of the bulk of Ireland, while Northern Ireland would be
formed out of the majority of Ulster, although Article 12 of the treat stated the exact boundaries
between the two entities would be determined at a later date by a tripartite commission.
Importantly, in an arrangement similar that enjoyed by Canada and Australia, the Irish Free State
would become a dominion within the British Empire and would enjoy considerable internal
autonomy, although London would have license to meddle in its external and military affairs.
News of the ratification of the treaty caused a firestorm in Ireland, dividing the Irish independence
movement into bitterly opposing camps. While moderates (led by Collins) conceded that the
arrangement was imperfect, it nevertheless secured self-determination for the vast majority of
Ireland for the first time in centuries, with the (albeit begrudging) cooperation of Britain, still the
global superpower with the ability to snuff out Ireland if it so desired. It followed that the Irish

Free State could be used as the basis of an intermediate plan, or beachhead of sovereignty, from
which complete independence could be someday realized. Moreover, the (hopefully temporary)
exclusion of the ultra-Unionist parts of Ulster would remove a dangerous and destabilizing force
from the Free State, allowing the new independent Ireland to establish itself in a secure and
orderly manner.
On the other hand, the Anti-Treaty hardliners, led by Éamon de Valera, believed that the accord
was nothing short of treasonous. The held that the notion of the Irish Free State was a ‘Trojan
horse’, a sly attempt by the British to disarm the Irish independence movement, and to keep
Ireland in colonial servitude, just under a different name. Moreover, the loss of Belfast, the
country’s wealthiest major city and industrial centre, to Britain, was considered to be a crippling
blow to the Ireland’s future economic viability. The hardliners believed that it would be best to
continue the armed struggle, reasoning that Britain had already blinked, and would blink again in
the face of renewed war.
Through the early months of 1922, tensions escalated between the moderate and hardline Irish
independence factions, leading to the outbreak of the Irish Civil War (June 28, 1922 to May 24,
1923). In this short, yet horrific conflict, old brothers in arms turned on each other, while
villagers butchered their neighbours. Britain’s active support of the Pro-Treaty forces was
certainly unseemly, while the Spartan inflexibility on the Anti-Treaty side ensured their
marginalization and defeat.
The civil war delayed the formation of the tripartite Irish Boundary Commission; however, in
anticipation of its formation, on October 22, 1922, the ‘Provisional’ (Pro-Treaty) government the
Irish Free State set up the North-Eastern Boundary Bureau to conduct research and prepare
materials for the Free Irish State negotiators. It was clear that all of counties Down and Antrim
would be included in Northern Ireland, as would all or most of most of Armagh, Londonderry,
Tyrone and Fermanagh, even though the latter two counties had Free State majorities (it was
believed that Belfast needed sufficient hinterland for Northern Ireland to be viable; moreover, the
British held leverage within the Free State due to their support of Pro-Treaty forces in civil war).
On the other side, the Free State would possess all or virtually all of counties Donegal, Cavan and
Monaghan, although the Bureau’s negotiators hoped that the boundary could be adjusted to grant
the Free State small parts of the six counties that had pro-independence majorities. Meanwhile,
the British-Northern Irish side hoped to limit these concessions, and maybe even take tiny pieces
of the three Free Ulster counties where there existed Unionist pockets.
The respected government lawyer Kevin O’Sheil was appointed to lead the North-Eastern
Boundary Bureau, while George A. Ruth, of the Register General’s Office, was chosen to head a
team to prepare graphics and maps to represent the data. The Bureau set to work with amazing
speed, given the wartime conditions in Dublin. In the meantime, on December 6, 1922, the Irish
Free State was officially declared, while Northern Ireland was established the following day.
The present map, published early in 1923, was the North-Eastern Boundary Bureau’s most
important and sophisticated graphic work, and its purpose dovetailed into the Pro-Treaty force’s
greater propagandist message which aimed for a delicate balance to show that the creation of
Northern Ireland was a necessary concession to allow the majority of the country to be free, while
simultaneously attempting to maximize the Free State’s claims to borderlands territory. While the
present map is based on scientifically accurate data gleaned from largely free and fair elections
and is no way doctored to favour the Free Irish side, the present map succeeds in its rhetorical

purpose. Indeed, the counties of Down and Antrim are shown to be overwhelmingly Unionist
(full of troublesome ‘Orangeman’), while Londonderry and Armagh were majority Unionist,
although by only slight margins. However, the Free Irish side has an extreme majority in
Donegal, Cavan and Monaghan, and smaller majorities in Tyrone and Fermanagh. While giving
Northern Ireland the bulk of Tyrone and Fermanagh had be to be conceded to give Belfast enough
hinterland to make Northern Ireland viable, the map shows that many of the districts within these
counties located along near the orange line feature popular majorities in favour of the Free State,
and so should rightly be given to Dublin.
While the Pro-Treaty forces won the Irish Civil War in the spring of 1923, securing the Irish Free
State and Britain’s recognition of its internal autonomy, the country was in such terrible disarray
that it was not until well into 1924 that the Irish Boundary Commission convened its first meeting.
Moreover, the Northern Irish government decided to boycott what it felt was a ‘rigged process’,
leaving the matter to be discussed between Dublin and London. While both sides on the
commission presented well-reasoned and compelling arguments to support amending the Free
State-Northern Irish boundary in their respective interests, the question was fraught with so much
passion and acrimony, that it was decided that the security risks of moving the line far outweighed
any advantages to either party. By early 1926 both sides decided to wrap up the deliberations and
to simply stick with the existing orange line, along the traditional county boundaries; the border
remains exactly the same to the present day.
Ironically, the Pro-Treaty plan to accept the Free State and to later use it as a beachhead towards
creating complete independence was eventually realized by the Anti-Treaty hardliner Éamon de
Valera, who upon becoming Taoiseach in 1937, enacted a new constitution, abolishing the oath
allegiance to the British king, and sparking an economic war with Britain. Total Irish
independence was realized in 1949, when the former Free State became the Republic of Ireland,
while Britain tightened is control over Northern Ireland.
Anglo-Irish tensions remained high, especially in the north, breaking out in the late-1960s into
‘The Troubles’, an almost thirty-year long low-grade war between Irish Republicans and Unionist
forces in Ulster. While this conflict was largely ‘put on ice’ by the Good Friday Agreement of
1998, the recent spectre of Brexit has threatened to unravel what is a fragile peace.
References: National Library of Scotland: C1/AA.4/50 / OCLC: 316440305 (With: Handbook of
the Ulster Question); University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee: 625.1 C-1923 / OCLC: 1105815383.
SOLD

7. WORLD WAR II - POW CAMPS
GERMANY / POLAND / LITHUANIA

[CIRCLE OF THE BRITISH RED CROSS].
Map of the Principal Camps for British and Dominion Prisoners of War in Europe.
[Britain, 1944].
Whiteprint (Good, some wear along old folds and some small holes, especially in lower-left
quadrant, with minor loss to printed area), 96 x 94 cm (38 x 37 inches).

A seemingly unrecorded large format whiteprint map depicting the locations of
POW camps holding British and Commonwealth internees in Nazi Germany and
occupied Poland and Lithuania as of the first half of 1944; notably including the
camp ‘Stalag Luft III’, famously the scene of the ‘The Great Escape’; the present
map seemingly made for the British Red Cross as the antecedent to a well known
professionally printed map of the same title and content.
This is the only known example of a large format whiteprint map made especially to depict the
camps used by the Third Reich to house British and Commonwealth POWs and civilian internees
in Germany and occupied Poland and Lithuania during World War II. The map, which dates
from the first half of 1944, was made in Britain likely by the British Red Cross, or individuals its
circle, as that organization had the legal responsibility for verifying on the health and safety of
said POWs. The map seems to be the antecedent for a well known professionally printed map
issued by the Red Cross in June 1944.
The map focuses upon Germany and embraces parts of adjacent countries (notably a large part of
Poland), all showing pre-WWII boundaries and the names of the nations in an Art Deco font.
While major cities, coastlines and rivers are shown, the map is intentionally parsimonious in these
resepcts, so at not to detract from its seminal purpose – to locate dozens of named internment
centres for British and Commonwealth prisoners. The ‘Reference to Map’, in the lower right
corner, identifies the symbols used to locate ‘Prisoners Camps’; ‘Civilian Internee Camps’ and
‘Hospitals [where sick and injured POWs were treated]’.

All of the numerous camps are named, with those bearing the prefix ‘Stalag’, a short form for
Stammlager (which does not translate well into English), that can taken to mean ‘Main Camp’,
being facilities to house POWS of enlisted rank. Camps prefixed by ‘Oflag’, abbreviated from
Offizierslager, are facilities reserved for POWs of commissioned rank. Camps featuring the term
‘Luft’ (German for ‘Air’) are reserved for Air Force personnel, whom the Germans tended to hold
in especially high regard.
The map shows that the camps are well distributed throughout Germany, Austria and western
Poland (with single facility in Lithuania). Interestingly, the map labels the most famous of all the
camps, Stalag Luft III, located near Sagan, Silesia (today’s Żagań, Poland), where in March 1944
dozens of officers mounted ‘The Great Escape’, a daring incident later immortalized by the 1963
movie of the same name starring Steve McQueen. Also noteworthy, is Stalag VII-A, located just
north-east of Munich, which was Germany’s largest POW camp, housing over 130,000 Allied
internees at its height.
We have not been able to locate even a reference to the present whiteprint map, which would have
been made in only a very small print run, as permitted by the whiteprint medium. The map was
likely made by officials of the British Red Cross, or individuals in its circle, as an overview of the
archipelago of camps that the organization had an official mandate to inspect. The map appears to
be the antecedent of a smaller, relatively well known and professionally printed map of the same
title and content as the present map, ‘Published by the Red Cross & St. John War Organization’ in
June 1944; please see link:
https://51hd.co.uk/static/photos/pow/pow_camps_map_72dpi.jpg
Germany’s Archipelago of POW Camps
During World War II over 200,000 British and Commonwealth POWs were captured and interned
by the Third Reich. From 1942, they were often housed along with American prisoners. Their
treatment was to be governed strictly by the articles of the Third Geneva Convention (1929), of
which Britain, the United States and Nazi Germany were signatories. Technically, the Germans
had to guarantee a safe, healthy environment for all prisoners, with specific provisions for food
and medical care. Enlisted men were required to be engaged in labour during their confinement,
but only if their work did not directly aid the German war effort, while officers were exempt from
labour. The Red Cross was permitted to send representatives, often from neutral Switzerland, to
the German Camps to inspect the facilities and to interview the POWs and their guards to ensure
that the Geneva provisions were being observed. The Red Cross officials also dropped off care
packages of food and provisions for the prisoners and carried out an exchange of mail, pursuant to
censorship restrictions.
Initially, the British and Commonwealth prisoners received relatively good treatment, pursuant the
Geneva Convention. Many German soldiers did not personally bear them ill-will, while Berlin
wanted to ensure reciprocity for the treatment the many Germans in British-Commonwealth
hands. By contrast, Soviet POWs were treated savagely, in line with the fate of German prisoners
in Russia.
In what was known as ‘The Great Escape’, on March 24, 1944, 76 Allied (mainly British) airmen
POWs escaped from Stalag Luft III after digging a secret 110-metre tunnel. Of the escapees, 50

were soon captured and executed. The Germans were extremely embarrassed by the Great
Escape, and combined with their bitterness due to the fact that their side was badly loosing the
war, their attitude towards the British, Commonwealth and American POWs hardened.
The Nazi high command progressively authorized applying the Kugel Erlass (‘Bullet Decree’) to
British, Commonwealth and American POWs. This meant that prisoners who attempted to
escape, refused to cooperate with their guards or fulfil the work projects, could be executed. In
theory they were supposed to be shot, but were often instead subjected to starvation or were
worked to death. Moreover, towards the end of the war, as food became increasingly scarce in
Nazi-occupied territories, the POWs’ rations were often cut, even in cases were no punitive action
was intended. Tens of thousands of Allied POWs died in the German camp system, often of
preventable causes.
References: N / A – Seemingly Unrecorded.
1.500 EUR

8. QINGDAO, CHINA
WWI SIEGE OF TSINGTAO
POW ARTWORK & CARTOGRAPHY IN JAPAN

Wilhelm SPANG (German Marine).
Übersichtsplan für die Verteidigung von Tsingtau. Eigentumsrecht vorbehalten W. Spang
1/III.S.B. / “Taschenformat”.
Kriegsgefangenenlager Kurume (POW Camp), Japan, [n.d., but 1916 - 1919].
Monochrome photograph with original manuscript highlights added in blue and red marker,
dissected into 8 sections and mounted upon original cloth, with original white paper edging,
folding into original limp tan cloth pouch bearing printed pastedown label and manuscript name
“Kulm” in pencil (Excellent condition, map clean and crisp; cloth pouch with some spotting and
small, light stains to label), map: 22 x 29 cm (8.5 x 11.5 inches), case: 13.5 x 9 cm (5.5 x 3.5
inches).
An extraordinary artefact from the World War I in the Far East, being a contemporary
photographic print of a map of the German treaty port of Tsingtao (Qingdao), China, depicting
the action of the Siege of Tsingtao (1914), whereupon Japanese-British forces captured the
city; made by Wilhelm Spang, a German marine, while he was interned in the Kurume POW
Camp in Kyushu, Japan; housed in its original lovely cloth pouch bearing manuscript title.
This is an extraordinary artefact made by Wilhelm Spang, a German marine, who for almost all of
World War I was interned by the Japanese in the ‘Kriegsgefangenenlager Kurume’ (Kurume
POW Camp), in Fukuoka Prefecture, Kyushu, Japan. The map is a photographic print, with
details heightened in original colour, based upon Spang’s printed map of the German treaty port of
‘Tsingtau’ (modern Qingdao) and environs (which it turn would have been made in the Kurume
Camp); dissected and mounted upon original linen, it folds into a lovely original cloth pouch
bearing a manuscript title. The map notably depicts the exciting action of the Siege of Tsingtao
(1914), the only major land battle in World War I in the Far East, whereby a Japanese-British
force captured the German enclave.

The map depicts most of the German concession of the Kiautschou Bay Leased Territory, being a
peninsula connected the larger Shandong Peninsula. The city of ‘Tsingtau’, can be seen near the
tip of the land, in the lower left, with its sophisticated port and industrial facilities and networks of
roads and railways. The hinterland of the peninsula fans out to the northeast, covering a varied
terrain of named mountains, ravines and rivers and villages.
Importantly, the basic topographical rendering is overlaid with detailed battle information of the
Siege of Tsingtao (October 31 – November 7, 1914), seemingly drafted by an eyewitness, or a
participant in the battle. The ‘Erläuterungen’ (Explanations), in the upper left, notes the symbols
sued to identify the ‘Deutsche Batteriest.’ (German Batteries), heightened in blue; ‘Fiendl.
Batteriest.’ (Enemy Batteries), heightened in red; ‘Fiendl. Feldbahn’ (Enemy Field Tracks),
shown as crossed tracks; and ‘Fiendl. Annäherungsgraben’ (Enemy Forward Trenches), shown as
angular constructions of intermittent lines. Meanwhile, enemy ships are shown cruising off the
coast to in lower left. Additionally, a detailed chart, also in the lower left, names over two dozen
Germans batteries.
As indicated, the Japanese-British forces initially landed further up the peninsula while moving
ever closer to Tsingtao city, eventually reaching the final German lines of defence that ran
between the mouth of the ‘Haipo Fluss’ and the ‘Fuschanso Bucht’, upon which point the
Germans called for a truce and terms, so ending the siege.
While at first is may seen strange that a German POW would make such a map that celebrated
what was a German military defeat that permanently ended their country’s colonial presence in
China, it must be noted that the Tsingtao Germans were actually very proud of the brave
resistance that they mounted against a much larger Japanese-British force. Indeed, both the
Germans and the Japanese considered the German conduct throughout to be honourable and
commendable.
The present artefact was likely made a curiosity for the German residents of the Kurume Camp.
Spang made a printed map, taken off the press that the inmates operated within the camp, and then
decided to reproduce the map by photographic means, creating a charming memento of Tsingtao,
housed within its own pouch, that could be easily stored for future viewing, and eventually carried
home to Germany. Below the title, the text on the antecedent map reads: ‘Eigentumsrecht
vorbehalten W. Spang’ meaning ‘Property rights reserved by Wilhelm Sprang’, while the label on
the pouch features the code ‘K1. III. S. B.’, which refers to Spang’s barrack block within the
Kurume Camp.
Spang, a German marine captured at Tsingtao, is recorded as having been interned at Kurume
from the autumn of 1914 until the beginning of 1920. The map could have been made anytime
from 1916, when the Kurume inmates established the press within the camp, and late 1919, when
the press was drawn down; the photographic reproduction obviously closely followed the printing
of the antecedent map. While several maps and photographs of various kinds were made by
German prisoners in the Japanese POW camps, the present artefact is certainly an usual type of
production, marrying the camera with the mapmakers’ art.
A Note on Rarity
Not surprisingly, very few examples of the present work were made, and they are today extremely
rare. We are aware of only a single institutional example, held by the Naruto City German

Pavillion Collection in Japan. Beyond that, we are aware of another example appearing at a
German auction some years ago.
The Rise and Fall of ‘Tsingtau’ and the German Experience in Japanese POW Camps
In 1898, after years of diplomatic manoeuvring, Germany finally gained its first territory in China,
following some of the other great European powers. That year, the Chinese emperor granted the
Kiautschou (Jiaozhou) Bay Leased Territory to Germany for a 99-year term, which comprised
552 km2 (213 sq mi) of territory on the Shandong Peninsula, including the stellar natural harbour
of Tsingtao (Qingdao). The Germans quickly, yet methodically, constructed the city of Tsingtao
into one of most orderly, clean, pleasant and well serviced urban spaces in East Asia. Thousands
of Germans moved to Tsingtao, creating European-style businesses (such as Tsingtao beer – still
China’s favourite brew!) and Jugendstil buildings (many of which survive to the present day).
While an imperialist environment to be sure, Tsingtao became an extraordinary society blending
German and Chinese cultures. The Chinese Revolutionary leader Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, commented
upon visiting Tsingtao in 1912, “I am impressed. The city is a true model for China's future”.
Tsingtao’s peaceful, yet industrious, existence came to a crashing halt upon the beginning of
World War I. Ominously for Germany, Japan joined Britain on the Entente side, sealing the
Protectorate’s fate. A Japanese-British fleet blockaded Tsingtao, leading the city to be defended
by only 3,650 German soldiers and 324 Austro-Hungarian sailors. As the blockade failed to
convince the Germans to surrender, the Japanese-British side mounted what became known as the
Siege of Tsingtao (October 31 – November 7, 1914), whereupon 23,000 Japanese troops and
1,500 British soldiers, backed by 10 large naval vessels, invested the city, after forming a line
along the neck of land that connected Tsingtao to the larger Shandong Peninsula. As shown on
the present map, Tsingtao was totally surrounded, and the Japanese-British force proceeded to
bring their lines ever closer to the city. Finally, on the night of November 6, the Japanese proceed
to attack the defenders’ final defensive cordon, compelling the Germans to fly the white flag and
call for parley. While the Germans had lost the battle and their fine city, they were nevertheless
proud of the brave way that they for a time withstood being besieged by a force six times their
size, a sentiment evinced by the present map.
The Japanese permitted the Germans an honourable surrender, and took 4,700 Germans as POWs
(the Japanese generously agreed to accord the captured civilians prisoners full Geneva convention
protections). The Germans were taken to Japan and initially hosed in makeshift camps, located
commandeered schools, military drill halls, gymnasia, and the like. The Germans were generally
very well treated, as the Japanese generally bore them no personal ill-will, while some of the
Japanese wardens were of ‘Samurai’ background, which meant that they were honour bound by
ancient code to treat war captives with respect and kindness.
The present map was made at the Kurume POW Camp, located in Fukuoka Prefecture, on the
island of Kyushu. From November 1914 until the spring of 1915, the Kurume prisoners were
housed in makeshift quarters, such as on the premises of a luxury restaurant and the business
offices of a religious order. However, by June 1915, a large, purpose-built facility was completed.
By October 1916, prisoners from the area, as well as from other camps, were moved to the
facility, making it the largest POW camp in Japan, with over 1,300 internees. While some have
suggested that Kurume was the strictest of the Japanese POW camps, supposedly motived by the
fact that several of the Kurume guards had comrades killed during the Siege of Tsingtao, there is
no evidence to support this. The Kurume inmates were in fact very well treated, and were given

ample access to food and recreational facilities. Indeed, the records of the many concerts, sporting
competitions and theatre performances, all held in a semi-tropical setting, testify to the relatively
pleasant atmosphere.
The Japanese elected to strictly observe the provisions of the Geneva Convention, so agreed to
pay interned German soldiers the equivalent of their full German military wages converted to
Japanese Yen, which turned out on a local level to be very large sums, on average akin to six
times the salary of Japanese policeman! Civilians, especially those with skills, likewise found
ways to earn considerable extra amounts of money performing tasks or making things in the local
Japanese communities.
There were many individuals amongst the POWs in the Japanese camps who had professional or
skilled amateur enthusiasm for cartography, drawing, photography, writing and journalism. The
internees on the various Japanese camps used their ample funds to purchase printing presses,
cameras and art supplies, to create publications and artworks, activities that the Japanese wardens
supported, in some cases materially and enthusiastically.
The inmates of the Bando Camp, also on Kyushu, became famous for the high quality and
stunningly innovative nature of their printed works. Likewise, the internees at Kurume acquired a
press in 1916, and issued fine illustrated books, magazines, theatre programmes, maps and printed
artworks, as well as works of photography, including the present extraordinary artefact. While
most of the publications dealt with camp life or their experiences in Japan (the prisoners were
often allowed to leave the camps to explore the nearby country), some of them cast a proud and
nostalgic eye upon Tsingtao. All of the printed and photographic works from the Japanese camps
are today rare to exceedingly rare, and are highly prized by libraries worldwide.
While World War I ended on November 11, 1918, the German prisoners remained in the Japanese
camps until January 1920, after the final signing of the Treaty of Versailles and as soon as secure
transport could be arranged for them to be repatriated. Far from creating hash memories, both the
Japanese and the Germans involved usually reminisced fondly on their POW camp experiences,
many people on both sides remained life-long pen pals. As it happened, 170 Germans remained in
Japan, having married Japanese women. The story of the Japanese WWI POW camps was an
unusual and wonderful instance of humanity during an otherwise horrific era.
References: Naruto City German Pavillion Collection (Japan): PR180.
1.800 EUR

9. QINGDAO, CHINA
WWI SIEGE OF TSINGTAO
ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT CARTOGRAPHY
POW ARTWORK & DRAFTSMANSHIP IN JAPAN

Anon. (German POW in Kurume Camp, Japan).
“Ostasien. Schantung / Tsingtau. Mit Verteidigungslinie. Masstab 1:25000.”
Manuscript, Kriegsgefangenenlager Kurume (POW Camp), Japan, December 1918.
Manuscript, pen and ink and watercolour on paper, dissected into 8 sections and mounted upon
original linen (Very Good, gorgeous colours, overall bright and clean, just some very light even
toning and minor marginal stains and abrasions), 45 x 70 cm (18 x 27.5 inches).
A manuscript map of extraordinarily skilled execution depicting the German treaty port of
Tsingtau (Qingdao) and environs, China, and showcasing the WWI Siege of Tsingtao (1914),
whereupon a Japanese-British force captured the city; drafted in December 1918 by an
amazingly talented German prisoner interned at the Kurume POW Camp in Kyushu, Japan;
one of the finest objects of ‘lager’ artwork and technical drawing we have ever encountered.
This is a manuscript map of the German treaty port of ‘Tsingtau’ (modern Qingdao) and environs
made by a German World War I Prisoner of War held by the Japanese in the
‘Kriegsgefangenenlager Kurume’ (Kurume POW Camp), in Fukuoka Prefecture, Kyushu, Japan.
While the map details the city and countryside, it notably depicts the exciting action of the Siege
of Tsingtao (1914), the only major land battle in World War I in the Far East, whereby a JapaneseBritish force captured the German enclave. Inscribed in the upper-left corner as being “angefertigt
im Kriegsgefangenenlager Kurume – Japan im Dezember 1918.” [prepared in the Kurume POW
Camp – Japan – December 1918], it is of extraordinarily high technical execution, suggesting that
it was made by professional engineer or an artist working in league with an engineer; the Kurume
camp was home to several such individuals. Perhaps future research will reveal the name of the
individual who drafted the map. The map is the most technically proficient work of the numerous
pieces were have encountered made in POW camps. Critically, we are not aware of there ever
being a printed version of the present map.

At first glance the present map appears to be printed, seemingly some wonderfully strange form of
chromolithography. However, upon close examination the map is revealed to be a very precisely
rendered manuscript in black ink and watercolour. The map depicts most of the German
concession of the Kiautschou Bay Leased Territory, being a peninsula connected the larger
Shandong Peninsula. The city of ‘Tsingtau’, with it well-ordered streets, named buildings and
businesses, port facilities and rail termini, is located near the tip of the land in the lower left.
Beyond, the varied landscape of hills, ravines and craggy coastlines fan out to the northeast, with
all details carefully expressed. The underlying topography is predicated upon recent surveys
made by the Preußische Landes-Aufnahme, the primary German state mapping agency
responsible for projects in the Far East.
Importantly, however, the base mapping is overlaid with highly detailed battle information of the
Siege of Tsingtao (October 31 – November 7, 1914), seemingly drafted by an eyewitness, or a
participant in the battle. The ‘Zeichenerklärung’ (Explanation of Symbols), on the left-hand side,
explains the symbols for railways, roads, tracks, forests, rivers and ravines, but most interestingly
explains the brightly coloured military information that dances across the scene. The German
defences are coloured in an emerald green, while the Japanese-British offensive details are
coloured in red. The ‘Altes Hinderniss’ (old, or pre-siege, German Lines) are represented by bold
green lines, while the ‘Neues Hinderniss’ (New German Lines, made during the siege) are shown
as chequered green liens. The ‘Deutsche Batterien’ (German Batteries) are represented by green
dots with arrows, while the ‘Deutsche Stellungen’ (German Positions) are shown as green spiked
lines. On the other side, the ‘Feindliche Batterien’ (Enemy Batteries) are shown as red dots with
arrows, while the ‘Feindliche Stellungen’ (Enemy Positions) are represented as red spiked liens,
with the ‘Fiendliche Laufgräben’ (Enemy Trenches) shown as red intermittent lines. Meanwhile,
enemy ships are shown cruising off the coast to in lower left. Additionally, a detailed chart, also
in the lower left, names over two dozen Germans batteries.
As one can see, the Japanese-British forces initially landed further up the peninsula while moving
ever closer to Tsingtao city, eventually reaching the final German lines of defence that ran
between the mouth of the ‘Haipo Fluss’ and the ‘Fu schan so-Bucht’, upon which point the
Germans called for a truce and terms, so ending the siege.
While at first is may seen strange that a German POW would make such a map that celebrated
what was a German military defeat that permanently ended their country’s colonial presence in
China, it must be noted that the Tsingtao Germans were actually very proud of the brave
resistance that they mounted against a much larger Japanese-British force. Indeed, both the
Germans and the Japanese considered the German conduct throughout to be honourable and
commendable.

While an imperialist environment to be sure, Tsingtao became an extraordinary society blending
German and Chinese cultures. The Chinese Revolutionary leader Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, commented
upon visiting Tsingtao in 1912, “I am impressed. The city is a true model for China's future”.
Tsingtao’s peaceful, yet industrious, existence came to a crashing halt upon the beginning of
World War I. Ominously for Germany, Japan joined Britain on the Entente side, sealing the
Protectorate’s fate. A Japanese-British fleet blockaded Tsingtao, leading the city to be defended
by only 3,650 German soldiers and 324 Austro-Hungarian sailors. As the blockade failed to
convince the Germans to surrender, the Japanese-British side mounted what became known as the
Siege of Tsingtao (October 31 – November 7, 1914), whereupon 23,000 Japanese troops and
1,500 British soldiers, backed by 10 large naval vessels, invested the city, after forming a line
along the neck of land that connected Tsingtao to the larger Shandong Peninsula. As shown on
the present map, Tsingtao was totally surrounded, and the Japanese-British force proceeded to
bring their lines ever closer to the city. Finally, on the night of November 6, the Japanese proceed
to attack the defenders’ final defensive cordon, compelling the Germans to fly the white flag and
call for parley. While the Germans had lost the battle and their fine city, they were nevertheless
proud of the brave way that they for a time withstood being besieged by a force six times their
size, a sentiment evinced by the present map.
The Japanese permitted the Germans an honourable surrender, and took 4,700 Germans as POWs
(the Japanese generously agreed to accord the captured civilians prisoners full Geneva convention
protections). The Germans were taken to Japan and initially hosed in makeshift camps, located
commandeered schools, military drill halls, gymnasia, and the like. The Germans were generally
very well treated, as the Japanese generally bore them no personal ill-will, while some of the
Japanese wardens were of ‘Samurai’ background, which meant that they were honour bound by
ancient code to treat war captives with respect and kindness.
The present map was made at the Kurume POW Camp, located in Fukuoka Prefecture, on the
island of Kyushu. From November 1914 until the spring of 1915, the Kurume prisoners were
housed in makeshift quarters, such as on the premises of a luxury restaurant and the business
offices of a religious order. However, by June 1915, a large, purpose-built facility was completed.
By October 1916, prisoners from the area, as well as from other camps, were moved to the
facility, making it the largest POW camp in Japan, with over 1,300 internees. While some have
suggested that Kurume was the strictest of the Japanese POW camps, supposedly motived by the
fact that several of the Kurume guards had comrades killed during the Siege of Tsingtao, there is
no evidence to support this. The Kurume inmates were in fact very well treated, and were given
ample access to food and recreational facilities. Indeed, the records of the many concerts, sporting
competitions and theatre performances, all held in a semi-tropical setting, testify to the relatively
pleasant atmosphere.

The Rise and Fall of ‘Tsingtau’ and the German Experience in Japanese POW Camps
In 1898, after years of diplomatic manoeuvring, Germany finally gained its first territory in China,
following some of the other great European powers. That year, the Chinese emperor granted the
Kiautschou (Jiaozhou) Bay Leased Territory to Germany for a 99-year term, which comprised
552 km2 (213 sq mi) of territory on the Shandong Peninsula, including the stellar natural harbour
of Tsingtao (Qingdao). The Germans quickly, yet methodically, constructed the city of Tsingtao
into one of most orderly, clean, pleasant and well serviced urban spaces in East Asia. Thousands
of Germans moved to Tsingtao, creating European-style businesses (such as Tsingtao beer – still
China’s favourite brew!) and Jugendstil buildings (many of which survive to the present day).

The Japanese elected to strictly observe the provisions of the Geneva Convention, so agreed to
pay interned German soldiers the equivalent of their full German military wages converted to
Japanese Yen, which turned out on a local level to be very large sums, on average akin to six
times the salary of Japanese policeman! Civilians, especially those with skills, likewise found
ways to earn considerable extra amounts of money performing tasks or making things in the local
Japanese communities.
There were many individuals amongst the POWs in the Japanese camps who had professional or
skilled amateur enthusiasm for cartography, drawing, photography, writing and journalism. The

internees on the various Japanese camps used their ample funds to purchase printing presses,
cameras and art supplies, to create publications and artworks, activities that the Japanese wardens
supported, in some cases materially and enthusiastically.
The inmates of the Bando Camp, also on Kyushu, became famous for the high quality and
stunningly innovative nature of their printed works. Likewise, the internees at Kurume acquired a
press in 1916, and issued fine illustrated books, magazines, theatre programmes, maps and printed
artworks, as well as works of photography. While most of the publications dealt with camp life or
their experiences in Japan (the prisoners were often allowed to leave the camps to explore the
nearby country), some of them cast a proud and nostalgic eye upon Tsingtao. All of the printed
and photographic works from the Japanese camps are today rare to exceedingly rare, and are
highly prized by libraries worldwide.
The inmates at the Japanese camps also produced many manuscript works, having had access to
the excellent Japanese inks, paints and papers, which is some cases far exceeded that of similar
European materials. The POWs created small paintings, manuscript sketchbooks, magazines and
broadsides, although only very few of these items survive. Most of these artworks also tended to
be of a more ‘rustic’ nature, as opposed to extremely sophisticated masterpieces of technical
draughtsmanship, such as the present map.
While World War I ended on November 11, 1918, the German prisoners remained in the Japanese
camps until January 1920, after the final signing of the Treaty of Versailles and as soon as secure
transport could be arranged for them to be repatriated. Far from creating hash memories, both the
Japanese and the Germans involved usually reminisced fondly on their POW camp experiences,
many people on both sides remained life-long pen pals. As it happened, 170 Germans remained in
Japan, having married Japanese women. The story of the Japanese WWI POW camps was an
unusual and wonderful instance of humanity during an otherwise horrific era.
References: N/A - present manuscript seemingly unrecorded.
2.800 EUR

WORLD WAR II – EASTERN FRONT
PANZER (TANK) WARFARE ATLAS
UKRAINE / POLAND
IMPROVISED BATTLEFRONT PRINTING

Anon. [Likely a Member of the German 16th Panzer Division].
[Untitled Atlas of the Operations of the 16th Panzer Division, January to October, 1944].
[Likely Poland, Autumn 1944].
Quarto Atlas, containing 15 maps (11 whiteprint maps and 4 colour photo prints on thin paper,
many of the maps folding) and 2 leaves featuring contemporary pastedown newsclippings, all
leaves with old punched binding holes to inner margins; bound in plain period card (Very Good,
maps overall clean and crisp, just a few maps with marginal fraying and a few maps with minor
old repairs to original folds from verso; a few maps with very mild rust marks to inner margin due
to old binding).

An extraordinary atlas of the battle actions of the 16th Panzer Division, an elite
force of tanks fighting for the Third Reich on the Eastern Front, featuring 15 maps
of improvised printing techniques made in the battle theatre seemingly by a member
of the division, depicting the dramatic operations in Ukraine and Poland from
January to October 1944, as the Red Army was chasing the Wehrmacht westwards;
the showdowns depicted include the Battle of the Korsun–Cherkasy Pocket, the
Battle of the Kamenets-Podolsky Pocket, as well as the Lvov–Sandomierz Offensive
– not surprisingly, the atlas is unrecorded.
This is an extraordinary atlas features 15 map of improvised printing techniques depicting the
battle actions of the 16th Panzer (Tank) Division of the German Army on the Eastern Front, from
January to October 1944. The anonymous atlas seems to have been made by a member of the
division in the autumn of 1944 when the corps was experiencing a relative lull between fighting
off (and barely surviving) two massive Red Army offensives. The maps are drafted with great
skill by an individual who had direct knowledge of the events, as well as a very good geographic
sense, perhaps an officer in the division’s engineering corps.

Specifically, the atlas catches the scene on the Eastern Front at the beginning of the 1944, as the
Red Army was driving the Germans westward since the Wehrmacht’s crushing defeat at the Battle
of Stalingrad (August 23, 1942 – 2 February 2, 1943). Since December 1943, the German forces
in the southern tier of the Soviet Union were contending with the massive Soviet Dnieper–
Carpathian Offensive, and the atlas details two of the most exciting operations of the campaign,
the Battle of the Korsun–Cherkasy Pocket (January 24 to February 16, 1944) and Battle of the
Kamenets-Podolsky Pocket (March 25 – April 8, 1944), during which the Germans narrowly
escaped being trapped and totally annihilated by the Red Army; their survival being in good part
due to the actions of the Panzer divisions. Next, the Soviets continued to push the Wehrmacht
further westwards into Poland, during the dramatic Lvov–Sandomierz Offensive (July 13 –
August 29, 1944). There the atlas leaves off, in the autumn of 1944, before the Soviets drove the
Germans into their home country during the Vistula–Oder Offensive (January 12 – February 2,
1945), the prelude to the fall of the Third Reich in early May 1945.
Not surprisingly, cartographic works made by soldiers engaged in active combat on the Eastern
Front are today exceedingly rare. Indeed, the present atlas is the most sophisticated work of its
kind which we have ever encountered, and it seems to be a unique survivor.
It is worth noting that original archival documents concerning the experiences of the 16th Panzer
Division during the period covered by the present atlas are of particular academic value, as the
Division’s original official war diaries from the time after the middle of 1943 were destroyed
during a fire in Potsdam in April 1945.
Narrow Escapes: The 16th Panzer Division on the Eastern Front, 1944.
The 16th Panzer Division was a tank unit of the German Army during World War II, that despite
operating in unfavourable circumstances was amazingly effective, especially on the Eastern Front
in the latter part of the conflict. The first incarnation of the 16th Panzer was created in November
1940 and participated in the German invasion of the Soviet Union, Operation Barbarossa,
operating in the southern sector (Ukraine-Don-Volga). However, the entire division was trapped
and forced to surrender at Stalingrad in February 1943.
The 16th Panzer was entirely reconstituted in France in March 1943 and was sent to Italy in an
attempt to counteract the Allied invasion of the country. However, Italy was far from the ideal
theatre for tanks, and the as the Allies made progress, the division was redeployed to the Eastern
Front under the command of General Hans-Ulrich Back (1896 – 1976), who would serve in that
role until August 1944.

strong, out of central Ukraine altogether. While the fighting was gruelling for both sides, the
Soviets consistently maintained the upper-hand, pushing the German lines ever westward.
A notable event in the Offensive saw the Battle of the Korsun–Cherkasy Pocket (German:
Kesselschlacht westlich von Tscherkassy, January 24 to February 16, 1944), whereby 60,000
heavily armed German troops were encircled by a Red Army force of over 300,000 in an area near
the Dnieper River, about 100 km south-southeast of Kiev (Please see map nos. 2, 3 and 4 below).
The trapped Germans attempted to break out, while other Wehrmacht forces, notably including
the 16th Panzer, rushed to create an opening for escape. While the battle was costly to the
Germans, resulting in 55,000 casualties, with 18,000 men captured, the breakout was partially
successful as most (around 40,000) of the trapped German troops managed to make their escape.
However, the Germans lost, or were forced to abandon, an awesome amount of artillery and
equipment, including 242 large field pieces, over 900 tanks and over 1,000 planes; these losses
were a crippling blow their overall war effort. The 16th Panzer won much credit for its daring and
skilled actions during the debacle.
The following month, the 16th Panzer Division had the misfortune of itself being trapped at the
Battle of the Kamenets-Podolsky Pocket (German: Kesselschlacht von Kamenez-Podolski, March
25 – April 8, 1944), during which a German force of 220,000 men was encircled by the Red Army
near the historic city of Kamianets-Podilskyi, Ukraine, close to the Romanian frontier (Please see
map nos. 6 and 7 below). During this horrendous struggle, the Germans attempted to break
through the Soviet lines, while being pounded mercilessly by artillery and aerial bombardment.
Amazingly, a good part of the 1st Panzer Army and the 16th Panzer Division manged break the
Soviet lines, opening a brief window that allowed the vast majority of the German troops to
escape. However, this came at the cost of almost all the Germans’ heavy artillery and equipment,
losses which could no longer be replaced. Even worse for the Germans, in the melee, their forces
in the Ukraine became permanently divided into northern and southern groups. The Northern
group, hence called Army Group North Ukraine (including the 16th Panzer) was able to move on
into Western Ukraine, while the southern group was forced southward into the Balkans, and
towards a dire situation as their main supply line to Germany was severed.
During the spring and early summer of 1944, the 16th Panzer Division, as part of Army Group
North Ukraine, was pushed further west, towards Poland.
A large Soviet army, the 1st Ukrainian Front, under General Ivan Konev, comprising just over 1
million men, pressed its advantage against Germans during the Lvov–Sandomierz Offensive (July
13 – August 29, 1944) (Please see map nos. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 below). While the Army
Group North Ukraine still counted 900,000 men, they had a massive deficit in equipment
compared to their opposition, and their morale was as low as the Soviets’ was high.

The 16th Panzer arrived in Ukraine in November 1943, entering a dire situation for the
Wehrmacht. Since the Germans’ calamitous defeat at Stalingrad, the Soviets had been pushing
their lines back ever further west. The immediate goal of the German side was to find way of
holding firm, or at the very least, ensure that their retreat was orderly, buying time until the
possibility that re-enforcements could arrive from the Western Front. Specifically, the 16th
Panzer was to act as a roving, rapid response unit to back up any weak sections in the German
lines or acting to rescue encircled German forces.

Konev’s forces pressed hard, and despite the intense manoeuvres of the 16th and other Panzer
divisions, the Soviets took the large and important city of Lwów, Poland (called Lvov in English,
Lemberg in German; today Lvov, Ukraine) on July 26, 1944. The Red Army then pushed the
Germans to the Vistula River, whereupon the 16th Panzer Division orchestrated fierce
counterattacks against the Soviet advance forces. However, the initial vigour of the strikes could
not be maintained, as the Soviets capture Sandomierz on August 16, 1944.

In December 1943 the Soviets launched the Dnieper–Carpathian Offensive, a massive operation
whereby their 2.1 million troops aimed to drive the German Eastern Front armies, 1.8 million men

By the end of the summer of 1944 the Soviet-German front had become fixed roughly along the
Vistula River in Central Poland. While there was some skirmishing, the Soviets took a break from

the succession of titanic offensives they had mounted since Stalingrad, seizing the time to regroup
and replenish.
Meanwhile, the Germans took the opportunity to settle some old scores in Poland – in a brutal
fashion. The 16th Panzer Division participated in a horrific revenge attack upon the town of
Daleszyce, to the west of Sandomierz. Daleszyce was a major centre of the Polish Resistance,
being a key base of the Home Army. On August 26, 1944, the Germans heavily shelled the town,
before burning it to the ground, and murdering or dispersing all its residents. Further north, the
Germans also mercilessly put down the Warsaw Uprising (August 1 – October 2, 1944).
While still a matter of controversy to the present day, many historians have suggested that that the
Soviets’ relative pause in operations in Poland had an ulterior motive. By not pressing the
Germans further in the late summer and autumn of 1944, they allowed the Wehrmacht to
decapitate the Polish Home Army. Indeed, the main Polish resistance movement was generally
made up of individuals who were unsympathetic to Communism and the Soviet Union, and so its
virtual destruction played into the Kremlin’s post-war plans.
After the relative pause, the Soviets launched the Vistula–Oder Offensive (January 12 – February
2, 1945), during which they endeavoured to push the Germans (including the 16th Panzer
Division) out of Central Poland and towards the Oder River. As the Soviet forces numbered 2.2
million against only about 450,000 German forces, it was pretty much preordained that the Red
Army would succeed. The only questions remained: Would the German forces survive at all?
And Would the Red Army make an immediate strike against Berlin?
As it turned out, the Soviets throttled the Germans, killing or disabling most of their forces. The
16th Panzer Division was for a time encircled by Red Army forces, and only narrowly managed to
escape. In only twenty days the Soviets had driven the Germans 483 km westwards; by the
beginning of February 1945, the Red Army was only 69 km from Berlin! Moreover, the Soviets
had liberated many of the Nazi death camps, including Auschwitz, shocking the World with
images of the Third Reich’s barbarity.
For strategic purposes, the Soviets decided not to strike Berlin at that time. Their forces were
exhausted and in need of manpower and material renewal, while some of their positions towards
the Baltic were weak and needed shoring up. It would not be until the Battle of Berlin (April 2 –
May 2, 1945) that the Soviets finally fought their way into the heart of the German capital,
causing the fall of the Third Reich.
Meanwhile, the 16th Panzer Division, safely reached German lines upon the end of the VistulaOder Offensive, and after a short furlough for resupply in February 1945, continued operations in
Silesia and Czechoslovakia. Upon the final surrender of Germany, the division’s tanks tried to
make for American lines. While some of their number succeeded, most of the division was taken
prisoner by the Soviets.
In summation, from November 1943 to May 1945, the 16th Panzer Division served a lost cause
along the Eastern Front but was technically one of the most capable elements of the Wehrmacht,
succeeding in delaying the Soviets’ progress towards Germany, while avoiding capture.

The Atlases’ Maps in Focus
The present atlas features 15 maps, plus 2 pages of mounted newspaper clippings. The maps are
extremely well designed but were published through improvised printing techniques (with 11
whiteprint maps and 4 colour photo prints on thin paper) on the battle front, likely in Poland in the
autumn of 1944.
1.
Kämpfe der 16. Pz. Div. vom 10. bis 15.1.1944.
Colour photo print on thin paper, 21 x 29.5 cm.
This map showcases the “Kämpfe” (Fighting) of the 16th Panzer Division against the attacks of
the Red Army to the southeast of Vinnytsia, Ukraine during the early part of the Dnieper–
Carpathian Offensive.
2.
Kämpfe der 16. Pz. Div. vom 19.1 bis 30.1.44.
Colour photo print on thin paper, 21 x 29.5 cm.
This map concerns the 16th Panzer Division and the other tank corps’ approach towards the Battle
of the Korsun–Cherkasy Pocket.
3.
Kämpfe der 16. Panzer Division vom 4.-25- Febr. 1944 (Entsetzung des Tscherkassy-Kessels).
Whiteprint, with some details contemporarily heightened in red crayon, folding, 29.5 x 27 cm.
This engaging map concerns the Battle of the Korsun–Cherkasy Pocket and the partial escape of
the German forces with the aid of the 16th Panzer Division.
4.
Kämpfe der 16. Pz. Div. vom 4.-25. Febr. 1944.
Colour photo print on thin paper, with some contemporary manuscript notes in pencil in lower-left
corner, 29.5 x 21 cm.
This map is very similar to the above, save that it focusses in more closely on the same battle
action and is executed in a different printing technique.
5.
Marchweg der 16. Panzer-Division vom 5.3.-11.3. 1944.
Whiteprint, with minor details added in blue marker, folding, 21 x 37 cm.
This map showcases the westward itinerary, or flight, of the 16th Panzer Division in the vicinity of
Vinnytsia, Ukraine, in the wake of the Battle of the Korsun–Cherkasy Pocket.
6.
Der Kämpfe der 16. Panzer-Division vom 11.-3. - 16.4. 1944 (Kessel von Kamíenez Podolsk).
Whiteprint, with some details contemporarily heightened in red marker, folding, 32.5 x 65.5 cm.

This map showcases the latter stages of the Battle of the Kamenets-Podolsky Pocket, featuring elements of
the German army’s escape. Interesting details include the ‘Sammelraum der 16. P.D.’ [Marshalling place
of the 16th Panzer Division] and the ‘Entzetzung der 17. P.D. und SS LAH’ [Horror of the 17th Panzer
Division and an SS corps], referring to the place where these forces were pinned down by the Soviets,
suffering massive casualties, before making a surprising escape (but leaving all their valuable equipment
behind).

This important map depicts the Soviet’s capture of the great city of Lvov and the flight of the German
forces in stellar detail.

7.
Die Kämpfe der 16. Panzer-Division vom 11.-3. - 16.4. 1944.
Colour photo print on thin paper, folding, 21 x 58.5 cm.

This map concerns the flight of the 16th Panzer Division towards the Sambir area (then in Poland, today in
Ukraine), southwest of Lvov, during the Lvov–Sandomierz Offensive.

This map depicts the latter stages of the Battle of the Kamenets-Podolsky Pocket, featuring elements of the
German army’s surprising escape.
8.
Zum Tod von Generaloberst Hube / Tagesbefel des Führers…
[April 22, 1944 or Shortly Thereafter].
Newspaper clipping (15 x 13.5 cm), mounted to a large sheet (29.5 x 21 cm).
This a mounted newspaper clipping from an unidentified German daily, featuring a statement by Adolf
Hitler eulogising General Hans-Valentin Hube (1890 - 1944), who was killed in plane crash on April 21,
1944, while departing Salzburg, immediately after having an audience with the Führer whereupon he
received the Knight’s Cross of the Iron Cross with Oak Leaves, Swords and Diamonds, the highest military
honour of the Third Reich. Hube was previously served as the commander of the 16th Panzer Division
(from November 1, 1940 to September 24, 1942), and was later in command of all Panzer divisions during
the Dnieper–Carpathian Offensive, which would explain the presence of this newspaper clipping.
9.
Gesrengtes „Cannae“ / Generaloberst Hubes letzte Waffentat…
[End of April, 1944].
Newspaper clipping (20 x 39 cm), folding and mounted to a smaller sheet (29.5 x 21 cm).
This is a newspaper article from the end of April 1944, from an unidentified German daily, eulogising
General Huber and describing his last battle actions, during the Dnieper–Carpathian Offensive.
10.
Verlegungsmarch der 16. Panzer Division vom 2.7 – 5.7. 1944.
Whiteprint, with itinerary heightened in red crayon, folding, 49 x 21 cm.
This map shows the ‘Relocation March’ of the 16th Panzer Division to the east of the key city of Lvov, in
advance of the Red Army’s Lvov–Sandomierz Offensive.
11.
Kämpfe der 16. Pz. Div. vom 14. – 19.7.1944 (Poryck-Sokal).
Whiteprint, with details heightened in red crayon, folding, 31 x 50 cm.

13.
Marchweg der 16. Panzer-Division vom 28. 30. Juli 1944.
Whiteprint, with itinerary heightened in red crayon, folding, 26 x 34 cm.

14.
Kämpfe der 16. P.D. vom 30.7. – 8.8. 1944 (Sambor).
Whiteprint, with details heightened in red crayon, folding, 22.5 x 34 cm.
This map showcases the dramatic fighting near Sambir whereupon the Red Army descended upon the
German forces in a fearsome manner during the Lvov–Sandomierz Offensive.
15.
Marchweg der 16. Panzer-Division vom 8.8. – 9.8. 1944.
Whiteprint, with itinerary heightened in red crayon, folding, 29.5 x 43.5 cm.
This map shows the itinerary of the 16th Panzer Division as it fled deep into Poland, through and beyond
Cracow, during the Lvov–Sandomierz Offensive.
16.
Die Kämpfe der 16. Panzer-Division im raum Chmielnik-Staszow vom 10. – 13.8. 1944.
Whiteprint, with details heightened in red crayon, folding, 28 x 28.5 cm.
THIS INTERESTING MAP DEPICTS THE INTENSE FIGHTING BETWEEN THE RED ARMY AND THE GERMAN
FORCES IN THE STASZÓW AND SZYDŁÓW VICINITY OF POLAND, TO THE NORTHEAST OF CRACOW, NOT FAR
FROM THE VISTULA RIVER, DURING THE LVOV–SANDOMIERZ OFFENSIVE.
17.
Die 16. Panzer-Division im Grossen Weichselbogen.
Whiteprint, with added details in neat black pen, folding, 29.5 x 35.5 cm.
This intriguing map shows an overview of scene in what was called the Grossen Weichselbogen (Great
Vistula Arch), noting the chronologically changing positions of the 16th Panzer Division along the front
between Sandomierz and Kielce, between September 19 and October 16, 1944. This period and the
remainder of the autumn of 1944 marked a relative lull in the fighting, in advance of the Vistula-Oder
Offensive. It was likely during this time that the present atlas was made.
References: N / A – Atlas Unrecorded. Cf. [Further reading:] Wolfgang WERTHEN, Geschichte der 16.
Panzer-Division (1958); Günter Schmitz, Die 16. Panzer-Division 1938-1945 (2004).
3.500 EUR

This map details the fast-moving Red Army juggernaut during part of the Lvov–Sandomierz Offensive in
the vicinity of Sokal, near what is today the Poland-Ukraine boundary.
12.
Kämpfe der 16. Pz. Div. Von 23. – 28. Juli 1944 (Lemberg).
Whiteprint, with details heightened in red crayon, folding, 30.5 x 32.5 cm.

11. WORLD WAR II U-BOAT ATLAS
MOROCCO / WEST AFRICA
INNOVATIVE SPACE VISUALIZATION

OBERKOMMANDO DER KRIEGSMARINE. / DEUTSCHE SEEWARTE.
Atlas der Bodenbeschaffenheit des Meeres. 9. Lieferung. Westküste Afrikas zwischen 7° und
34° Nord-Breite. Bearbeitet von der Deutschen Seewarte.
[Hamburg: Deutsche Seewarte, 1942].
Oblong Folio (38.5 x 55 cm / 15 x 21.5 inches): [i, title], [2 pp.], 2 key charts, [2 pp.], 24
polychrome plates featuring 32 charts (some plates with 2 charts per plate); bound in original
green half-cloth boards bearing printed titles with original string ties; with stamped production
numbers in upper right corner of front cover and contemporary handstamp of the
‘Kriegsmarinewerft Kiel’ to centre of front cover (Good, internally overall clean and bright with
lovely colours, just a few small spots, some plates with light wear in upper-right blank margins;
covers a little sunned with marginal wear and damage to outer upper corner; old cancelled
handstamps of the ‘Marine-Unterwasser-Waffenschule’ to inside of front cover).

A very rare, large-format atlas of the sea floor off the western and northwestern
coasts of Africa, from Morocco down to Sierra Leone, made by the German Navy
during the height of World War II expressly for the use of U-Boats; with 24 plates of
highly sophisticated and brightly coloured sea charts predicated upon novel, recent
intelligence, it was a vital tool used by German submarines to avoid Allied sonar in
a vital maritime corridor – one of the most technically impressive cartographic
works made by either side during the entire conflict.
This impressive and unusual atlas was made on the orders of the Oberkommando der
Kriegsmarine (the High Command of the German Navy) during the height of World War II to
assist U-boat captain with navigating off the shores of West and Northwest Africa. The atlas
contains 24 plates (featuring 32 charts) of an incredibly innovative design that used bright colourcoding and shading to describe the varied nature of the sea floor off the African coast from
Morocco to Sierra Leone.
Understanding and the seabed was critical to allowing submerged U-boats to avoid detection from
Allied sonar, as they patrolled this strategically critical stretch of coastline, attacking enemy

convoys, collecting intelligence and deploying spies. The atlas was compiled and published by
the Deutsche Seewarte, the special office based in Hamburg that collected and analysed
meteorological and hydrological data for the German Navy. The atlas’s charts are predicated
upon fresh intelligence gathered by German U-boats, combined with the best established
information. The atlas is the first sophisticated rendering of the sea floor off the coasts of West
and northwestern Africa and is one of the most technically advanced works of maritime
cartography made during the war. The atlas appeared in 1942, when U-boats were still a lethal
threat Allied shipping, and while the Nazis (through their Vichy French collaborators) still
controlled much of West and North Africa.
The atlas features a series of adjoining charts covering the coasts of West Africa from Rabat,
Morocco, down to Sherbo Island, Sierra Leone, running from 34 to 7 Degrees of Latitude North.
This great stretch incudes the key ports and headlands of Casablanca, Agadir, Essaouira, Cape
Blanco, St. Louis, Dakar, Banjul, Conakry, and Freetown; covering the coasts of the much of
Morocco, Spanish Western Sahara, all of the coasts of French Mauritania, Senegal, Gambia,
Portuguese Guinea (Guinea-Bissau), French Guinea (Guinea), and most of the littoral of Sierra
Leone. These coastlines were strategically important during World War II as they lay along the
main Allied shipping lanes running from South Africa (and India) and South America to Britain.
The design of the atlases’ charts is novel and ingenious, with the nature of the sea floor colour
coded as explained on the ‘Legende’ page (and summarized in the bottom margin of each chart).
The first category, ‘Bodenart und Bodenhärte’ [Soil Type and Soil Hardness] features ‘Fels; sehr
hart (bzw. Felsiger Boden)’ [Rock; very hard (or rocky ground) - coloured Pink]; ‘Einzelne große
Steine’ [Single large stones - with pink crossed Xs]; with the following three categories classified
as ‘hart (fest)’ [hard (firmly)]; ‘Sand (von unbestimmer Korngröße)‘ [Sand (of undetermined grain
size) - coloured Yellow]; ‘Feiner Sand’ [Fine Sand - coloured Light Orange]; ‘Grober Sand und
Kies’ [Coarse sand and gravel - coloured Dark Orange]; and finally, ‘Sandliger Schlick’ (bzw.
schlickiger Sand); etwas weich [Sandy silt (or silty sand); somewhat soft - coloured Grey];
‘Schlick; weich’ [Silt; soft - coloured Green]; and ‘Farbige Flächen mit gewellten Rändern:
Begrenzung unsicher’ [Colored areas with wavy edges: boundary uncertain - blank with rippled
top edge]. The next category is ‘Steinvorkommen’ [Stone Deposits], which includes ‘Stein auf
größerer Fläche bekannt’ [large area with observed Stones - with grey crossed-hashed lines] and
‘Steine möglich’ [Possible Stones - with grey vertical lines].
Additionally, the charts also feature a great wealth of conventional information, such as numerous
bathymetric soundings and the locations of reefs, shoals, underwater mountains and other
navigational features, much of its gleaned from the most recent British Admiralty charts (some of
which are cited on the atlas’ charts).
This detailed and accurate analysis contained in the atlas was critical to allowing U-boats contain
to avoid detection from Allied sonar while submerged. This was vital, as almost all of U-boat
operations utterly depended on stealth. While the technical aspects are too complex to fully
elaborate upon here, to simplify matters, soft seabeds (such as silt) absorb sound well, providing
good cover for submarines, while hard surfaces cause noise refraction that can be easily detected
by sonar. Skilled U-boat captains had an almost uncanny way of using the nature of the sea floor
to their advantage, in combination with other factors. Moreover, while submerged submarines
could often not use their own sonar to navigate, as that would allow them to be detected by the
enemy, the conventional hydrographic information contained on the present charts would have
been vital for course-setting while blind. The present atlas reveals that the coast of West Africa

hosted many ideal hiding places for U-boats, as well as many perilous areas of high sound
refraction – understanding this was often a matter of success or failure, life or death.
The present atlas was a separately issued, stand-alone publication in and of itself. However, it
was part of a 13-part series of atlases (issued in 12 volumes; with 11 ‘Lieferungen’ [Serial Issues],
plus 2 additional issues; Lieferungen 5 and 6 were published together in single book) covering the
sea floor variously off the coasts of all of Europe and North and West Africa. The geographicallyclassified issues were published in Hamburg serially between 1940 and 1944. The present volume
was the 9th issue of the series and is, in many respects, the most interesting, as more than the other
volumes, it features a vast amount of new information recently discovered by U-boats, as opposed
to being derivative.
The present atlas is very rare. While several examples are held by institutions (mostly in German
libraries), we cannot trace a record of another example as appearing on the market during the last
generation.
Submarine Warfare and the Fight for West Africa
For the first three years of World War II, Germany maintained a deadly advantage over Britain
and her allies on the high seas. The German Navy’s submarine programme, with its famous Uboats (from the German U-Boot, short for Unterseebooten, literally ‘Undersea Boat’), was
lightyears ahead of that of the opposition. Britain was utterly dependent upon supplies and troops
shipped in from overseas, and during the early part of the war, the U-boats were able to stealthily
approach and torpedo Allied shipping with impunity. In what became known as the ‘Battle of the
Atlantic’, U-boats seemed to be able to appear almost anywhere from the Falklands, to the English
Channel, to Sierra Leone, and the St. Lawrence River, suddenly sinking unsuspecting vessels,
before disappearing into the deep. Moreover, the U-boats were able to drop spies and equipment
upon Allied shores without ever being detected.
Germany upped the stakes when they started pursuing ‘Unrestricted submarine warfare’, whereby
they targeted all Allied shipping (both military and civilian) without following the legally agreed
protocols (it was not permitted to sink civilian vessels without warning or caring for their crews
and passengers). The U-boats also communicated through the Enigma code system, that remained
safe from decryption for some time. The losses and security risks due to the German submarine
onslaught were so great that Sir Winston Churchill recalled “The only thing that really frightened
me during the war was the U-boat peril.”
However, the British eventually developed new technologies that turned the tables on the U-boats.
They developed Sonar (called ASDIC in Britain), that could detect submerged U-Boats in many
circumstances (while also allowing the U-boats to detect the British vessels that were monitoring
them). The British also developed radar that allowed them to trace U-boats that were sailing on
the surface; in turn, the Germans could use radar detectors to trace their opposition, resulting in
many dramatic cat-and-mouse showdowns. The German Navy partially negated the British
technological advances by deploying their U-boats in groups, or “wolfpacks”. While the British
could often detect the wolfpacks approaching, they were generally helpless the defend themselves
from simultaneous attacks form multiple submarines.
Turning to West and Northwest Africa, the region played a more important roll in World War II
than is commonly recognized today. The region guarded vital Allied shipping lanes that ran from

South Africa (and by extension India) and South America to Europe, routes that were vital to
supplying Britain with manpower and materials.
Worryingly for the Allies, in 1940, French Morocco and most of the massive colonial entity of
French West Africa (which consisted of the territories of modern Senegal, Mauritania, Niger,
Mali, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Guinea, and Benin) went over the Vichy (Nazi collaborate)
cause. As many today know only from the film Casablanca (1942), French Morocco and French
West Africa was then more or less part of the Third Reich. For the first half of the war, German
submarines had many ports in which to shelter and revictual, in between preying upon Allied
shipping plying the lanes offshore.
On the other side, Britain used Freetown, Sierra Leone as its main shipping waypoint in West
Africa. Thousands of ships were obligated to stop there to take on fuel and supplies following
legs of long-haul voyages (ex. Cape Town to Southampton). The U-boats thus focussed their
energies heavily upon the coasts of Sierra Leone. Notably, on September 24, 1941, U-107,
commanded by Günter Hessler (the son in law of the German Chief Admiral Karl Dönitz), scored
in an especially deadly attack against a British convoy off Sierra Leone.
The Allies spent much resources in an effort to secure the shipping lanes off West Africa. The
Britain and the Free French forces mounted a botched effort to take Dakar in September 1940,
the failure of which left that port as a deadly menace to Allied shipping.
The year 1942, when the present atlas was issued, marked the turning point in the submarine war
and the conflict in West and northwestern Africa. The United States’ entry into the conflict on
Britain’s side caused a dramatic increase in Allied shipping and military support. The U-boats
found that no matter how many ships they sank, they were barely able to dent the massive flow of
troops and supplies being sent to Europe to fuel the Allied war effort. Moreover, the vastly
increased number of Allied vessels and planes hunting the U-boats drew a massive toll.
In a transformative development, the Allies moved to evict the Vichy-Nazi regime from West and
northwestern Africa. In Operation Torch (November 8-16, 1942), American, British and Free
French forces took Casablanca and soon fanned out to assume control of all French Morocco, and
eventually the Sahel. Around the same time, another Allied force took Dakar. The tables had
turned in the region, and the new reality was solidified upon the holding of the Casablanca
Conference (January 14-24, 1943), a summit between Sir Winston Churchill, F.D. Roosevelt and
Charles de Gaulle in that city. The change in climate dramatically reduced U-boat operations off
West and northwestern Africa.
In 1943, the Allies commenced the use of centimetric radar which could detect U-boats, while
stealthily avoiding detection in response by German technology. This left the U-boats as ‘sitting
ducks’, giving the Allies an overwhelming advantage. As the war dragged on, and Germany lost
ground it was increasingly unable to deploy U-boats which were themselves heavily outmatched;
the age of ‘Unrestricted submarine warfare’ ended long before the fall of the Third Reich.
References: OCLC: 256526754 / 311420084; A List of Geographical Atlases in the Library of
Congress, vol. 5 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1958), p. 70.
2.500 EUR

12. OIL-PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND

BRIAN ORCHARD LISLE.
Map of Australasian Oil.
Fort Worth, Texas: B. Orchard Lisle, 1962.
Colour print, housed in original card ‘file folder’ cover bearing advertisements (Very Good, map
bright and crisp, just some minor creasing; card covers with minor wear and a small tear with no
loss), 95 x 124 cm (37.5 x 49 inches).

The ultimate oil map of Australia and New Zealand from Oceania’s brief petroleum
boom in the early 1960s, a grand and colourful production made in Texas by the
flamboyant Brian Orchard Lisle, a foremost international promoter of the
petroleum industry.
This large format, flamboyant map is certainly the grandest map depicting the oil industry in
Australia and New Zealand, from the brief period in the 1950s and ‘60s when there was
something of a boom in petroleum exploration in the region. It was produced in Fort Worth Texas
by Brian Orchard Lisle, a globally renown oil promoter with a personality that was as flamboyant
as this map.
The main map focusses upon Australia and New Guinea, the latter of which is divided into
‘Netherlands New Guinea’ (the Dutch controlled the western half of the island until 1964),
‘British New Guinea’ and ‘Papua’ (these two jurisdictions would later be united, gaining their
independence in 1975). The landscape and some offshore regions are covered by brightly
coloured named oil concessions and leaseholds, while the ‘Legend’, in the lower right, explains
the symbols used to identify oil fields, gas fields, oil wells, dry holes, seepages, as well as types of
refineries and pipelines. The large insets, which include, the ‘Carnarvon Basin’; ‘Southern
Victoria’; ‘Lakes Entrance’; ‘Sydney’, ‘Great Artesian Basin’; New Zealand; and ‘S.E.
Melanesia’ provide further scope and detail.
The map is augmented by lists of the ‘Owners of Concessions, Leases & Permits’ and the
‘Indirectly Active and Dormant Companies’ (upper-left), while the ‘Accelerating Tempo of

Promising Wildcats in Australasia’ gives curious statistics on the nature and production of
numerous ventures.
Indicative of Lisle’s sense of humour, the map features a Kangaroo in the Australian Outback and
a scary masked warrior in New Guinea.
The present map was made during the height of the global post-World War II oil boom, fuelled by
the rapid expansion of automobiles use and air travel. Australia, while one of World’s greatest
coal producers, was not historically known to be a major oil producer. However, the great
demand for oil in Australia and New Zealand and the countries’ desire to be less dependent upon
imported oil and gas, motived investors to direct vast resources to exploring carboniferous
deposits throughout the region.
As it turned out, while some viable oil and gas deposits were found and exploited, these ventures
never yielded the vast qualities required to significantly reduce Australia and New Zealand’s
import dependency. Yet, the albeit small industry continued to flourish until the oil shocks of the
1970s and ‘80s, with their dramatic price fluctuations, which placed a damper on investor
confidence. Nevertheless, the present map is a bold and uplifting celebration of the optimism that
prevailed in the early ‘60s.
The present map was made by Brian Orchard Lisle, a larger-than-life British born World War II
veteran and kayaking champion who moved to Texas in the late 1940s, becoming a foremost oil
promoter. He founded the industry-leading Oil Forum magazine and backed many innovative
products and start-ups during a great era of growth in fossil fuels. However, Lisle’s most
enduring legacy was the series of gigantic and brightly coloured oil maps of different parts of the
World, like the present issue. His other notable works include the Map of Caribbean Oil (1952);
Map of Near and Middle East Oil (1956); Map of Caribbean Oil (1952); Map of Northern and
Middle African Oil (1961); Map of Far East Oil (1963); and the Map of Middle East Oil (1965).
While examples of the present map are held by several libraries, it is very rare on the market.
References: Library of Congress: G8951.H8 1962 .L5; American Geographical Society Library,
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee: 500 E-1962; OCLC: 5451214 / 10282542 / 145783299.
SOLD

13. SYRIA - WORLD WAR I
BATTLE OF ALEPPO
PURSUIT TO HARITAN
MANUSCRIPT MILITARY FIELD ANNOTATIONS

HEER. GENERALSTAB. KARTOGRAPHISCHE ABTEILUNG. / KÖNIGLICH
PREUSSISCHE LANDESAUFNAHME.
Karte von Mesopotamien und Syrien / Aleppo.
Berlin: Kartogr. Abteilung der Kgl. Preuss. Landesaufnahme, May 1918.
Colour print, with contemporary manuscript additions in orange and blue crayon (Good, wear
along old folds and some small abrasions and holes with minor loss, some loss to part of lower
blank margin), measurements (irregular): 67.5 x 62.5 cm (26.5 x 24.5 inches).
A stellar and unique artefact of World War I in the Middle East - an advanced topographical
map of north-western Syria and the adjacent parts of Anatolia issued by the German Army in
May 1918, with extensive contemporary manuscript additions in coloured crayon added by an
Ottoman officer depicting the key military actions during the Battle of Aleppo and the Charge
at Haritan, the dramatic final events of the war in the Levant.
This is a unique example of a rare, classified German World War I military survey of the Aleppo
region of Syria and a good section of south-central Anatolia, approximating the territory of the
Ottoman Vilayet of Aleppo. Importantly, it features copious cotemporary manuscript additions
detailing the exciting battle action of the final events of the war in the Levant, being the Battle of
Aleppo and the Charge at Haritan. Depicting military action in real-time between October 22 to
October 30, 1918, the additions were clearly made by an Ottoman officer, using the signature
orange and blue crayon that the Ottomans used on maps in the field during the conflict. The
manuscript additions are faithful to the events that occurred, showing that the author was well
informed, close to the action. (Please see below for a detailed analysis of the map’s manuscript
additions).

The map depicts a sizeable area extending from ‘Aleppo (Haleb)’, in the south all the way north
into Anatolia to take in ‘’Aintâb’ (Gaziantep) and ‘Mar’ash’ (Maraş, since 1973 known as
Kahramanmaraş), while the mighty ‘Euphrat’ (Euphrates) River runs to the east side. The
Baghdad Railway, the vital (although not yet completed) link connecting Istanbul with Iraq runs
through across the map, connecting to the Levant-Hejaz railway system just north of Aleppo.
The map is the most accurate and detailed map of the region made to date. The ‘Erklärung’
(Explanation), in the righthand margin explains the numerous signs showcased of the map,
including all kinds of topographic features, ancient ruins, transportation infrastructure, and
settlements of various kinds; certainly every detail necessary to aid military movement.
Additionally, also in the righthand margin, is a chart ‘Schreibing un Aussprache’ (Writing and
Pronunciation) that lists Arabic character and how they can be transliterated into German, while
the ‘Abkürzungen’ (Abbreviations) below explains the short-form Arabic geographical terms used
throughout the map.
The map is part of the Karte von Mesopotamien und Syrien series, which featured 29 adjoining
maps, all done to a uniform scale of 1:400,000, covering a massive area of the Middle East,
including all of the Levant and Southern Anatolia, while arching down to take in all of Iraq. The
maps were composed by the Mapping Service of the General Staff of the German Army, and were
published by the Königlich Preussische Landesaufnahme (Royal Prussian Survey Office) in
Berlin, which long produced many German maps of overseas locations, and were issued serially
(some in multiple, updated editions) from 1916 to 1918. Based on the very best surveys
conducted by German and Ottoman military engineers, the scope of the series was to encompass
the lion’s share of Middle Eastern theatre of World War I, and the maps were, in many cases. the
most accurate maps of the regions depicted during their era. They were the ‘gold standard’ used
by both German and Ottoman officers for strategic planning in the field.
Importantly, while the maps of the series could be joined, each map sheet was issued separately
and was considered a stand-alone production in and of itself.
The maps of the series were classified, as they contained militarily sensitive information, and
every issue features the lines: ‘Nur für den Dienstgebrach! Nachdruck sowie Benutzung zur
Bearbeitung anderer Karten verboten.’ (For official use only! Reprinting and use for preparing
other maps is prohibited). However, the British, who held the maps in high regard, managed to
acquire examples through espionage and upon capturing German and Ottoman officers. Notably,
the British military cartographers working at the at the Survey of Egypt in Cairo used the Karte
von Mesopotamien und Syrien as a seminal source in devising maps of the Middle Eastern theatre
for the field use of Entente troops.
The example of present map of Aleppo from the series was published in May 1918 and is noted as
being a ‘Vorläufige Ausg.’ (Preliminary Edition); as best as we can tell it is the only edition of the
map issued, as the war would have been over by the time it could be revised. While examples of
the map appear in libraries (most in Germany), they only very rarely appear on the market.
Moreover, the present example is special and unique owing to its contemporary manuscript
editions.
Background to the ‘Pursuit to Haritan’

During World War I in the Levant and Egypt, the British imperial forces assumed the form of the
Egyptian Expeditionary Force (EEF), while the Central Powers side was dominated by Ottoman
Troops, with a mixed German-Ottoman command structure. For the first two years of the war, the
Ottoman-German side was generally on the offensive, fighting in the Sinai in an unsuccessful
attempt to take the Suez Canal. However, by 1917, the EEF had turned the tables, crossed onto
Palestine and, albeit with difficulty, taking Jerusalem by December of that year. At that point, the
two sides became bogged down in a stalemate in the Judean Hills. The gridlock was only
shattered by the Battle of Megiddo, the ‘Breakthrough at Nablus’ (September 19-25, 1918),
whereupon a force of 70,000 British Imperial troops, under General Allenby, backed by over
4,000 warriors loyal to Emir Faisal of Hejaz, broke the lines of an Ottoman force of 35,000 troops
commanded by the German nobleman General Limon von Sanders.
In the wake of Megiddo, the EEF and their Hejazi allies embarked upon a campaign to conquer
Syria and Lebanon in anticipation of the end of the war; such an achievement would strengthen
the Entente’s leverage in any post-war settlement. In what became known as the ‘Pursuit to
Haritan’ the British-Hejazi forces pursued the Ottoman Yıldırım (‘Lightening’) Army and their
allied detachments as they retreated northwards. The Entente forces mounted their offensive in
two prongs, one departed from Haifa along the coast on September 29, while the other would
attempt to conquer Damascus (the headquarters of the Ottoman-Germans forces in the Levant and
Arabia), before moving north through the interior, up the Beqaa Valley, and then over to Homs,
Hama and Aleppo.
The Entente forces captured Damascus on October 1, 1918, just after the Ottoman-Germans beat a
hasty retreat northwards. Lawrence of Arabia, who was part of the conquering force, was
disappointed not to have been amongst the first Entente troops to enter the city, especially as he
envisaged Damascus as the future capital of an independent and unified Arab state.
Deploying from Damascus on October 3, the interior offensive force entered Baalbek, in the
Beqaa Valley, with ease on October 10, as the town had been abandoned by the Ottomans. Next,
the Entente forces briefly besieged Homs, taking the city on October 16. From there it was
considered fairly easy running towards Aleppo.
Meanwhile, the Entente force’s coastal campaign made short work of conquering Lebanon,
encountered only very light resistance. They took Beirut on October 10, and Tripoli three days
later. After consolidating their gains, the coastal force was able to re-enforce the inland Entente
armies. The scene was now set for the attack on Aleppo.
The Final Showdown at Aleppo & Haritan: The Manuscript Additions to the Present Map
in Focus
All of the action of the exciting, final showdown of World War I in the Levant, which occurred in
the Aleppo-Haritan area, is shown on the present map in contemporary manuscript to additions
added by an Ottoman Army officer. Entente forces are represented by lines, arrows, and clusters
in blue crayon, while the positions and movements of the Ottoman forces are represented in
orange crayon. Many of the troop positions are accompanied by Eastern Arabic numerals,
representing the appropriate army detachments. The manuscript additions faithfully record what
occurred, indicating that the author was well-informed with accurate, real-time intelligence from
the field.

Aleppo was considered to be the ultimate strategic prize in the Levant. With its famous ancient bazaar,
Aleppo had 150,000 residents and was considered the gateway to the heart of Ottoman Empire, in close
proximity to the vital railway junction at Mouslimie Station, where the Levant-Hejaz railway system linked
up with the Baghdad Railway, both systems being the main arteries of the Central Powers’ war effort in the
Middle East.
Aleppo was defenced by two Yıldırım Army groups, lone ed by Nehen Pasha, and the other by Mustafa
Kemal Pasha, already famous as the hero of Gallipoli, and subsequently as ‘Atatürk’, the founding
President of the Republic of Turkey. Unfortunately for the defenders, they had only 7,000 troops to hold
the city, as most of the Ottoman forces had withdrawn further to the north.
Turning to the map, and its important manuscript additions, one can see the Entente forces, represented by
blue crayon lines and arrows, heading towards Aleppo from the south and southwest.
On October 23, the British commanders asked Mustafa Kemal Pasha to surrender the city, in return for
favourable terms. This was refused.
On October 25, the forces of Emir Faisal of Hejaz took the initiative, mounting a daytime attack, but this
was repulsed. This operation is shown on the map where the blue manuscript lines to run hard into the
orange lines of the Ottoman defences.
However, the Hejazi forces executed another attack on the night of October 25-26, which caught the
Ottomans on the back foot. After hours of fighting street by street, including much hand to hand combat,
Aleppo fell, as shown here by the blue manuscript lines surging into the city, pushing the Ottoman’s orange
lines to the north and northwest.
As shown here on the map, Mustafa Kemal Pasha’s force held at ‘Hrējân (Haritan)’, today commonly
known in English as Hraytan. On October 26, in what became known as the ‘Charge at Hartian’, Indian
detachments of the EEF, the Jodhpore and Mysore Lancer Regiments, made what at first seemed like a rash
frontal attack upon the Ottoman lines (they were far outnumbered by the Ottomans), and the attack was
repulsed. The Indians tried again and were once again pushed back. However, while unsuccessful in and
of itself, the frontal attacks proved strategically successful, as the following night they compelled Kemal to
withdraw his force, as shown on the map, to ‘Dêr ed-Dschimal’ (Deir el Jemel), 32 km away from Aleppo,
giving the Entente forces some valuable breathing room (while further Ottoman forces are here shown to
the back of Deir el Jemel, holding near the Baghdad Railway). Importantly, the Charge at Haritan was the
last significant military action fought in the Levant during World War I.
As shown on the map, represented by blue manuscript blocks, on October 29, Hejazi forces took control of
the vital railway junction at ‘Bnf. Muslimîje’ (Mouslimie Station). This manged to suddenly cut all contact
between Istanbul and the Ottoman forces in Iraq (as the railway was paired with the telegraph lines).
As it turned out, delegates representing the Sublime Porte and Britain signed the Armistice of Mudros
(October 30, 1918), which formally ended the Ottoman’s participation in World War I. It also ensured the
collapse of the Ottoman Empire and the birth of the modern Middle East.
References: Bayerische Staatsbibliotek: Mapp. XIX,49 h-1b.; Princeton University Library: HMC01.4206;
National Library of Israel: Laor Map Collection – (Middle East 143); OCLC: 792948904 / 163130775 /
993236508. Cf. John D. GRAINGER, The Battle for Syria, 1918-1920 (Woodbridge, England: The
Boydell Press, 2013), pp. 178-187.
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14.‘THE BAGHDAD PROCLAMATION’
WWI IN IRAQ
MILITARY AND DIPLOMATIC HISTORY

Sir Stanley MAUDE (1864 - 1917) / [Sir Mark SYKES (1879 - 1919)].
Proclamation / To the People of Baghdad Vilayet.
[Baghdad: Army Headquarters], dated March 19, 1917 [but printed November 12, 1918].
4° Broadside, 36 x 22 cm (Very Good, some wear and toning along old folds, a few very light
stains; contemporary Mss. annotations in pencil in Arabic to verso; discreet remains of mounting
tape to verso).

An exceedingly rare broadside bearing the text of ‘The Baghdad Proclamation’, the
most famous and consequential document relating to WWI’s Mesopotamian
Campaign; pronounced by General Sir Stanley Maude, declaring that British forces
arrived in Baghdad as ‘liberators’ of the Iraqi people, bearing ‘florid’ text written
by the controversial fixer Sir Mark Sykes; this being the second printing of the
broadside, published at Army Headquarters in Baghdad on November 12, 1918,
following the end of WWI.

The Mesopotamian Campaign of World War I marked Britain quest to conquer what is today Iraq
from the Ottoman Empire. The Ottomans had ruled this Arab-majority region since 1517,
although the local people had generally resented Turkish rule. While not as high profile in today’s
memory as other aspects of the war, the Mesopotamian Campaign was no side-show, it was a
massive contest involving over a million troops, as well as a crucial aspect of the Entente Powers’
geopolitical strategy.

as conquerors, but as ‘liberators’ who wished to grant them self-determination after 400 years of
oppressive Turkish occupation.
Iraq had long been considered the keystone of the Middle East, and as the Ottomans entered
World War I in November 1914 on the side of the Central Powers, Britain simply could not allow
the region to remain in enemy hands. From Iraq’s strategic location, the Germans and Ottomans
could potentially disrupt any Entente operations in the Levant and the Persian Gulf, the latter
being a critical domain of the Royal Navy. Perhaps even more troubling, it could potentially be
used as launchpad to bring Persia (an already unstable empire with divided loyalties) under
German suzerainty, so threatening Britain’s vast petroleum interests in that country. Moreover, by
extension, the defection of Persia would pose an immediate danger to British India.
Additionally, Iraq possessed vast petroleum resources that were coveted by both sides in the
war. Control of Iraq’s oilfields would give Britain a stranglehold upon the Eurasian oil industry,
while denying the Germans and Ottomans access to the lifeblood of any modern war machine.
Beginning late in 1914, Britain dispatched a massive expeditionary force to Iraq, via the Persian
Gulf. This juggernaut largely consisted of regiments of the Indian Army, reinforced by Australian
and New Zealander detachments. Throughout the entire campaign, the British force rotated over
900,000 troops through Iraq, with as many as 450,000 being stationed in theatre at any given
time.
The British high command expected the Ottoman defenders, backed by small contingents of
German advisors, to be easily vanquished. However, they underestimated both the determination
of the Turkish commanders and the role of the partially completed Baghdad Railway, which
allowed troops to travel from Constantinople to Baghdad in only 21 days.
The British forces initially made stellar progress up the Tigris, advancing all the way to Kut, only
100 miles from Baghdad. However, the advance British force, commanded by General Sir
Charles Townshend, fell into am Ottoman trap and was encircled and besieged, and forced to
surrender on April 29, 1916. This was a devastating defeat that was met with shock and horror in
the corridors of Whitehall.
Lieutenant General Sir Stanley Maude (1864 - 1917), an esteemed veteran of campaigns in Africa,
was chosen to resurrect the Mesopotamian Campaign. Through the rest of 1916, he methodically
and patiently advanced his force up the Tigris. While he met heavy resistance in places, he was
careful not to fall into any traps. Despite the progress, the campaign was always brutal, for by the
end of the venture, the British side would suffer 285,000 battle casualties (against the Ottomans’
figure of 89,500), in addition to loosing another 76,000 men to disease.
While a much-desired objective, the anticipated British conquest of Baghdad also posed major
strategic liabilities. While Lawrence of Arabia had recently succeeding in channelling Arab
discontent with Ottoman rule in the Hejaz into an alliance with Britain, during what became
known as the Arab Revolt (1916-8), the Iraqis, while likewise resentful of the Turks, showed no
such inclination and seemed to harbour a brooding dislike of the ‘infidels’ that had invaded their
country. This was worrisome, as the prospect of fighting both the Ottoman Army and an Arab
insurrection would certainly prove fatal to British designs in Iraq.
This is where the present ‘Baghdad Proclamation’ enters the scene. The British War Cabinet
decided to make a bold gesture to assure the Iraqi Arabs that Britain was entering their lands not

The War Cabinet turned to Colonel Sir Mark Sykes (1879 - 1919), their main ‘fixer’ in the Middle
East and co-author of the secret Sykes-Picot agreement (January 3, 1916) whereby Britain and
France agreed to divide the Middle East amongst themselves (assuming an Entente victory in
WWI), so dishonouring Whitehall’s public promises to its regional Arab allies.
On March 11, 1917, Maude’s army took Baghdad, having met little resistance (the Ottoman army
had retreated further north). Sykes proceeded to craft the text of a proclamation to be read by
Maude to the people of the Baghdad Vilayet (Province) once the city was secured. Sykes,
following his interpretation of ‘Arab literary taste’, wrote the text of the present proclamation
employing the most ‘flowery’ language. What Sykes did not understand was that the elaborate
verbiage, inspired by traditional Arab and Persian poetry, was perhaps not appropriate for a
Western political declaration. Nevertheless, the War Cabinet approved Sykes’s text.
The Proclamation (please see the full text below) declared that the Iraqi people had been
oppressed for 26 generations under the yoke of the brutal and insensitive Turkish regime. Playing
up Britain’s traditional mercantile ties to Baghdad, the document expresses Britain’s admiration
and for the Arab people and vows to support Arab self-determination. The Proclamation asserts
that the British were there to liberate the Iraqis and implies that they would grant them their
longdeserved independence (even if the over-the-top language left some latitude for
interpretation).
Curiously, Maude, who was due to publicly read the Proclamation written in his name, had strong
reservations about both its style and content. He found the flowery language of the decree bizarre
and, more importantly, believed that it was an error to publicly pledge to give the Iraqis
independence when Britain intended to retain Iraq as a protectorate under quasi-colonial terms
(like Egypt). However, orders were orders, and Maude was to his last a dutiful soldier.
The Proclamation was originally printed at the Army Headquarters in Baghdad (which housed a
travelling press) on March 19, 1917, as both separate English and Arabic language broadsides.
Shortly after it was proclaimed by General Maude, the so-called ‘Baghdad Proclamation’ attained
an incredibly high profile, being highlighted in newspapers across the world. The British
promises to give self-determination to the Iraqis were in line with their public commitments to
Sharif Hussein and Emir Faisal’s Arab forces, who were then fighting alongside T.E.
Lawrence. Many Westerners regarding the Proclamation as a brave and clever move that would
head off any Arab rebellion against British control in Iraq. It must also be noted that in the spring
of 1917 the overall situation was tenuous, as it was still far from certain that the Entente alliance
would defeat the Central Powers.
However, Iraqis seemed to react to the Proclamation with bemusement. They found the language
of the document to be bit ‘over the top’, and while perhaps relieved that the British did not arrive
openly bearing an aggressive stance, they were sceptical of the sincerity of the Baghdad
Proclamation. The decree likely succeeded in lowering the pressure viz Iraqi dissent, at least
initially. However, Maude’s decision to impose an especially harsh regime of martial law upon
Baghdad soon alienated moderate parties, while acting as red flag to diehard anti-Western
elements.

Maude’s force managed to consolidate its control over the Baghdad Vilayet, while, with difficulty,
driving the Ottoman forces ever further to the north towards Mosul. Maude died of cholera on
November 18, 1917, and was replaced by Lieutenant General Sir William Raine Marshall, who
oversaw the remainder of the campaign with cautious competence.
While the Turks had put up an admirable fight, the Ottoman Empire surrendered to the Entente
powers at the Armistice of Mudros (October 30, 1918). British forces completed their conquest of
Iraq, upon taking Mosul on November 14, 1918.
The British high command in Baghdad issued a second printing of the Baghdad Proclamation on
November 12, 1918, in the wake of the final Ottoman defeat (the present work is an example of
this second printing). The British considered the ‘liberating’ message expressed in the decree to
no less relevant 20 months after it was first decreed, even if General Maude, had been dead for
over a year!
During the post-war period, it became clear that Britain had no intention of honouring the
sentiments expressed in the Baghdad Proclamation, for it decided to make Iraq into a mandate, or,
rather a puppet state, with British interests controlling its oilfields. Powerful elements, mainly
based in Baghdad, mounted a rebellion against British rule that lasted from May to October
1920. While the British manged to suppress this uprising, they were compelled to grant major
concessions, hitherto making Iraq an autonomous kingdom under loose British oversight. In
August 1921, Emir Faisal, a Hashemite prince and one of Lawrence of Arabia’s old comrades,
who had recently been deposed by France for the throne of Syria, was made King Faisal I of
Iraq. While many Iraqis resented being ruled by a foreign (Hijazi) prince, many preferred this to
direct British rule. Iraq gained its full de jure independence from Britain in 1932, although Britain
continued to exercise significant economic and political influence over the country for some years
thereafter.
The Publication History and Rarity of the Baghdad Proclamation
The great fame of the Baghdad Proclamation is due to it’s the wide dissemination of its contents
in the global media immediately after it was first decreed by General Maude on March 19,
1917. While probably several thousand of the original English and Arab language broadsides
bearing the decree were then printed in Baghdad, it seems that very few have survived. This is
perhaps no so surprising, as the survival rate of WWI ephemeral works published in the field in
the Middle Eastern theatre is extremely low; many other such titles are today known in only single
example, while some recorded works are not known to survive at all. Moreover, as the text of the
Baghdad Proclamation was written and recorded in London, it seems that ministries and archives
in Britain felt little imperative to request copies of the broadside to be sent from Baghdad.
While it is likely that a small number of examples of the first (March 19, 1917) printing of the
Baghdad Proclamation English and Arabic language broadsides exists somewhere, we have not
been able to trace the current whereabouts of any examples, not can we find any sales records
going back 30 years.
The text of the Baghdad Proclamation was during its time often copied from the highly popular
book, The King of Hedjaz and Arab Independence (London: Hayman, Christy & Lilly, 1917)
which featured the entire text of the decree on pages 12-16.

The present work is of the second printing of the Baghdad Proclamation English language
broadside (we cannot trace a reference to any second printing of an Arab language
version). While we have not been able to view an example of the 1917 first printing of the
broadside, it is likely safe to assume that the second printing is true to the original, save that it
features a different printer’s slug in the lowerright corner: ‘S.G.P.Bd 1479 – 2204 – 4,000 12.11.18.’ This line features the serial number of the publication of the second printing; the size
of the print run (being 4,000 examples); and the date of publication, being November 12,
1918. The second printing is exceedingly rare, we can trace only a single example held by the
Imperial War Museum (London), while we are not aware of any sales records going back 30
years.
It is important to note that only Maude’s decree proclaimed on March 19, 1917, as featured here
on the present work, is to be referred to as the ‘Baghdad Proclamation’. It should not be confused
with the several other proclamations issued in Baghdad on the orders of the British Commanderin-Chief, which while remarkable, are of lesser historical importance and profile.
All considered, the present second printing of the Baghdad Proclamation appears to be the only
obtainable version of this historically monumental broadside.
The Complete Text of The Baghdad Proclamation:
Proclamation / To the People of Baghdad Vilayet.
In the name of my King, and in the name of the peoples over whom he rules, I address you as
follows:
Our military operations have as their object the defeat of the enemy, and the driving of him from
these territories. In order to complete this task, I am charged with absolute and supreme control of
all regions in which British troops operate; but our armies do not come into your cities and lands
as conquerors or enemies, but as liberators. Since the days of Halaka your city and your lands
have been subject to the tyranny of strangers, your palaces have fallen into ruins, your gardens
have sunk in desolation, and your forefathers and yourselves have groaned in bondage. Your sons
have been carried off to wars not of your seeking, your wealth has been stripped from you by
unjust men and squandered in distant places.
Since the days of Midhat, the Turks have talked of reforms, yet do not the ruins and wastes of
today testify the vanity of those promises?
It is the wish not only of my King and his peoples, but it is also the wish of the great nations with
whom he is in alliance, that you should prosper even as in the past, when your lands were fertile,
when your ancestors gave to the world literature, science, and art, and when Baghdad city was one
of the wonders of the world.
Between your people and the dominions of my King there has been a close bond of interest. For
200 years have the merchants of Baghdad and Great Britain traded together in mutual profit and
friendship. On the other hand, the Germans and the Turks, who have despoiled you and yours,
have for 20 years made Baghdad a centre of power from which to assail the power of the British
and the Allies of the British in Persia and Arabia. Therefore the British Government cannot
remain indifferent as to what takes place in your country now or in the future, for in duty to the

interests of the British people and their Allies, the British Government cannot risk that being done
in Baghdad again which has been done by the Turks and Germans during the war.
But you people of Baghdad, whose commercial prosperity and whose safety from oppression and
invasion must ever be a matter of the closest concern to the British Government, are not to
understand that it is the wish of the British Government to impose upon you alien institutions. It is
the hope of the British Government that the aspirations of your philosophers and writers shall be
realised and that once again the people of Baghdad shall flourish, enjoying their wealth and
substance under institutions which are in consonance with their sacred laws and their racial ideals.
In Hedjaz the Arabs have expelled the Turks and Germans who oppressed them and proclaimed
the Sherif Hussein as their King, and his Lordship rules in independence and freedom, and is the
ally of the nations who are fighting against the power of Turkey and Germany; so indeed are the
noble Arabs, the Lords of Koweyt, Nejd, and Asir.
Many noble Arabs have perished in the cause of Arab freedom, at the hands of those alien rulers,
the Turks, who oppressed them. It is the determination of the Government of Great Britain and the
great Powers allied to Great Britain that these noble Arabs shall not have suffered in vain. It is the
hope and desire of the British people and the nations in alliance with them that the Arab race may
rise once more to greatness and renown among the peoples of the earth, and that it shall bind itself
together to this end in unity and concord.
O people of Baghdad remember that for 26 generations you have suffered under strange tyrants
who have ever endeavoured to set on Arab house against another in order that they might profit by
your dissensions. This policy is abhorrent to Great Britain and her Allies, for there can be neither
peace nor prosperity where there is enmity and misgovernment. Therefore I am commanded to
invite you, through your nobles and elders and representatives, to participate in the management
of your civil affairs in collaboration with the political representatives of Great Britain who
accompany the British Army, so that you may be united with your kinsmen in North, East, South,
and West in realising the aspirations of your race.
Dated, Army Headquarters, Baghdad, March 19, 1917. 24th Jemad al Awal, 1335. (Sd.) F.S.
MAUDE, Lieut.-Genl., Comdg. British Forces in Iraq.
References: COPAC cites an example of the present second (November 12, 1918) printing of the
Proclamation held by the Imperial War Museum (London). Cf. Michael D. BERDINE,
Redrawing the Middle East: Sir Mark Sykes, Imperialism and the Sykes-Picot Agreement
(London, 2018), pp. 149151; Elie KEDOURIE, The Anglo-Arab Labyrinth: The McMahonHusayn Correspondence (Cambridge, U.K., 1976), pp. 174 -177; Jonathan SCHNEER, The
Balfour Declaration: The Origins of the Arab-Israeli Conflict (London, 2011), pp. 233-237; Corey
J. WALTERS, ‘Contextualizing British Proclamations during 1917-18 in Pre-Mandate Iraq’, M.A.
Dissertation, Georgetown University (2018).
1.200 EUR

15. OTTOMAN EMPIRE
BULGARIA / GREECE / BALKAN WARS
DIPLOMACY
IMPORTANT CONTEMPORARY MANUSCRIPT
ADDITIONS

EDWARD STANFORD LTD.
Stanford’s Large Scale Map of the Country between Bulgaria & Constantinople.
London: Stanford’s Geographical Establishment, Nov. 7th, 1912.
Lithograph with original wash hand colour, dissected in 24 sections and mounted upon original
linen, housed in Stanford’s original cloth covers bearing printed their label on front cover and
advertisements to inside covers; with important contemporary diplomatic manuscript additions in
pink crayon, red ink and pencil (Good, some scattered foxing especially on right and left sides,
some contemporary ink stains on righthand side, some wear to linen backing along folds, still
pleasing and attractive), 65 x 115 cm (25.5 x 45.5 inches).

A very rare, large format map of the traditional region Thrace especially
commissioned by the British Foreign Office from the leading mapmaker Edward
Stanford Ltd. to depict the theatre of the ongoing First Balkan War, a conflict
between the Ottoman Empire and the ‘Balkan League’; showcasing a vast wealth of
topographical and military information; the present example importantly featuring
extensive manuscript additions concerning the revised Ottoman-Bulgarian-Greek
boundaries pursuant to conclusion of the Treaties of London (May 1913), Bucharest
(August 1913) and Athens (September 1913) that followed the First and Second
Balkan Wars, likely added by a diplomat privy to the high-level negotiations.
This fascinating map encompasses the traditional region of Thrace, which at the beginning of the
20th century contained the tense borderlands between the Ottoman Empire and Bulgaria, while
Greece was not far distant. The map was made by the British Empire’s leading commercial
cartographer Edward Stanford Ltd. as a special commission for the British Foreign Office,
published on November 7, 1912, only a month into the First Balkan War, a conflict between the

Ottoman Empire and the ‘Balkan League’, an alliance of Greece, Bulgaria, Serbia and
Montenegro (supported by Russia and Italy). The Foreign Office commissioned the map to
showcase the key theatre of the war near the Ottoman capital of Istanbul. The map was
subsequently used by diplomats during the treaty negotiations that followed the conflict and the
one that succeeded it, the Second Balkan War.
Importantly, the present example of the map features extensive manuscript additions concerning
the revised boundaries between the Ottoman Empire, Bulgaria and Greece following each of the
conflicts. Indeed, these wars and the treaties that followed reordered the map of South-eastern
Europe on the eve of World War I.
The map extends from ‘Constantinople’ and the Bosporus, in the southeast, up past
‘Philipoppolis’ (Plovdiv, Bulgaria), in the northwest, and from ‘Kavalla’ (Kavala, today in
Greece), in the southwest up to ‘Bugaz’ (Burgas, Bulgaria), in the northeast. The sea of Marmara
crosses the bottom of the map, while the Black Sea occupies the upper righthand side. The map is
extremely detailed, showing every city, town and village; delineating all roads of various levels;
as well as all railways (labelling the locations of every station), notable including the Rumelian
Railway, running from Istanbul up through Plovdiv on an into the heart of Europe, that famously
carried ‘The Orient Express’. Additionally, the map labels mountains, headlands, and the names
of areas, as well as features such as the ‘Belgrade Forest’.
The Ottoman territory as it existed at the beginning of the First Balkan War is shaded in green,
with the Ottoman-Bulgarian frontier heightened with extra shading. At the time, the Ottomans
still controlled vast European realms extending from Istanbul along the northern coast of the
Aegean and then up to include Macedonia, Albania and parts of Serbia.
Importantly, the map depicts and labels the Ottomans’ dense networks of forts that protected
Edirne (Adrianople), and Istanbul, along the ‘Chatalja’ (Çatalca) Line and the Bosporus.
However, the most interesting feature of the present example of the map are the manuscript
additions, clearly added by a diplomat privy to high-level negotiations at the Treaty of London
(May 1913), the followed the First Balkan War and the treaties of Bucharest (August 1913) and
Athens (September 1913), the followed the Second Balkan War. The additions concern the
various revised boundaries between the Ottoman Empire, Bulgaria and Greece, as well as
highlighting some key strategic locations (Please see below for a detailed analysis of the
manuscript additions).
The present map is very rare, which accords with the fact that it was made by Edward Stanford as
a private commission for the British Foreign Office, and was never sold, or otherwise made
available to the public. Indeed, Stanford had long fulfilled such important crown commissions, as
well as making bespoke maps for a variety of private enterprises worldwide. We can trace only 3
institutional examples of the map, held by the British Library, the National Library of Scotland
and the National Archives U.K.
The Storm before the Storm: The First and Second Balkan Wars (1912-3)
Since the mid-19th century, the Ottoman Empire was popularly known as the ‘Sick man of
Europe’. While the country had actually done many impressive things to modernize its economy,

military and society, it was still overwhelmed by rebellions and wars with its neighbours, resulting
in massive territorial losses and financial crises.
During the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-8, an alliance of Russia, Serbia, Montenegro and Bulgaria
throttled the Ottomans. Serbia and Montenegro gained their de facto independence; Bulgaria won
its autonomy; while Russia conquered parts of the Caucuses and Eastern Anatolia. Most
worryingly, the enemy forces had swept through virtually all of European Turkey to approach the
outskirts of Istanbul at San Stefano. Only the last-minute diplomatic intervention of Britain
(which was weary of Russia) prevented the conquest of the Ottoman capital.
Despite their losses, following the war the Ottomans still maintained large amounts of territory in
Europe, extending from Istanbul over the north coast of the Aegean, all then all the way up into
Macedonia, southwestern Serbia and Albania. However, the local peoples mounted constant
insurgencies against the Sublime Porte’s authority, all the while encouraged by Russia and other
foreign actors. By the early 1900s, the Ottomans were hanging on to their Balkan domains by the
skin of their teeth.
During the Italo-Turkish War (September 29, 1911 to October 18, 1912), Italy took advantage of
the political chaos that ensued in Istanbul in the wake of the Young Turk Revolution (1908) to
conquered Ottoman Libya. While the Italians became bogged down in a guerrilla war waged by
the local Senussi tribesmen, the Ottomans proved to be quite incapable of maintaining their last
African domain from what was considered a second-rate power. Italy ended up gaining
possession of both Libya and the Dodecanese Islands in the Aegean Sea.
While the Ottomans were preoccupied with the final throes of the Libyan conflict, the so-called
‘Balkan Alliance’ of Greece, Serbia, Montenegro and Bulgaria suddenly mounted an full on attack
upon all Ottoman positions in Europe, in what would be known as the First Balkan War (October
8, 1912 – May 30, 1913). Supported by Russia and Italy, the alliance made short work of the
Sultan’s men, surging over their lines and conquering tens of thousands of square kilometres of
territory. Meanwhile, Albania mounted a successful rebellion, declaring its independence on
November 28, 1912.
By mid-November, 1912, the Bulgarian army had taken virtually all of Eastern Thrace, and had
rushed towards the ‘Çatalca Line’ (‘Chatalja’ on the map), a series of forts and trenches that
crossed the isthmus to the west of Istanbul, acting as the capital’s last line of defence. There, the
Ottomans mounted a spirited resistance, and the Bulgarians were unable to break the line during
what became known as the First Battle of Çatalca (November 17-18, 1912) and the Second Battle
of Çatalca (February 3- April 3, 1913).
Meanwhile, the one remaining major Ottoman stronghold in Europe beyond Çatalca was Edirne
(Adrianople), a city that has special significance to the Turkish people, as it had served as the
former capital of the Ottoman Empire (from 1369 to 1453). During the Siege of Edirne
(November 3, 1912 – March 26, 1913), which is notable for being one of the first battles to use
airplanes for bombing, the Ottomans bravely resisted Bulgarian attempts to storm the city, but
were finally compelled to surrender, dealing a severe psychological blow to the Turkish people.
In May 1913, both sides came to a peace conference hosted by the Britain. For Whitehall, the
First Balkan War posed something of conundrum. Britain was weary of Russia and its Slavic
allies and had long resisted Russia gaining direct access to the Mediterranean Sea (Bulgaria was

considered to be a Russian client state), as that would threaten the Royal Navy’s dominant
position in that sphere. At the same time, Britain, while still technically on friendly terms with the
Sublime Porte, was alarmed by the Ottomans’ ever closer ties to its arch-rival, Germany. Ideally,
Britain wanted to maintain a balance of power, by keeping the Ottoman Empire alive and strong
enough to keep Russia and her allies in check, while preventing it from becoming strong enough
(with German backing) for it pose a problem for Britain. This balancing act would prove
impossible to maintain.
At the Treaty of London (May 30, 1913), the Ottomans had to agree to a humiliating peace, as
they had been totally throttled by the Balkan Alliance. The Ottomans were to loose 83% of their
European domains, with 69% of its European population. The new Ottoman boundary in Europe
was to be the Enos-Midia Line, which ran from the mouth of the Maritsa River, on the Aegean,
over to a point along the Black Sea that barely allowed the Ottomans to preserve the complete
shorelines of the Sea of Marmara and only a very narrow defensive perimeter to the west of
Istanbul. This settlement gave the Balkan Alliance almost all of what it wanted, while leaving the
Sublime Porte in an untenable position.
Fortunately for the Ottomans, the Balkan Alliance soon crumbled. While the London Treaty set
the Enos-Midia Line as the outer boundary of Ottoman Europe, it did not specific how the newlyconquered lands beyond were to be divided between the Balkan powers. As Greece and Serbia
moved in to take the lion’s share of the spoils, Bulgaria felt cheated.
During the Second Balkan War (June 29, 1913 - August 10, 1913), Bulgaria allowed itself to be in
conflict with all of its neighbours at once, including the Ottomans, Serbia, Greece and Romania
(which opportunistically joined the conflict to gain territory from Bulgaria in the north). Bulgaria
was, not surprisingly, defeated. The Ottomans regained Edirne; Greece took the key port of
Kavala; Serbia conquered frontier regions of Macedonia held by Bulgaria; while Romania
conquered the South Dobruja region.
The Ottomans, Serbs and Romanians signed the Treaty of Bucharest (August 19, 1913) with
Bulgaria that certified their conquests. Greece signed a separate peace with Bulgaria that gave the
former Kavala, at the Treaty of Athens (September 29, 1913).
However, the peace would not last long, as just over a year later the Balkans would be engulfed by
World War I, a conflict that would cause the end of the Ottoman Empire, the birth of the Republic
of Turkey, as well as opening a new chapter in the history of South-eastern Europe.
The Present Map’s Manuscript Additions in Focus
The present example of the map features extensive manuscript additions, executed in pink crayon,
red ink and pencil that primarily concern the delineation of the new Ottoman, Bulgarian and
Greek boundaries as they were variously revised following the First and Second Balkan Wars.
While many of the details follow the lines as they were confirmed by the treaties that followed the
conflicts, some of the lines chart provisional courses as discussed in secret negotiations pursuant
to these treaties. The manuscript additions were almost certainly added by a senior (likely British)
diplomat who was privy to the high-level deliberations. Stanford was commissioned to make the
map by the Foreign Office with such purposes in mind, and it is important to note that the U.K.
National Archives holds another example of the map with manuscript additions, previously used

by the British Foreign Office, which is described in the Archive’s catalogue as “showing the
Bulgaria-Greece boundary of 10 Aug 1913 and the Bulgaria-Turkey boundary of 18 Sept 1913”
(although it seem that the dates for these boundaries should perhaps be inverted).
Specifically, the present example of the map shows the new boundary between the Ottoman
Empire and the Balkan League territories as amended following the First Balkan War,as being the
ruler-straight Enos-Midia Line, drawn clearly in pink crayon. This boundary was ordained by the
Treaty of London (May 30, 1913), the deliberations of which were overseen by officials of the
British Foreign Office.
Turning to the Second Balkan War, the map shows the proposed new Ottoman frontiers that return
Edirne and much of Eastern Thrace to the Ottomans. Notably, while the line in the north, near the
Black Sea, precisely follows that which would be agreed at the Treaty of Bucharest (August 19,
1913), the boundaries from Edirne south to the mouth of the Maritsa River is slightly different
than that which would be agreed. This provisional line was discussed in camera before being
amended further, suggesting that the creator of the manuscript additions had special high-level
access to the proceedings in Bucharest.
Turning to Bulgarian-Greek affairs, the map shows the vicinity of ‘Kavalla’ (Kavala) cordoned in
pink crayon, so highlighting the fact that this key port was seized by the Greeks army from
Bulgaria (on June 26, 1913). Moreover, provisional boundary lines between Bulgaria and Greece
are sketched in the interior. Importantly, while the Treaty of Athens (September 29, 1913)
allowed Bulgaria to keep a good portion of it newly-won Aegean littoral, Kavala and the island of
Thasos were given to Greece.
Additionally, the map highlights a few strategic locations, such as ‘Rodosto’ (Tekirdağ), ‘Serai’,
‘Seidler’, ‘Kastro Bay’ and ‘Malgara’ with manuscript compass circles.
References: National Archives U.K.: FO 925/21022; British Library: Cartographic Items Maps
43315.(103.) / OCLC: 557759689; National Library of Scotland: Map.l.9.46 / OCLC: 316561581.
1.200 EUR

16. ‘GREATER’ YUGOSLAVIA
PROPAGANDA
MARCEL KOLIN (1888 - 1948).
Etnografska Karta. Zemlja Srba Hrvata Slovenaca. / Mapa Etnográfico de los Paises
Yugoslavos. /
[Ethnographic Map of Yugoslavia].
Buenos Aires: Oficina Cartográfica Balcarce, 1917
Chromolithograph, folding into original grey paper wrappers bearing printed title and explanatory
text, former owner’s pastedown slip to front cover and upper-left corner of map (Good, map with
some wear and chipping along original folds with very minor loss, some light stains from old tape
repairs to verso; wrappers with edge-wear and detached at spine), 98 x 126 cm (38.5 x 49.5
inches).

Extremely rare and unusual – a very large-format propaganda and ethnographic
map depicting the maximal territory of the envisioned future nation of Yugoslavia,
published in Buenos Aires during the height of World War I by the Croatian émigré
and political activist Marcel Kolin.
This extremely rare, very large-format, separately issued work is one of the most extraordinary
maps concerning Yugoslavia to be made during the 20th Century. Made in 1917, at the height of
World War I, but before the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, it depicts the hoped-for
future nation of Yugoslavia, with its maximal territorial scope as envisioned by Pan-South Slavic
activists. It was published in Buenos Aires, having been devised by the prominent proYugoslavian propagandist Marcel Kolin, who then resided in exile in Chile. The publication was
officially sponsored by the Jugoslavenska narodna obrana (JNO, the Yugoslav People’s Defence
organization), a committee of Croatians living in South America dedicated to the cause of an
independent Yugoslavia.
The purpose this quad-lingual map was to establish and legitimize the notion of a future ‘Greater
Yugoslavia’ in the minds of both Yugoslavians and global powers in the run up to the end of
World War I and the supposed defeat of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. In short, it was hoped that
if the notion of a ‘Greater Yugoslavia’ gained popular currency then the supposedly victorious
Entente powers would be inclined to support its creation at the resulting peace conference.

The brightly coloured and beautifully designed map seeks to educate the observer on the
geography and ethnic identity of the people of the Western Balkans. The map depicts the entire
region with great accuracy and detail, employing four languages (Serbo-Croatian, Spanish,
English and French). All major cities and towns are labelled, railways delineated, historic
battlefields marked, and regions and nations named. The map employs colour coding to represent
the natural territories of the regions’ various ethnic groups. Controversially, ‘Yugoslavs’ are
identified a single, monolithic ethnic group, with their ingenious territories coloured in a light,
bright pink hue; while the territories of the region’s other main ethic groups are identified as
follows: Italians (green), Germans (yellow), Hungarians (reddish pink), Romanians (light blue),
Bulgarians (orange), Greeks (brown) and Albanians (dark pink). Areas of mixed populations are
shown as intermingled lines of the appropriate colours.
Where the map’s rhetorical nature comes into play is its over-representation of the ethnic
Yugoslav presence. While all the areas coloured either whole or partially in the Yugoslav’s hue
of pink were indeed home to significant minority populations of indigenous Yugoslavs, the map
over-represents their presence in many border and coastal areas, at the expense of other ethnic
groups. The somewhat exaggerated presence of Yugoslavs is used by Kolin as the basis for his
ambitious proposed boundaries for the newly envisage nation (represented by fine dotted lines) as
being of a ‘Greater Yugoslavia’ (Velika Jugoslavija) model. Here its domains extend to include
many areas with (in actuality) majority non-Yugoslav populations, such as Trieste city, the area
round Celovec (Klagenfurt), Carinthia and part of the northern Banat around Temešvar
(Timisoara). Thus, Kolin depicts the maximal possible boundaries for Yugoslavia, motivated not
just out of nationalistic fervour, but perhaps, on a practical level, as the starting point for a
bargaining position with respect to its eventual boundaries. This accorded to the agenda of the
Yugoslav Committee, the prime mover behind the creation of large, united and independent
Yugoslavia. As it turned out, Yugoslavia’s boundaries upon its establishment in October 1918,
were noticeably circumscribed from those depicted on Kolin’s map.
Below the title, Kolin includes the mission statement of the ‘Jugoslave [Yugoslav] national
programme’, translated into three languages:
‘The Jugoslave (Southern Slavs), i.e., the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, are by blood language, and
traditions, no less by economic, and political conditions, one homogeneous nation with identical
aims in their national life. Therefore they ask the liberation of all Jugo-slavish lands to be united
into a sole and free national estate.’

The Birth of Yugoslavia
The notion of a coherent Pan-South Slavic identity is an old one, that first arose during the 17th
Century, even if the notion of forming a South Slavic state was then, and for generations
thereafter, a near impossibility, as these lands were variously part of the Habsburg and Ottoman
empires. It was not until the Revolutions of 1848-9 that the notion of reviving independent Slavic
states in Central and Southern Europe, including some form of Yugoslavia, was considered to be a
viable possibility. Serbia’s de facto independence from the Ottomans, in 1878, proved that South

Slavic self-determination was possible, and while most of the rest of the future Yugoslavia remained a part
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, the succeeding era saw that more pronounced assertion of individual
national identities (ex. Croatian and Slovenian), as well as the parallel (and competing) concept of a PanSouth Slavic national polity. Indeed, various South Slavic intellectuals and political activists prosed
reforming the Habsburg Empire to allow for some form of South Slavic autonomy, in the way Hungary
was granted its own distinct status as a kingdom within the Empire in 1867. However, Vienna, which ruled
over many different Slavic peoples, was adverse to any notion of Slavic self-determination and managed to
suppress these designs before they gained traction.

Marcel Kolin (1888 - 1948) was one of the most prominent ‘international public intellectuals’, who
advocated for the creation of an independent Yugoslavia in the period leading up to its birth. He was born
in Durborvnik, and in the years before World War I worked as a teacher in a variety of different places in
Dalmatia. As early as 1911, he appears as an activist in the Yugoslavian cause, publishing his first
pamphlets on Pan-South Slavic unity. Upon the outbreak of the war, the Austro-Hungarian authorities,
which had hitherto considered Kolin’s Yugoslav advocacy activities to be merely a nuisance, began to see
them as dangerous acts of treason. Kolin had to escape the country via Italy and Switzerland, eventually
landing at Lima, Peru, where he found a teaching job.

World War I (1914-8) proved to be the catalyst for transformative change in the Western Balkans, as it was
throughout Europe. From the outset of the conflict, the Austro-Hungarian Empire played a weak hand, and
secessionist movements, including that advocating for the creation of an independent Yugoslavia, were
given succour. The driving force in the movement to create a united South Slavic state was the Yugoslav
Committee (Jugoslavenski odbor), formed in 1915. The committee’s actions were spearheaded by
Croatians, and it gained global currency through its diaspora membership, which formed branches in Paris,
Geneva, St. Petersburg, Cleveland, Washington, and Valparaiso, Chile (of which Marcel Kolin was a
principal). The Committee’s activities were often run on the local level by its subsidiary organizations,
such as the JNO in South America.

In 1915, Kolin moved to Antofagasta, Chile, where he quickly became a major figure in the international
Yugoslavian movement. It should come as no surprise that Kolin felt at home in Chile, as that country,
along with Argentina, had very large and well-established Croatian communities, dating back to the
1870s. Indeed, today hundreds of thousands of Chileans and Argentines trace Croatian ancestry.

The Yugoslav Committee scored its transformative breakthrough at the Corfu Conference (July 20, 1917),
whereby the organization formally joined forces with the Kingdom of Serbia to agree to one day soon form
a united Yugoslavia (the conference is specifically referenced on the present map). Importantly, this
design was given the formal backing of both Britain and France. As Austria-Hungary and her allies were
by this time loosing the war, the realization of an independent Yugoslavian state was becoming a
probability. However, its precise composition and boundaries was very much up in the air, as the
ownership of many coastal and peripheral regions would be hotly contested by various other states. It was
at this moment that Kolin’s present propagandist map was made in an effort to tip the scales in
Yugoslavia’s favour.
As it would turn out, Kolin’s dream would (mostly) become a reality. In October 1918, in the dying days
of World War I, the newly independent state of Yugoslavia (bearing the formal name of the Kingdom of
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes) was declared and was quickly recognized by the soon-to-be victorious
Western powers. However, Yugoslavia’s territory would not to be as extensive as the present map had
proposed. The Allies had all along been double-dealing, essentially promising anything to any country that
would support them over the Central Powers. Without telling the Yugoslavians, the Allies had singed the
secret Treaty of London (1915) with Italy, under which they promised to give Rome all of Istria, much of
Western Slovenia and large parts of Dalmatia to Italy, in return for their active support in the war. These
territories, including Trieste, were indeed given to Italy, even though many of the areas had majority
Yugoslav populations. Elsewhere, Timisoara became a part of Romania, while Hungary, although, much
reduced in size, was able to retain some of the lands that the Yugoslavs had coveted. Moreover, in 1920,
the Allies permitted Austria to conduct a rigged referendum, whereby she was able to retain possession of
most of the Slovene-majority parts of Carinthia.
In spite of these disappointments, the Pan-South Slavic movement was brilliantly successful, as it had
realized the creation of an independent Yugoslavian state occupying the majority of the native territories of
its constituent nationalities. As it would turn out, some of the remaining Yugoslav claims would be
redeemed following World War II, when the Federal Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia gained all of Istria,
Western Slovenia and the remaining parts of Dalmatia from Italy.

In Antofagasta, Kolin became the first secretary of the Jugoslavenska narodna obrana (JNO, Yugoslav
People's Defence organization), at its founding meeting on May 2, 1915. The group was enthusiastically
supported and well funded, operating schools, social clubs and newspapers, all promoting the Yugoslavian
cause. Kolin was its propaganda master, publishing numerous books and pamphlets, of which the present
map was one of his most interesting and impressive works.
The JNO was no sideshow. Its vast network of politically influential supporters had a significant role in
building international acceptance of the creation of Yugoslavia. By 1918, the JNO successfully lobbied the
South American countries to support the country’s creation and, in turn, the South Americans employed
their extensive network of contacts in Europe to help drive the cause home.
In 1920, after Yugoslavia’s creation, Kolin returned to Croatia, where he became involved in the relatively
new genre of cinema, as the head of the Zagreb Film Festival and the director of Lijepa naša domovina
[Our Beautiful Homeland], an upbeat patriotic movie geared towards Yugoslav expatriates. Kolin later
worked for the Croatian Ministry of Education in Zagreb, before returning to his native Dubrovnik. There
he dedicated the rest of his life to philanthropic and cultural pursuits, becoming a major figure in the local
Red Cross and one of the founders of the Dubrovnik Maritime Museum.
A Note on Rarity
The present map is extremely rare – we can trace only 2 institutional examples, at the National &
University Library of Slovenia (Ljubljana) and the National and University Library in Zagreb. Moreover,
we cannot trace any sales records.
Interestingly, the present example of the map features the former pastedown owner’s slip (to front cover
and upper-left corner of map) of Katica Stupićić, a prominent JNO leader based in Punta Arenas, Chile.
References: OCLC: 444673052 / National & University Library of Slovenia (Ljubljana): COBISS ID:
91528192; National and University Library in Zagreb: 000236547. Cf. [Marcel Kolin biography:] Paulina
Radonić Vranjković, Hrvatski biografski leksikon (2009).
SOLD

Marcel Kolin & the ‘Yugoslav People’s Defence’ organization (JNO)

17. HORSE MEDICINE
THEMATIC CARTOGRAPHY: CLIMATE AND DISEASE
ERITREA

Armando FERRARO (circa 1895-?).
Comando del R. Corpo di Truppe Coloniali dell’Eritrea. Servizio Veterinario. Zone ove puo
constatarsi peste cavallina (African horse sickness. Mandef) tifo climatico
[Command of the Royal Corps of Colonial Troops of Eritrea. Veterinary service. Areas
where horse plague (African horse sickness. Mandef) can be found according to the climate]
Asmara: 1915.
45 x 32 cm (17.8 x 12.6 inches), Photo-reproduced print (Whiteprint), with hand-coloured details,
originally mounted on linen, originally stamps by the Veterinary Service of the Colony of Eritrea
(Colonia Eritrea. Servizio Veterinario) (soft folds with a tiny hole on the crossing, linen slightly
age-toned, overall in a good condition).

An exceedingly rare photo-reproduced and hand coloured map by the Italian
Veterinary Office, representing the climate zones of Eritrea, relevant for the
spreading of the African horse sickness, was made during the Italian occupation of
the region.

This rare map represents three types of climate of Eritrea, relevant for the spreading of the African
horse sickness, called Mandef. The map was made during the Italian occupation of Eritrea in 1915
in the capital Asmara. The title is written in Italian, but also quotes the name of the sickness in
English and Geʽez script.
The three different colours mark the territories, where the sickness can appear in various times of
the year, depending on the local climate.

The author of the map was the chief medical doctor (Capitano Medico) Armando Ferraro. Only
brief information on him can be found in the contemporary publications. Ferraro, born circa 1895,
is recorded as a military doctor from Bologna, stationed in Eritrea in the 1910s and 1920s. In the
following years he worked in Beirut and possibly in the United States, where he was a member of
the League of the Fascists of North America between 1925 and 1929. He joined the National
Fascist Party in 1935 (Bollettino ufficiale, Ministero dell'educazione nazionale, Libreria dello
Stato, 1939, p. 283).
We could not find any other examples of the map in institutions.
880 EUR

18. HORSES, RIDING AND DRESSAGE
OTTOMAN CAVALRY

James FILLIS (1834–1913), author; Mehmed SADIK, translator.
بايكرتربيه سي و بينيجيلك
[Beygir Terbiyesi ve Binicilik / Principes de dressage et d'équitation / Principles of dressage
and of riding]
Istanbul:  آصادوريان شركت مرتبيه مطبعه سى.[ آA. Asaduryan Şirket-i Mürettibiye Matbaası]
1318 [1902].
8°, [4] title and index, , 336 pp., 35 full page black and white illustrations, contemporary calf with
gilt lettering on the cover and spine, original patterned endpapers (binding lightly scratched,
battered on the corners with some loss of leather on the spine, paper with light foxing, small folds
and chips on the edges, three sheets loose, otherwise in a good used condition).

An Ottoman translation of the French work on riding Principes de dressage et d'équitation, by an
esteemed riding master James Fillis (1834-1913) was published in Istanbul in 1902. The book
introduces riding skills from the basics to the highly demanding dressage and military skills. The
original illustrations were replaced with images of Ottoman riders.
In the late Ottoman Empire the sultan tried to modernise the cavalry in order to adjust it to the
contemporary military strategies and needs, one of the plans being introducing the European
riding methods and training of the horses and riders.
The work was printed by one of the largest printing presses in the Ottoman Empire, owned by an
Armenian Artin Asaduryan, who arrived to Istanbul in 1880s, where he took over an older press
and later renamed it to Artin Asaduryan ve Mahdumları Matbaası. The press was printing books,
posters, theatre playbills, schoolbooks and newspapers in eight different languages with
approximately 36 titles per year.
860 EUR

19. ARABIAN HORSES
HORSE BREEDING
HORSE MEDICINE
[ رضا هدايتRıza Hidâyet]
 حيوان مراقليلر ينه: برنجى كتاب:استفاده لى موضوعلى
[Hayvan meraklılarina / Useful Subjects: First Book: Interests in Animals]
Istanbul: [ آرشاق غا رويان مطبعه سىArşak Garoyan Matbaası] 1327 [1911].
8°, 264 pp. with illustrations, full-page portrait, [8 pp.], original green embossed cloth binding,
lettering on the spine, original patterned endpapers (slightly age-toned and stained, minor scuffing
to the spine, overall in a good condition).

A rare work on the horse breeds, breeding and horse medicine by an Ottoman
military officer Rıza Hidâyet with an extensive chapter on the horses of the
Arabic World and the Middle East
This rare, richly illustrated book on horses in Ottoman language, was written by an Ottoman
military officer Rıza Hidâyet.
The book begins with detailed description of horses, their anatomy, structure of teeth, names for
the colours etc. Some technical terms are written in French for better understanding, what was at
the time common in the Ottoman scientific literature, as many of the words did not exist in
Ottoman and had to be newly invented by the writers of such texts.
The following chapter describes various horse breeds, starting with the Eastern horse breeds
()شرق اجناس فرسى: the Arabian Horses, followed by the variations of it the Middle East, North
Africa, the Balkans (Transylvania, Hungary etc.) and various parts of the Ottoman Empire. The
next chapter describes The Western European horse breeds ()غرب اجناس فرسى.
The last part of the book is dedicated to the breeding of the horses, with advices for arranging the
horse stables and boxes, and to the horse medicine, including the diseases and medicaments.
We could not find any institutional copies on Worldcat.
1.800 EUR

20. ATLAS – OTTOMAN EMPIRE
GEOGRAPHY
 ايكنجى قسم.چوجقلرى جغرافيا
[Children’s Geography. Second Edition]
Istanbul:  سرويچن مطبعه سى.[ آA. Serweycan (?) matbaası] 1325 [1909].

A seemingly unrecorded Ottoman atlas for children
with images of inhabitants and flags of the countries
of the world
Oblong 8°, 30 pp. with full size colour lithographed maps and images in
text, colour illustrated wrappers, mid 20th century binding with red and
black marbled boards and black cloth spine, taxation stamp on the back
cover (first pages stained, other pages with only sporadic staining, first
pages with a tiny worm holes in the upper margin, parts of the tile
coloured with black ink, sporadic old annotations in pencil, otherwise in
a good condition).

A rare, seemingly unrecorded atlas for children with maps, accompanied
by attractive images of the inhabitants of different parts of the world and
flags of various countries, as printed in Istanbul in 1909.
The images on the first pages showcase the basic terms of geography and
they are followed by maps of Europe, European part of the Ottoman
Empire, Asia, Asian part of the Ottoman Empire, Africa, African part of
the Ottoman Empire, Ottoman Empire in the Arabic Countries, America,
Australia and Oceania, both hemispheres surrounded by the animals of
various continents. The last images on the inner side of the wrappers
represent various indigenous people and human races and three different
landscapes.

We could not find any records of the atlas in the literature nor any
examples on Worldcat.
SOLD

21. SPIRITUALISM
SUPERNATURAL

( محمقد جالل الدينMahmud Celâleddin)
مفتاح االسرلر.  جلبارواح.بقاى روح
[Miftah Al-Asarlar / A Key to the Secrets. Surviving Souls – Calling of the Dead]
Istanbul:  مطبعه حلية عشه نى شركتى1326 [1910]
8°: 32 pp., original illustrated wrappers, stapled (staples rusty, wrappers loose with tiny chips,
light age-toning, paper fragile, inside in a stable condition).

A rare Ottoman pamphlet on calling the spirits of the dead, featuring a ghost
appearing at one of the seances.
A rare pamphlet in Ottoman language on calling of the spirits of the dead was made under an
influence from the contemporary western spiritualism.
The same photography of a “ghost”, which appeared at one of the seances and is here featured on
the title page, was used in a contemporary Ottoman magazine “Ispiritizm”, published in the same
year.
We could not find any institutional copies.
650 EUR

22. AFRICA TRAVELOUGE

Georg SCHWEINFURTH (1836-1925), author - Ahmed - Mustafa Said, translator.
افريقا سياحتنامه سى
[Afrika Seyahatnâmesi / Africa Book of Travels, i. e. The Heart of Africa / Im Herzen von
Afrika]
Istanbul: Basiret matbaası, 1291-1292 [1875-1876]
8°: 911 pp. with black and white illustrations, folding map, coloured in outline, one toned
lithograph with hand coloured details, contemporary Ottoman black calf with gilt and debossed
decoration (remboîtage in a contemporary Ottoman binding) (minor age-toning and foxing, holes
in the map on the crossings of the folds, old small repaired tear in the inner part of the title page,
binding with minor scratches, otherwise in a good condition, later endpapers, bound together
without wrappers).

A complete set of the contemporary Ottoman translations of Schweinfurth’s
influential travelogue to Africa.
An attractive Ottoman translation of Georg Schweinfurth’s The Heart of Africa ; or, Three Years'
Travels and Adventures in the Unexplored Regions of the Centre of Africa. From 1868 to 1871,
was published in Istanbul in 1875-76, only one year after the German edition. Also the folding
map showcasing Schweinfurth’s travels, with original colour in outline, has been translated to
Ottoman.
Schweinfurth was a Baltic-German botanist and ethnologist. In 1868 the Berlin-based Alexander
von Humboldt Foundation entrusted him a mission to the interior of East Africa. Schweinfurth
published his travelogue with important discoveries, made between January 1869 and July 1870 a
year after his return under a title Im Herzen von Afrika (first German Edition 1874; English
edition, The Heart of Africa, 1873).
This is the first Ottoman translation, which was published in separate pamphlets in 1875 and
1876.
References: OCLC 603814018; Özege 19040.
1.500 EUR

23. THE GREAT GAME
KHIVA, UZBEKISTAN

Ali SUAVI (1839 – 1878).
 محرم فى خيوه١٢٩٠
[Khiva in the Month of Muharram 1873]
Paris: Goupy 1290 [1873].
12°: [2] blank, 135 pp., folding map, original printed cover, bound in a mid-20th century brown
cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine, old typed annotations on the inner side of the
back cover (old hand-written price on the inner side of the back cover, map with minor tears in
margins and pin-size holes on the crossings of the folds, otherwise in a good condition).

This is a first edition of the Ottoman book on the Russian attack on the city of Khiva, Uzbekistan,
during the Russian conquest of Central Asia in the so-called Great Game.
The author Ali Suavi (1839 – 1878) was a writer, historian and educator, and for a while a
member of the Young Ottomans. After he was expelled from the group, Ali turned in his
publications against them. Ali Suavi died during the coup against sultan Abdul Hamid II.
This is the first edition of the book. The second edition was published in 1326 (1910) in Istanbul.

The Great Game: The World’s First Cold War
The Great Game, often referred to in Russia as the ‘Турниры теней’ (Tournament of Shadows),
in Central Asia the conflict was dominated by proxy wars and grand designs of espionage, bearing
amazing similarities to the 20th Century’s Cold War (it even had some of the same flashpoints,
such as Afghanistan and Persia/Iran).

Up the Napoleonic Wars, the British and Russian empires had a relationship limited to trade.
While they were occasionally allies or opponents in various multi-national wars, the vast
geographic distances separating their domains ensured that they did not really see themselves as
rivals. Russia was more concerned with Sweden, Prussia and Poland; and Britain was
preoccupied battling France and Spain.
However, the Peace of Vienna reordered World geopolitics, creating a power vacuum. France and
Prussia were brought low by the war, and while they would eventually recover, their absence as
existential threats gave Britain and Russia the freedom and financing to pursue their own designs
of imperial expansion.
From 1800 to 1828, Russia had progressively conquered the Caucuses, placing pressure on both
Persia and the Ottoman Empire, two states where Britain maintained vital diplomatic
interests. This came on the heals of their conquest of large parts of the Kazakh Steppe, in Central
Asia, which they added to their Siberian domains.
Meanwhile, Britain had gained domination of most of the Indian Subcontinent upon her conquest
of the Maratha Confederacy in 1818. While still hundreds of miles apart, both empires had
formed large domains increasingly close to the heart of Asia.
British theorists began to openly warn about the threat Russia posed to India. Notably, Colonel
George de Lacy published The Designs of Russia (1828) and On the Practicability of an Invasion
of India (1829). Works such as these caused great (and perhaps exaggerated) alarm in both
Whitehall and Calcutta, spawning all sorts of wild conspiracy theories.
At this point, something must be said of the motivations and objectives of both Britain and Russia,
which like the players during the Cold War over a century later, were not always clear or
consistent. In short, Britain aimed to shore up its control of the Indian Subcontinent and to gain
suzerainty over the Persian Gulf and Red Sea regions (areas where the Royal Navy was already
the main power). It also harboured less-defined designs to control the vast mineral wealth of
Central Asia.
On the other side, Russia, wanted to eventually take control of the Turkic khanates of Central Asia
(Khiva, Bokhara, etc.), to not only gain its agrarian and mineral wealth, but to place pressure on
Persia so that it would become a client state. To that end Russia adamantly desired a warm water
port with direct access to the high seas.
The Great Game heated up considerably during the 1830s. The Royal Geographic Society
(founded 1830), while a legitimate sponsor of cartographic and scientific discovery, also served as
thinly-disguised espionage arm of the British government. It sponsored numerous exploring
expeditions into the Central Asia. Notably, Alexander Burnes’s voyages to the Punjab (1831) and
Afghanistan and Bokhara (1832) was viewed with alarm in St. Petersburg.

Meanwhile, John O’Neill, a Tehran-based British diplomat anonymously penned a work The
Progress and Present Position of Russia (1836) that caused a great furore amongst British policy
makers.

From 1864 to 1868, Russia conquered Kyrgyzstan, capturing the fabled cities of Tashkent and
Samarkand, while making the Khanates of Kokand and Bokhara client states. In 1873, it
vanquished the Khanate of Khiva, a long-held objective.

In 1839, Russia made an ill-fated attempt to conquer the Khanate of Khiva. During the first
Anglo-Afghan War (1839-42) Britain prosecuted a catastrophically unsuccessful attempt to make
Afghanistan a client state, to serve as a buffer between British and Russian interests. While both
pf these bids at expansion field, interference by both sides created a proxy wars along the Persian
frontier, bringing the players closer to direct conflict.

Russia’s bold moves drove British officials in both London and Calcutta into a frenzy. Britain
and Russia were supporting proxy wars along the Afghan-Persian border, and Whitehall was
confident that Russia was now close to making a play to seize Afghanistan, which would make
Russia a clear and present danger to India. Britain had to strike first. During the Second AngloAfghan War (1878-80), Britain successfully invaded Afghanistan, making it a client
state. Undeterred, in 1881, Russia commenced its conquest of Turkmenistan, an objective it
would achieve in 1884.

The Russian Imperial Geographic Society (founded 1845) began to fulfil the same espionage role
for St. Petersburg as the RGS performed for Whitehall, sponsoring numerous missions of
‘scientific inquiry’ to Central Asia. From 1847 to 1853, Russia built a line of forts running
eastwards from the northern edge of the Aral Sea over to the Syr Darya River. Simultaneously,
Russian forces began to cross the eastern Kazakh Steppe, constructing forts near the border of
Kyrgyzstan.
Meanwhile, Britain conquered the Sindh (1843) and the Punjab (1849), while making Kashmir a
client state, thus establishing its direct rule near to the heart of Asia for the first time.
During the 1850s, the focus of the Anglo-Russian rivalry shifted to the Black Sea region. The
Ottoman Empire, a British ally, was in an unprecedentedly weak position, and Russia desired to
conquer Istanbul, an objective that was thought easily achievable should Britain and her allies not
come to the Sublime Porte’s aid. During the Crimean War (1853-6), Britain and France throttled
Russia, although the conflict merely served to limit St. Petersburg’s power in the Balkans-Black
Sea region. The Anglo-Russian rivalry remained a cold war in Central Asia, and here Russia was
undeterred in pressing its advantages.
In what can only be described as curious and bizarre incident, in 1864, Walker visited the Imperial
Russian Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg as an honoured guest. He forged close enduring
friendships with the main Russian cartographers and explorers of Central Asia, and by all
accounts both sides exchanged maps, geographic information and discoveries in natural science in
a spirit of openness and mutual admiration. What British and Russian officials thought of this
enlightened behaviour is not clear; however, Walker returned to London, and later back to India
carrying precious Russian knowledge on Central Asia that revolutionized Britain’s understanding
of the region, leading the creation of the present map.
Later the same year as Walker visited St. Petersburg, Count Nikolai Pavlovich Ignatieff became
Russia’s chief spymaster, overseeing a dramatic escalation in The Great Game. Gratuitously
ruthless and shockingly clever, he established Russian spy rings into British colonial and
diplomatic outposts from Istanbul to Calcutta, as well as within the courts of British-Allied states.

The early 1880s, can be considered the height of The Great Game. Both Britain and Russia had
achieved their long-held of objectives of conquering vast territories in Central Asia and now, for
the first time, shared a direct, yet ill-defined, border. Tensions were at a fever-pitch and the
question on everyone’s lips was: Would cool heads prevail in London and St. Petersburg, or
would some unplanned incident plunge both empires into a mutually destructive war?
Fortunately, both sides realized their limitations and agreed to a diplomatic solution. In 1884,
they set up the Joint Anglo-Russian Boundary Commission, with a mandate to agree upon and
survey the boundaries between British-controlled Afghanistan and Russian Central
Asia. Importantly, the present 1883 edition of Walker’s map was used as the official starting
point for this endeavour. The operations of the Commission immediately saw a major deescalation in The Great Game, and while there were a few hiccups, from 1884 to 1888 the British
and Russian officials and cartographers generally co-operated amicably. The Anglo-Russian
rivalry simmered down, and the settling of the final aspect of the Afghan-Russian borders,
overseen by the Pamir Boundary Commission (September 10, 1895) marked a milestone along the
road to Anglo-Russian reconciliation. A variety of factors led to the formal end of The Great
Game. The amicable settlement of the Afghan boundary fostered mutual good will between the
two powers. Moreover, both Britain and Russia were exhausted; Britain had fought the gruesome
Second Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902) in South Africa and Russia was throttled in the Far East
during the Russian-Japanese War (1904-5), in addition to suffering from severe internal
unrest. Moreover, both Britain and Russia faced a new threat in Kaiser Wilhelm II’s Germany. It
was time to make a deal.
The Anglo-Russian Entente of 1907 was a comprehensive accord, whereby both powers agreed to
respect each other’s sovereignty over their territories and to divided Persia into zones of
influence. It also opened the way for the Anglo-Russian military alliance that would be carried
into World War I.
References: OCLC 452164694, 13045273, 165523964, 1030749971, 861273692.
950 EUR

24. TATARS – MUSLIMS IN RUSSIA
CAIRO IMPRINT

Abdurreshid Ibrahim (1857–1944)
روسيه ده مسلمانلر ياخود تاتار اقوامنك تاريخچه سى
[Rusya'da Müslümanlar Yahud Tatar Akvaminin Tarihçesi / Muslims in Russia or a Short
History of the Tatar People]
Cairo: Matbaa-yı Osmaniye 1318 [1902].
12°. 88 pp., original front cover with lettering, 20th century brown cloth binding with lettering on
the cover and spine (minor foxing, hand-written old price on the inner side of back cover,
otherwise in a good condition). (21242)

A rare book in Ottoman language, printed in Cairo, gives valuable information on the Tatars in
Russia and parts of China in the 19th century.
The author Abdurreshid Ibrahim (1857–1944) was a Russia-born Tatar, who was known for his
controversial ideas such as uniting the Crimean Tatars and combining Sunni Islam and Shia Islam.
Around 1900 Abdurreshid travelled to the Ottoman Empire, through Cairo to Hejaz, and then
through France, central Europe and the Balkans back to Russia. Due to his radical ideas he was
expelled from the Ottoman Empire in 1902, after which he left for Tokyo, where he became the
first Imam of the newly founded Mosque. It was not long, until Abdurreshid Ibrahim was expelled
from Tokyo as well, due to the pressure of the Russian ambassador. Eventually he returned to
Russia, where he became a member of a liberal-democratic party of Muslims in Russian Empire,
Ittifaq al-Muslimin.
References: Özege 17176. OCLC 642987775, 315033479, 83772470 (with many e-books?). Sato
Tsugitaka, Muslim Societies: Historical and Comparative Aspects, 2004, p. 52.

1.200 EUR

25. ASTRAKHAN IMPRINT

Jihanshah b. Abd al- Jabbar an-Nizhgharuti al-Hajjitarkhani
تاريخ استراخان
[History of Astrakhan]
Astrakhan: [ برهان ترقى مطبعه سىBurhani Taraggi] 1907
8°. 52 pp., 20th century brown cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (minor foxing,
hand-written old price on the inner side of back cover, otherwise in a good condition). (21105)

An exceedingly rare book in Tatar language on Astrakhan, combining the history of the city with
a with the history of the local Sufism, was published in 1907. The author among others criticized
the European idea of the intellectual superiority over the Muslims.
As we could find the book mentioned in the literature, we could not find any institutional copies
on Worldcat.
References: Allen J. Frank, Islamic Historiography and "Bulghar" Identity Among the Tatars and
Bashkirs, 1998, p. 159. Gulevich V. Ulug Ulus (the Crimean Khanate) [in:] The Golden Horde in
World history. Kazan, 2017, p. 756, no. 19.
2.800 EUR

26. KAZAN IMPRINT – TATAR PRINTING
PAN-TURKIC MOVEMENT
TURCO-TATAR MUSLIM RIGHTS IN RUSSIA

Yusuf AKÇURA (Akçuraoğlu, 1876 – 1935).
علوم و تاريخ
[Ulum ve Tarih / Science and History]
Kazan: [ معارف کتبخانه سی ـ خاريطوف مطبعه سیMa'ârif Kütüphanesi – Haritof Matbaası] 1906.
8°. 34 pp., 20th century brown cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (minor foxing, handwritten old price on the inner side of back cover, light paper marks on the title page, otherwise in a good
condition).

A rare first edition of an influential Turkish nationalistic and pan-Turkic work on
the education of history and science was written by the prominent politician and
defender of the rights of the Turco-Tatar Muslims in Russia, Yusuf Akçura.
This is a first edition of a highly important work in Tatar language, printed in Kazan, on revising the
Turkish history and science for educational purposes in the future.
The author was Yusuf Akçura (1876 – 1935), a Turkish politician of Tatar origins, who believed that the
Turkic peoples should continue building their future on their national identity and not on the multi-cultural
tradition of the Ottoman Empire. Akçura was also a defender of the rights of Turco-Tatar Muslims in
Russia and believed they had the right to teach in their native tongue.
The book was published in Kazan upon Akçura’s return from Paris.
In 1916, Akçura meet Lenin to discuss the future of the Tatars in Russia and a year later he helped to
negotiate the liberation of the Ottoman prisoners in Russia by the Ottoman Red Crescent. After WWI,
Yusuf Akçura settled in Istanbul, where he became one of the most prominent professors at the university
and a politician.
Worldcat only lists one institutional copy (Hungarian Academy of Sciences Library).
References: OCLC 1014859756; Tuba UYMAZ, Yusuf Akçuraoğlu’nun Ulûm Ve Tarih Adlı Eser! Üzerine
Bir İnceleme.
850 EUR

27. KAZAKH AUTHORS
TURKIC LANGUAGES
EARLY COMMUNISM
UFA IMPRINT

Kelbay TUGUSOV (كولباى توكوسف, Көлбай Тугусов, 1879-1919)
ناداندق قوربانى
Драма въ 3-хъ частяхъ нзъ киргизской жизни
[Надандық құрбаны / Nadandik Kurbani / The Victim of Ignorance. A Play in 3 Acts in
from the Kyrgyz Life]
Ufa: электро-типография "Турмушъ" [Elektro-tipografija "Turmuš"] 1915.
8°. 40 pp., 20th century brown cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (light foxing,
white corners on sporadic sheets trimmed, hand-written old price on the inner side of back cover,
light paper marks on the title page, otherwise in a good condition).

A drama in three acts by a Kazakh author, early Communist and a leader of the
worker’s movement of Kazakhstan Kelbay Tugusov, who was imprisoned and killed
by the White Russian government in 1919, was published in Ufa, Russia in 1915.
Kelbay Tugusov was born in Saissan in today’s Kazakhstan. He was a writer, politician and a
revolutionary figure, who participated in the development of a Kazakh cultural and trade center
Karkaraly.
Tugusov was an avid fighter for the rights of the Islamic people in Russia and an early
sympathiser of the Communism.
From 1909 until 1912 he was imprisoned by the tsarist government as an “instigator of rebellion”.
After his release Tugusov was banned from returning to his home district. He lived in Qapal and

Tashkent until the February Revolution. In that time he wrote his drama The Victim of Ignorance,
which was published in 1915 in Ufa, Russia, in Kyrgyz language in Persian-Arabic script, with a
Russian subtitle.
Ufa was one of the main centers of the Russian Tatars. In 1896, 396 families from the provinces
of Ufa and Samara asked the Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs for a permission to leave the
country for the Ottoman Empire. After the appeal was denied 52 of these families left anyway.
They were turned back by the government, some of them by fire.
After the February Revolution Kelbay Tugusov was communicating with the Bolsheviks to reach
an amicable agreement for the future of the Muslims.
In the summer of 1818 Kelbay Tugusov organised a congress of Kazakh workers in Saissan and
lead a party of 300 workers to Omsk, at the time the capital of Russia. Tugusov was nominated by
this party of “Three Hundred” for a representative at the Provisional All-Russian Government. He
wrote a letter to Lenin and Stalin expressing his support for them.
In 1919, when the Artic explorer and the leader of the White movement Alexander Kolchak took
over the power, Kelbay Tugusov was imprisoned in Omsk, where he died soon after.
We could not find any institutional copies on Worldcat.
1.600 EUR

28. AZERBAIJANI OPERETTA
AZERBAIJANI AUTHORS
BAKU IMPRINT

Üzeyir Hacıbəyov (Üzeyir, Uzeyir Hajibeyov 1885 – 1948)
او اولماسون بو اولسون
[O olmasın bu olsun / If Not That One, Then This One].
Baku: [Ebuzer Orucof'un Elektrik Matbaası] 1336 / 1918.
8°. 71 pp. in Ottoman and partly Cyrillic Script, 20th century brown cloth binding with lettering
on the cover and spine (slightly age-toned, old paper (tax?)stamp traces on the title page, sporadic
old repairs to tiny tears in margins, a hand-written old price on the inner side of back cover,
otherwise in a good condition) (21056).

A rare important original Azeri text to the still extremely popular operetta O
olmasın bu olsun by Üzeyir Hacıbəyov, the first composer of an opera in the Islamic
world, was published in 1918 in Baku.
A rare texts to the one of the most popular Azeri musical comedies O olmasın bu olsun by Üzeyir
Hacıbəyov was published in 1918 in Baku in the last year of WWI, when the city became the
capital of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic.
Üzeyir Hacıbəyov (Üzeyir, Uzeyir Hajibeyov 1885 – 1948) was a pioneer of the Azeri opera and
the first composer of an opera in the Islamic world. He also composed the national anthem of
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic and the anthem, used by Azerbaijan during the Soviet period.
The operetta O olmasın bu olsun was written in 1910 by Üzeyir Hacıbəyov and first performed at
the theatre of Mailovs brothers in Baku in 1911. The first edition of the text was published in

1912. In the following years, the text was revised and enlarged. This is the first edition of the
modernised text from 1918 (the title page therefor marks it as the third version / edition).
In the same year, the operetta was made into a movie, which was not a success. On the other hand,
a filmed version from 1958, became an instant hit.
The work is today considered a national classic.
According to the sources available to us, this is the only recorded edition of the text. Worldcat
lists the title with 8 possibly only electronic copies of the book (OCLC 780183321).
References: ÖZEGE; 15626 – TBTK; 5404; 12016.
1.400 EUR

29. AZERBAIJANI POETRY
AZERBAIJANI CARICATURE

Mirza Alakbar SABIR (Mirzə Ələkbər Sabir, born Alakbar Zeynalabdin oglu Tahirzadeh
1862- 1911), author; Mammad Said ORDUBADI (Məmməd Səid Ordubadi; محمد سعيد اوردوبادى
1872 – 1950), author of the text; Azim AZIMZADE (Əzim Aslan oğlu Əzimzadə; 1880 –
1943), illustrator; Ali Iskandar JAFARZADEH ()الى اسكندر جعرف زاده, author of the
introduction.
هوپهوپ نامه
[Hophopname]
Baku:  برنجى حكرمت مطبعه سى1922.
8°. Original cover with a portrait in sepia, VI, [2] facsimile of the author’s handwriting, 476 pp.
with interleaved colour and black and white illustrations, [12] index, 20th century brown cloth
binding with lettering on the cover and spine (slightly age-toned and with light foxing, a handwritten old price on the inner side of back cover, tiny tears in margins, small dents in the binding,
otherwise in a good condition) (21278).

[Accompanied with:]
Mirze Elekber SABIR (1862- 1911), author; Dr. Abdül Mecit DOĞRU, translator
Hophopname
Ankara: Atak Matbaası [1975].
8°. 493 pp. with interleaved colour illustrations, [1] blank, original illustrated card wrappers
(slightly age-toned, and scuffed on the corners, otherwise in a good condition).

An exceedingly rare third, enlarged edition of Mirza Akbar Sabir’s poetry,
accompanied with superb colour illustrations by Azim Azimzade, was published at
the occasion of the erection of the monument to the peat in Baku in 1922.

Hophopname is a collection of the satirical poems by an Azerbaijani author Mirza Alakbar Sabir,
who is known as a representative of a modern poetry in Azerbaijan.
During his lifetime, Sabir, who touched with his work the subject of the class oppression, only
published his poems separately, in satirical magazines, such as the prominent Molla Nasraddin. A
year after his death, in 1912, a collection of his poems was published by his wife and colleagues. Two
years later, in 1914, a corrected second edition was published in Cyrillic alphabet.

This is the third enlarged edition of Mirza Alakbar Sabir’s poetry, printed in Baku, accompanied
with an introduction, facsimile of Sabir’s handwriting, and a commentary by an esteemed
Azerbaijani author Mammad Said Ordubadi.
The brilliant satirical illustrations were made by Azim Azimzade, the prominent Azerbaijani artist,
especially known for his legendary caricatures in the magazine Molla Nasraddin.
This elaborate work was published at the occasion of the opening of a monument to Sabir in the
centre of Baku in 1922.
Mirza Alakbar Sabir’s monument was erected in Baku on 28th April, 1922, and was the second
monument to a person in Baku, with the first one being dedicated to Marx. The last photographs
in the book document the construction of the monument and depict the committee, responsible for
the monument and the creation of this book.
We could only find one example of this edition on Worldcat (University of California, Los
Angeles – the library dates the book in 1921).
The book is accompanied with a Turkish translation from 1975.
References: OCLC 962767801.
1.600 EUR

30. KURDS
PSEUDOHISTORY
ALBANIAN AUTHORS

Dr. Fritsch, but actually Naci İsmail (PELISTER), also known as Habil Adem
كردلر تاريحى و اجتماعى تدقيكات
[Kürdler: Tarihi ve İctimai Tedkikat / Kurds: Historical and Social Research]
Istanbul: [ كتبخانهء سودىKütübḫāne-ʼi Sūdī] 1334 [1918]

8°. [4] blank, 384 pp., 20th century brown cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine
(light staining, old glue staining on the last page, last pages with narrowly trimmed margins, handwritten old price on the inner side of back cover, otherwise in a good condition).

This is a rare first edition of a highly influential first separately published Ottoman
work on the Kurds, written under a false name of a German scientist by an Albanian
author in the time of the last years of the Ottoman Empire. The text, which
diminishes the Kurdish minority, played a major role in the formation of the Turkish
opinion on the Kurds for decades to come until recent researches disclosed the
falsification of the author’s name and sources.

A rare first edition of highly controversial and influential work on the Kurds was published in
Istanbul at the end of WWI, in 1918. It is the first separately published work on the Kurds in
Ottoman language.
The text, which portrays the Kurds in a diminutive light, includes the history of curds, a KurdishOttoman dictionary and explanation of the words and stories from the Kurdish folklore, is

according to the title page a translation of a German text, written by Dr. Fritsch from the Berlin
Academy of Science. The translator was Naci İsmail, also known as Habil Adem.
The book was published immediately after the WWI, in the last year of the Ottoman Empire,
amidst of the nationalist Kurdish struggle to establish their own state of Kurdistan. The movement
started in 1880 under the leadership of Sheikh Ubeydullah and was eventually supressed. The
movement was supressed under the Young Turks, when many Kurds were forcibly deported and
almost half of the displaced perished. Many Kurds in Turkey were eventually integrated.
Naci İsmail, the Albanian Author and Forger of Texts
This book, which played into the hands of the Turkish nationalism and the legacy of the Young
Turks, and was also highly influential in the following decades, recently proved to be a
falsification, invented by the translator Naci İsmail. The German original of the text never existed,
neither did Dr. Fritsch from the Berlin Academy of Science. The text, which contains severe
mistakes regarding the Kurdish language, folklore and history was entirely invented by Naci
İsmail in 1918.
Not much is known about Naci İsmail, who later adopted a family name Pelister and was also
known as Habil Adem or. He was of Albanian origins and allegedly studied in Germany, where he
allegedly received a PhD. He spoke German, English and French. Naci İsmail was publishing
articles and books and was involved in attributing his controversial work to imaginary foreign
authors on several occasions.
The motifs for Naci İsmail’s falsifications of translations of the texts on contemporary political
issues could be purely of financial nature.
In 2014, the text was published in modern Turkish under the author’s real name Habil Adem.
This first edition is extremely rare. We could only find 4 institutional examples (University of
Toronto Robarts Library, Boğaziçi University Library, Universiteitsbibliotheek Leiden, Istanbul
Technical University)
References: Özege 11517.

1.600 EUR

31. ORENBURG IMPRINT

[ يارهللا الولىYarallah Ululi]
جانلى جنازه
[Canlı Cenaze / Living Dead]
Orenburg:  حسينوف و شركاسى،[ كريموفKerimov, Husainov and Shrakasi] 1907 شرق کتابخانا سی
8°. 74 pp. (wrongly numbered 47 pp.) 20th century brown cloth binding with lettering on the
cover and spine (light foxing, first pages with narrow water-staining in the first pages (handwritten old price on the inner side of back cover, otherwise in a good condition). (21139)

A rare Tater publication was printed in Orenburg. The title should not be confused with the
Ottoman translation of Émile Zola’s novel Thérèse Raquin, which was published in the late 19th
century under the same title.
The printer Mehmed Fatih Kerimi was one of the main figures of the Pan-Turkic movement (see
his biography with the next item number).
We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.
420 EUR

32. CHINA
ORENBURG IMPRINT
TATAR PRINTING

F F POTSIKOVIC, author; Mehmed Fatih KERIMI (1870-1937), translator.
قطايليلر
نشريات كريمى
[Nashryat Kerymi: Kıtaylılar / Kerimi’s Publications: The Chinese]
Orenburg:  حسينوف و شركاسى،[ كريموفKerimov, Husainov &Co. / Kerimov, Husainov and
Shrakasi] 1912.
8°. 24 pp., imprints and advertisements from original wrappers mounted on the first and last page,
20th century brown cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (light foxing, hand-written
old price on the inner side of back cover, otherwise in a good condition). (21458)

A rare book on the Chinese in Crimean Tatar language was published in Orenburg in 1912. The
book was according to the title page originally written in Russian by a F F Potsikovic and
translated by Mehmed Fatih el-Kerîmî.
The book was, according to the advertisement on the back, published in a series of 43 books,
called Kerimi’s Publications (Nashryat Kerimi /  )نشريات كريمىon various nations. The series
included views on the various nations worldwide, which were interesting for the Tatars for the
immigration (the series include the books on the Serbs, Armenians, Bashkirs, Kyrgyz,
Scandinavians, Japanese etc).
The series was later published in Istanbul in Ottoman language.

Mehmed Fatih Kerimi (1870-1937), a Tatar Nationalist, Publisher and Author
The pioneer of the Tatar literature, one of the main figures of the Pan- Turkic movement, a fighter
for the rights of the Muslims in Russia and the Soviet Union and a publisher Fatih Kerimi was
born in Bügülme, Tatarstan, in 1870. He finished Russian school in in 1890 moved to Istanbul for
the further studies. He became fluent in Arabic, Persian, Ottoman, Russian and French and
published several books during the 1890s.
In 1901, Fatih Kerimi returned to Orenburg to help his father at the printing and publishing shop,
which he in the following years took over together with his brothers. The printing shop would
eventually become one of the centers of the Pan-Turkic movement.
The first years of the 20th century represent the most productive era of Kerimi’s pioneering work
on the Tatar book production. In his printing shop he published numberless books, mostly
pamphlets, many of which he authored or translated himself. In these years Kerimi took an
important place among the intellectuals fighting for the rights of Tatars.
In 1912 Kerimi returned to Istanbul, where he observed the Balkan Wars in the time of the
collapse of the Ottoman empire and published several influential books on the subject.
After the Russian Revolution Fatih Kerimi, as many other Tatars took the side of the Bolsheviks.
In 1925, he got a job at the Tatar office of the Central Publishing House of the People of the
USSR. He was also lecturing Turkish at the Community University of the Laborers of the East.
In 1937, during the purges of the late 1930s, Fatih Kerimi was charged of plotting of killing
Stalin. He was shot to death at the KGB’s prison Lubyanka in Moscow.
Worldcat does not list any books from this series.

References: ÖZEGE; 10761. İSMAİL TÜRKOĞLU, KERÎMÎ, Fâtih (1870-1937), Tatar
Türkleri’nden, yazar, gazeteci ve nâşir (https://islamansiklopedisi.org.tr/kerimi-fatih); Zejnep
Akay, A Biography Essay About Fatih Kerimi
(https://www.researchgate.net/publication/338124496_fatih_kerimi). James H. Meyer, Turks
across Empires. Marketing Muslim Identity in the Russian-Ottoman Borderlands, 1856-194.

860 EUR

33. BITOLA IMPRINT

Mehmet TEVFIK (BILGE) (d. 1865 - 1940).
مناستر واليتنك تاريخچه سى
[Manastır Vilayetinin Tarihçesi / History of the Vilayet Manastir / Bitola]
Manastir [Bitola]: [Beinelmilel Tiǧāret] 1327 [1911].
8°. 111 pp., portrait with red printing and lettering in margins, 20th century dark brown cloth
binding with lettering on the cover and spine (minor foxing, hand-written old price on the inner
side of back cover, one white margin trimmed, an old typed title mounted on the title page,
otherwise in a good condition). (21104)

An important rare book on the history of Manastir (today Bitola in North Macedonia) contains the
historical notes on the vilayet, time charts and stories from the local history.
The author Mehmet Tevfik Bilge (d. 1865 - 1940) was a Turkish educator, born in Monastir
(Bitola). He is today mostly known as a teacher of Mustafa Kemal (Atatürk), when this future
Turkish leader was studying at the Monastir (Bitola) Military High School from 1896 until 1899.
Atatürk never forgot his teacher:
I owe a depth of gratitude to Tevfik Bey. He opened a new horizon for me.
(Quote from; George W. Gawrych, The Young Atatürk: From Ottoman Soldier to Statesman of
Turkey, 2013, p. 5)
References: OCLC 162313922, 777688426, 163496725, 162313926, 13120441.

960 EUR

34. KIRKUK IMPRINT
IRAQI TURKMEN LANGUAGE & MUSIC

برنجى باصغى
عبدالولحد كوزه جى اوغلو ندن خويرات و بسته لر
[Abdülvahit Küzeci Oğlu ...]
Kirkuk: 1385 – 1966.
8°. 111 pp. with black and white illustrations in text, 20th century dark brown cloth binding with
lettering on the cover and spine (a tiny repaired hole in the title page, old price written in the inner
side of the back cover, otherwise in a good condition ). (21297)

A rare book, printed in Kirkuk, Iraq, in Iraqi Turkmen language, contains lyrics of the popular singer
Abdülvahit Küzecioğlu, accompanied with his portraits.
Abdülvahit Küzecioğlu (1925-2007) was a singer of Iraqi Turkmen origins, born in Kirkuk, widely
popular in Turkey, Azerbaijan, Iraq and Iran in the mid 20th century. His repertoire included
traditional Turkmen songs and popular modern entertaining compositions.
We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.
350 EUR

35. TOKYO IMPRINT – TATARS

شرئيط االيمان و يس شريف
[Şeriat-Ül İman Ve Yasin-İ Şerif]
Tokyo: [مطبعهء اسالميهIslamic Press] 1934.
12°. 33 pp., original front cover with lettering, 20th century brown cloth, 1942 inscription on the
title page (minor foxing, hand-written old price on the inner side of back cover, otherwise in a
good condition).
This rare Tatar book for Islamic and language education was printed by the Islamic Press in
Tokyo for the Tatar refugees, living in Japan.
The Tatar community in Japan was founded after the Russian Revolution by the immigrants,
fleeing the Bolsheviks through Siberia and Vladivostok, under the leadership of imam
MuhammedGabdulkhay Kurbangaliev (1889-1972). In 1936, they founded the first school in
Kobe, which was followed by a school in Tokyo two years later. In the same year, n 1938, the
Tatars founded the first mosque in Tokyo. The Tokyo Mohammedan Press was founded in 1929.
It was publishing books and a journal in Tatar language.
Japanese welcomed Tatars in their country, especially on the eve and during the war, when the
Tatars sided with the Axis Powers in hope to defeat the Bolsheviks and return to their homeland.
We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.
380 EUR

36. TOKYO IMPRINT
TATAR PRINTING
JAPANESE PRIMER

موقت ابتدائى مكتب كتابى
[The Essential Primer]
Tokyo: 1927.
8°. 86 pp, originally bound in one sheet of annotations, original wrappers with lettering, pasted down
text on the inner side of the front cover (wrappers with light staining and age-toning, small loss of
paper on the spine, staining around the staples, otherwise in a good condition). (21510).
A rare primer of the Japanese language made for the Tatar immigrants in Japan.
The Tatar community in Japan was founded after the Russian Revolution by the immigrants, fleeing
the Bolsheviks through Siberia and Vladivostok, under the leadership of imam
MuhammedGabdulkhay Kurbangaliev (1889-1972). In 1936, they founded the first school in Kobe,
which was followed by a school in Tokyo two years later. In the same year, n 1938, the Tatars
founded the first mosque in Tokyo. The Tokyo Mohammedan Press was founded in 1929. It was
publishing books and a journal in Tatar language.
Japanese welcomed Tatars in their country, especially on the eve and during the war, when the Tatars
sided with the Axis Powers in hope to defeat the Bolsheviks and return to their homeland.
750 EUR

37. UYGHUR
KAZAKH LANGUAGE
LONDON IMPRINT – BIBLE

نجات نينگ يولی
London: Scripture Gift Mission [19]49
12°. [2] title page, 27 pp., [2], original blue wrappers with printed title, stapled (wrappers with
minor foxing, dents and staining, otherwise in a good condition).

A rare pamphlet with verses from the Bible was published in Kazakh language in 1949 for the
Kazakhs in China in the Uyghur province, on the eve of Mao’s taking over the land in the
December of the same year.
The publishing house Scripture Gift Mission was established in 1888 with a goal to make the
Bible and Christian texts in various languages available to the people all over the world.
250 EUR

38. ALBANIA

Ahmed Hamdi
آرناودلق حقنده مطالعهء مختصره
[Arnavutluk hakkında mutalâa-i muhtasara: Arnavut hükûmeti nasıl olumludur / About
Albania. Brief Study. How is the Albanian Government Positive]
[Istanbul]: Matbaa-yi Orhoniye, 1920.
8°. 47 pp., folding colour lithographed map, imprint from original pink wrappers mounted on the
last page, 20th century dark brown cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (minor
foxing, hand-written old price on the inner side of back cover, light pink stains on the title page –
colour from original pink wrappers, NOT PINK MOULD!, one corner repaired, map with small
tears in folds, otherwise in a good condition).

A groundbreaking work in Ottoman script on the positive side of the newly founded Principality
of Albania was written by an Albanian politician Ahmed Hamdi. The text includes lists and data
on the modern Albania.
A larger colour lithographed folding map showcases the new boundaries of Albania.
Worldcat lists 9 examples in libraries (incl. Microfilms).
References: OCLC 26235956 (incl. Microfilm).
1.400 EUR

39. KAZAN IMPRINT – ART EXHIBITION
TATAR PRINTING

 دولسکی.( بB. Dolsky?)
شه رق خالقالری مه ده نييه تی کورگه زمه سی
[Şark Halklari Medeniyeti Kurgazmasi / Exibition of the Civilisation of Oriental Peoples]
Kazan: 6-ая Государственная типография [6th State Printing House] 1920
8°. 98 pp., 5 full page black and white illustrations, 2 full page colour illustrations separated with
a guard, 20th century dark brown cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (lightly agetoned, trimmed margins in the first 16 pages (the pieces of blank margins were used for repairing
the tears and for inserting the annotations in other books from this collection), hand-written old
price on the inner side of back cover, otherwise in a good condition).

A rare book on the culture of oriental peoples in Tatar language and Ottoman
letters was accompanying an exhibition in Kazan, held in 1920, in the year the city
became the capital of Tatar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic.

This rare illustrated publication on the exhibition on the culture of the oriental peoples was
published in Kazan in 1920. As the text was written in Tatar language in Ottoman letters, the
imprint is in Russian Cyrillic. The black and white images showcase the exhibits and two colour
plates with gold highlights the art of the illumination of manuscripts.
In 1920, when the book was published, Kazan became the capital of Tatar Autonomous Soviet
Socialist Republic.
The book was printed in 1000 examples.
We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.
280 EUR

40. TURKESTAN
TURKESTANI PRINTING IN BERLIN
TURKESTANI LITERATURE

Tahir SCHAKIR (طاهر شاكر, Tahir Şakir)
توريستان ملى ادبياتى وه اديبله رى فاجعه سينا دائر
Von der Tragödie der National-Literatur und der Schriftsteller Turkestans
[On a Tragedy of the National Literature and the Writers of Turkestan]
Berlin: Yach Turkestan [Young Turkestan] 1935.
8°. 20 pp. with black and white illustrations, original wrappers with title in Ottoman and Latin
alphabet, 20th century dark brown cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (slightly
age-toned and stained, small holes and tears in the inner white margins (old binding), hand-written
old price on the inner side of back cover, old small repaired tear on the tile page, otherwise in a
good condition) (21253).

A rare publication on the contemporary Turkestani writers, published in Ottoman
alphabet by an extremist nationalistic Turkestani organisation in Berlin, who
immigrated after the Soviet annexed their homeland.

A rare work on Turkestani contemporary literature in writers in the time of pre-Soviet and Soviet
era, was published in Berlin. The author Tahir Schakir was a Turkestani researcher, who in 1931
finished his doctoral thesis in Germany on the Siberian-Central Asian nomads.
After the fall of the Tsarist regime Turkestan (now Turkistan) was briefly the Turkestan
Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic before being annexed to Kazakh SSR in 1924.
The book was published by a Turkestani nationalistic group Yach Turkestan.

Yach Turkestan - Young Turkestan
The publishing house Yach Turkestan [Young Turkestan] was a part of a nationalistic Turkestani
movement with the same name, active in Berlin.
The movement started abroad by the immigrants from Turkestan after the Soviet taking over their
country. In June 1927, a magazine called Yeni Türkistan was founded in Istanbul, but was banned
by the government in September 1931 for its radical political views.
Already from December 1929 a parallel magazine with the title Yach Turkestan was issued in
Berlin in Ottoman letters, to reach not only Turkestani immigrants in Germany, but also those in
Persia, India and Afghanistan, who could not read the Latin script. The main subjects were the
independence of Turkestan, critical view of the five-year plan in the country and the problems of
the nomads under the Soviet Union.
After the Istanbul-based printing was banned in 1931, the Berlin office took over the readers from
Turkey. Already three years later, the Turkish government also forbade the distribution of the
Berlin publications.
Yach Turkestan in Berlin was founded by Mustafa Shokay (1890- 1941), who published 117
issues of the magazine until the beginning of WWII. At the beginning of the war Shokay offered
to lead, alongside with the Nazis, the Turkestan Legion to liberate the Turkic prisoners from the
Soviet prison camps as a first step of the liberation of Turkestan from the Soviets.
Mustafa Shokay died on December 27th, 1941, from blood poisoning, leading to speculations, that
he was murdered.

We could find two examples on Worldcat. (Hungarian Academy of Sciences Library, Stanford
University).
References: OCLC 1014827004. Johannes Benzing, Berliner politische Veröffentlichungen der
Türken aus der Sowjetunion. Die Welt des Islams Bd. 18 (1936), pp. 122-131.
650 EUR

41. TATAR PRINTING IN FINLAND
ISLAMIC MAGAZINES
Habiburrahman ŞAKIR, author; Fatih ARAT, editor.
فنالنديه اسالم مجله سى
Finlandiya İslam Mecellesi. Finlandiyä Islam Mägälläse
[Finnish Islamic Magazine]
Nos. 4 and 7-8.
Tampere (Finnland) 1949.
2 volumes, bound in 1, Large 8°, mimeographed text.
No. 7-8: [1] title, 24 pp., [1] title page in Latin script.
No. 4: [1] title, 28 pp. (pp. 5-8 falsely numbered as 25-28 pp.), [1] title page in Latin script.
20th century green cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (old price written in the
inner side of the back cover, issues 7-8 with old dark brown stain (coffee or tea stain?) in the
middle with fragile paper and loss of tiny pieces of paper). (21396)
[and:]
Habiburrahman ŞAKIR, author. Y. SALI, editor.
اسالم مجله سى
Islam Mecellesi
[Islamic Magazine] Nos. 5-6, 7, 8-9.
Tampere: 1950-1951
3 volumes, bound in 1, 4°, mimeographed text, all with original wrappers with Titles in Ottoman
and Latin alphabet. No. 5-6: [1] title, 48-64 pp.
No. 7: 66-80.

No. 8-9: 16 pp.
20th century green cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (good condition, old holes
from binding in the inner margins, a part of a postal stamp on one cover, old price written in the
inner side of the back cover).
A rare Tatar, partly mimeographed, magazine was printed in Tampere, Finland, and was
distributed among the Turkic minorities all over the world, including in Tokyo.
The bibliography mentions 6 issues of Finlandiya İslam Mecellesi / Finlandiyä Islam Mägälläse
in 1949. In 1950 the magazine was renamed to İslâm Mecellesi and was published until the end of
1951 (1950: issues 1-7, 1951: issues 8-11).
The editor and author Habiburrahman Şakir was born in Bolgar, Tatarstan, in today’s Russia, and
studied in Kazan. Under the pressure of the Soviets, Habiburrahman immigrated first to
Afghanistan and in 1947 to Tampere, Finland, where he became an imam.
Habiburrahman Şakir was known for his large library, which he made it accessible to the other
Muslims, living in his area. In 1947, he started publishing his own magazine in Ottoman Turkish.
We could not find any institutional examples on Worldcat.
References: Harry HALÉN, A Bibliographical Survey of the Publishing Activities of the Turkic
Minority in Finland, 1979, no. 94.
480 EUR

42. TATAR PRINTING IN FINLAND
HASAN HAMIDULLA

Presented here is a fine collection of scarce privately issued publications in Tatar language, in
Ottoman and Latin lettering, written and printed by Hasan Hamidulla in Finland from the 1940s
until the late 1970s.
Hasan Hamidulla (1895-1988) was a Finland-based Tatar publisher, writer and entrepreneur. He
was born in Nizhny Novgorod and moved with this father to Finland in 1915. In 1926 and 1927
Hasan served a military service in Turkey, after which he returned to Finland, where he was
running a business with batteries and radios. In 1950 he moved to Helsinki.
From the mid 1920s on, Hasan was publishing books and magazines in Tatar language and was
distributing them for free to the Muslim immigrants. He was closely involved with the Islamic
religious centers in Finland and outside its borders.
All the publications were printed or mimeographed by the author in his private press in limited
editions and today rarely appear on the market and no or only sporadic examples survive in the
institutions.
Our examples come from an outstandingly curated private collection of unusual Tatar and Turkic
printing and are bound in attractive privately made cloth binding.

Please contact us for a full list of publications by Hasan
Hamidulla

Right: Portrait of Hasan Hamidulla

42.A. TATAR PRINTING IN FINLAND
An omnibus of Hasan Hamidulla’s early work, bound in one volume:

Hasan HAMIDULLA (1895-1988)
وطنسزلق
[Vatansızlık / Statelessnes]
Kemi: 1946
8°. [2 pp.], 10 pp., bound with the following three titles in a 20th century blue cloth binding with
lettering on the cover and spine (old price written in the inner side of the back cover, slightly agetoned and stained, otherwise in a good condition).
The work Vatansızlık is the author’s daily chronicle in verse.
Worldcat list the title with no examples in the libraries.
References: OCLC 58058359. Harry HALÉN, A Bibliographical Survey of the Publishing
Activities of the Turkic Minority in Finland, 1979, no. 5.

[and:]
Hasan HAMIDULLA (1895-1988)
يوراك يالقنالرى
[Yörek yalkinlari / Flames of the Heart]
Kemi: 1948.
8°. 16 pp.
A collection of Hamidulla’s patriotic poems.
Worldcat list the title with no examples in the libraries.
References: OCLC 58058633. Harry HALÉN, A Bibliographical Survey of the Publishing
Activities of the Turkic Minority in Finland, 1979, no. 7.

[and:]
Hasan HAMIDULLA (1895-1988)
پيقاى
[Pikay]
Kemi: 1948.
8°. 15 pp., 3 full-page back and white illustrations.

A rhymed tale of a woman with ill repute (Halén, no.8).
Worldcat lists only one example of the book (Orient-Institut Istanbul, possibly wrongly dated in
1945).
References: OCLC 1030932773. Harry HALÉN, A Bibliographical Survey of the Publishing
Activities of the Turkic Minority in Finland, 1979, no. 8.

[and:]
Hasan HAMIDULLA (1895-1988)
سونوكه تابا
[Sünüge Taba / Towards Extinction]
Helsinki: 1951.
8°. 20 pp.
Worldcat lists only one example of the book (Orient-Institut Istanbul).
References: OCLC 1030932743. Harry HALÉN, A Bibliographical Survey of the Publishing
Activities of the Turkic Minority in Finland, 1979, no. 10.
420 EUR

42.B. TATAR PRINTING IN FINLAND

Hasan HAMIDULLA (1895-1988)
مهاجير بحتى
[Mohacir behiti / A Refugee’s Fortune]
Helsinki: 1953
8°. 64 pp., 20th century blue cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (old price written
in the inner side of the back cover, slightly age-toned and stained, otherwise in a good condition).

A novel in Tatar language, printed in Helsinki
Worldcat lists only one example of the book (Orient-Institut Istanbul).
References: OCLC 1030932752, 58057756. Harry HALÉN, A Bibliographical Survey of the
Publishing Activities of the Turkic Minority in Finland, 1979, no. 16.
280 EUR

42.C. TATAR PRINTING IN FINLAND

a. Hasan HAMIDULLA (1895-1988)
قوليق درتلرى
[Quliq därtläre / Sorrows of Red Birch]
Helsinki: 1956
8°. 16 pp., 20th century blue cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (old price written
in the inner side of the back cover, otherwise in a good condition). (21521)

The first edition of a poem in Tatar language was written by Hasan Hamidulla and published in
Helsinki in 1956.
Worldcat list the title with no examples in the libraries.
References: OCLC 58083550; Harry HALÉN, A Bibliographical Survey of the Publishing
Activities of the Turkic Minority in Finland, 1979, no. 11.
280 EUR

42.D. TATAR PRINTING IN FINLAND
MUSLIM EDUCATION
MECCA

Hasan HAMIDULLA (1895-1988)
ياڭـا ايمان شارطى هم بلملك له ر
[Yana iman şartı hem belemleklär]
Helsinki: 1968
8°. [1] printed page, 103 pp. mimeographed text with illustrations, [2] illustration and folding
illustration, 20th century blue cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (old price written
in the inner side of the back cover, otherwise in a good condition). (21396)

A rare book in Tatar language with Arabic additions on the Islam was published in Helsinki,
Finland. The book includes the basics of the Arabic script and its numerical values, the history of
the Islamic faith and Quran. The images showcase early Quranic manuscripts and printed pages,
and a map of Mecca.
This is the second enlarged edition from 1968. The first edition was published in 1944.
Worldcat lists two institutional examples (University of California – Los Angeles, Orient-Institut
Istanbul).
References: OCLC 1030932807, 456293407. Harry HALÉN, A Bibliographical Survey of the
Publishing Activities of the Turkic Minority in Finland, 1979, no. 31.

650 EUR

42.E. TATAR PRINTING IN FINLAND
Hasan HAMIDULLA (1895-1988)
 ايالهى شعرالر. پيقاى.الهام ييمشله رى
[Ilham Yımislerı. 1925-1945 ınçi yıllarda yazılgan şiyırlar ciyıntıgi. Pikay. Ilahi şırlar. The
Fruits of Inspiration. A Collection of Poems, Written between 1925-1945. Pikay. Ilahi şırlar]
Helsinki: Hasan Hamidulla 1970
8°. [6] blank, alphabet, introduction, 308 pp. mimeographed pages in Turkish and Ottoman letters
with illustrations, [6] advertisements and blank, 2 interleaved portraits, 20th century green cloth
binding with lettering on the cover and spine (old price written in the inner side of the back cover,
minor staining, otherwise in a good condition). (21533)

A rare collection of poetry by a Finland-based Tatar author Hasan Hamidulla,
written between 1925 and 1970, printed in Tatar language in Turkish and Ottoman
alphabet in Finland. The collection was published upon the author’s return from the
Hajj.
A trilogy of Hasan Hamidulla’s poetry includes a collection of his poems Ilham Yımislerı (The
Fruits of Inspiration), written from 1925 to 1945, a poem Pikay from 1948 and a collection of
lyrics, written on the author’s Hajj in 1970. The poems from the Hajj, selected from the author’s
two volume publication from 1968 and 1971 (see our item number 42.g), accompanied with
illustrations, were written in Medina, Cairo, Damascus, Baghdad and Beirut.
This book is a collection of Hasan Hamidulla’s previous publications, this time accompanied by
the transcription in Turkish alphabet. Possibly by 1970 many descendants of Tatar immigrants
could not read texts in Ottoman letters anymore.
The last two pages list 32 publications in Tatar language by Hasan Hamidulla.
Hasan Hamidulla (1895-1988) was a Tatar publisher, writer and entrepreneur, living in Finland.
He was born in Nizhny Novgorod and moved with this father to Finland in 1915. Hasan was
publishing books and magazines in Tatar language and was distributing them for free to the
Muslim immigrants.
The book is very rare. We could only find one institutional example (Orient-Institut Istanbul).
References: OCLC 1030932632. Harry HALÉN, A Bibliographical Survey of the Publishing
Activities of the Turkic Minority in Finland, 1979, no. 12.
480 EUR

42.F. TATAR PRINTING IN FINLAND

Hasan HAMIDULLA (1895-1988)
وضيعات اچنده
Helsinki: Hasan Hamidulla 1973
8°. [20] mimeographed in black and white and colour, sporadic pages numbered between 341 and
374, 20th century blue cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine (old price written in the
inner side of the back cover, otherwise in a good condition). (21520)

A charming, privately issued publication, with poetry in Tatar language, juxtaposed in Ottoman
and modern Turkish script, and printed with colour bordures and illustrations was written and
published by Hasan Hamidulla in Helsinki in 1973.
The publication is seemingly unrecorded. We could not trace any examples on Worldcat nor in the
bibliography of Turkic printing in Finland (Harry HALÉN, A Bibliographical Survey of the
Publishing Activities of the Turkic Minority in Finland, 1979).
340 EUR

42.G. TATAR PRINTING IN FINLAND
HAJJ
TRAVELOGUE

Hasan HAMIDULLA (1895-1988)
حاج حاطره لرى
[Hac hatıreleri / Memories of the Hajj]
Helsinki: 1968, 1971.
2 Volumes, both 8°, 20th century green cloth binding with lettering on the cover and spine.
Vol. 1: [2] frontispiece and title page printed in green and black, 94 pp. mimeographed text with
black and white illustrations, [6] with a portrait, original illustrated wrappers. Vol 2: [2], 89 pp.,
mimeographed text with black and white illustrations, 6 illustrations printed on colour paper, [2],
original illustrated wrappers. (sporadic leaves loose, paper slightly age-toned, old price written in
the inner side of the back covers, in vol pp. 71-72 bound in twice, otherwise in a good condition).

An attractive publication in two volumes, combining colour printing and colour leaves was
elaborately made by the author upon his return from the Hajj in 1968.
The text describes his travelling through the Beirut, Bagdad and Cairo to Mecca and is
accompanied with images of buildings, monuments, maps and documents.
We could find two examples of the books on Worldcat (Universiteitsbibliotheek Leiden, OrientInstitut Istanbul).
References: OCLC 503076365, 1030932787, 1030932593. Harry HALÉN, A Bibliographical
Survey of the Publishing Activities of the Turkic Minority in Finland, 1979, no. 12.
550 EUR

43. MID CENTURY POLAND
ART EXHIBITION – POSTER
BULGARIAN ART

Roman CIEŚLEWICZ (1930-1996)
Iwan Milew. Wystawa malarstwa. 1897-1927
[Ivan Milev. Wxhibition of Paintings. 1897-1927]
Warsaw: 1958.
Offset lithograph, 58 x 40,5 cm (22.8 x 16 inches) (soft folds with minimal wear, otherwise in a
good condition).

One of the early posters by the Polish graphic designer Roman Cieślewicz, later
Paris based designer and an art director at Vogue and Elle magazines
Roman Cieślewicz (1930-1996) was a Polish artist, who graduated from the Krakow Academy of
Fine Arts. In 1962, Cieślewicz moved to Paris, France, and became naturalized in 1971.He was
known as a poster designer and an art director of Elle and Vogue magazines. He was regularly
participating on several other major organisations and events, exhibited in solo exhibitions in
major art museums and galleries and received several international awards for his work.
This poster is one of his earlier works and was made for an exhibition on the Bulgarian artist Ivan
Milev (1897 – 1927), the founder of the Bulgarian Secession, held in Warsaw in 1958.
1.200 EUR

44. COLD WAR
ANTIPROPRAGANDA

Roman CIEŚLEWICZ (1930-1996), artist.
CCCP USA
Paris: Georges Fall, publisher – Serg, printer, 1968.
Colour Print, 81,5 x 55 cm (32 x 21.6 inches) (Very Good).

This is a superb example of a poster by a Poland-born artist Roman Cieślewicz, representing the
SSSR and USA in forms of Supermen, as a mirror image of each-other, self-confidently rushing to
save the world. The image was made amidst the Cold War and was published in a smaller scale on
the cover of the esteemed French art magazine, Opus International, in 1968.
Roman Cieślewicz (1930-1996) was a Polish artist, who graduated from the Krakow Academy of
Fine Arts. In 1962, Cieślewicz moved to Paris, France, and became naturalized in 1971.He was
known as a poster designer and an art director of Elle and Vogue magazines. He was regularly
participating on several other major organisations and events, exhibited in solo exhibitions in
major art museums and galleries and received several international awards for his work.
1.200 EUR

45. BULGARIAN PRINTING IN ISTANBUL

Stefan BOBCHEV (1853-1940), translator.
ПѪТУВАНЬЕ ОКОЛО СВѢТА
[Travel Around the World]
Istanbul: Karapetrov and Friend 1873.
Small 12°. [4], 320 pp., original wrappers with lettering, old paper label with hand-written number
on the spine (unused uncut example, light foxing and staining, Ottoman tax stamp and a
collector’s stamp on the title page, collector’s stamp on the last page, a small loss of paper in the
back cover and on the spine, old handwritten annotations in Ottoman on the cover, otherwise in a
good condition).

This is a rare educational book on geography in Bulgarian language by a 20 year student Stefan
Bobochev, who would later become a prominent Bulgarian politician. As most of the book is
based on a French original publication, the translator allowed himself to make some personal
passages, including the one mentioning the Balkans belonging to Bulgaria. For that text the
Ottoman chief of the police threatened Bobochev to hang him.
As most of the copies would have the two pages, mentioned the Balkans as being Bulgarian, torn
out by the censors, our example with uncut pages, includes all the sheets.
The book offers not only a valuable insight of the Bulgarian nationalistic view of the Balkans, but
also a late 19th century Bulgarian view of the world.
Bobchev was a Bulgarian jurist, author and politician. He arrived to Istanbul in 1868 to continue
his education at the Turkish military medical school.
Worldcat does not list any examples.
References: James F. Clarke, Bobchev and Bulgaria (1853-1940), The Slavonic and East
European Review. American Series, Vol. 2, No. 1 (Mar., 1943), pp. 188-193.
320 EUR

46. BULGARIAN PRINTING IN ISTANBUL

Various Authors.
Пастирска библиотека
[Pastirska biblioteka / Shepheard’s Library]
Istanbul: D. Bandulov 1912.

Large 8°. 127 pp., original wrappers with lettering stapled (uncut and unread example, wrappers
and title page slightly stained, staples rusty and broken, small tears on the spine and a longer tear
going into the title page).

A collection of various texts used for the religious education of the Bulgarians in Istanbul.
200 EUR

47. BULGARIA – IMMIGRATION TO THE US

Jacob August RIIS (1849 –1914), author; M. G. translator.
Училището на живота. Какъ станахъ Американецъ
[The Making of an American / Lit: The school of life. How I became an American]
Sofia: St. Atanasov [s.d., circa 1910].
8°. 126 pp., [1], original wrappers with lettering (minor foxing, especially on the wrappers,
otherwise in a good condition). (68438)

This is a rare early Bulgarian translation of Jacob Riis’s autobiography The Making of an
American, first issued in New York in 1901.
Jacob Riis was known as an author and social documentary photographer. In his autobiography
Riis presents his steps of immigrating from Denmark to the United States and the difficult
beginnings in the rough social situations in the new world.
The Bulgarian translation destroys the Eastern European image of the promised land and easy
better future, and rather portrays America as a rough place, where only tough and hard-working
people would succeed.
The mass Bulgarian immigration to the United States started in the mid 19th century.
We could not find any institutional copies on Worldcat.
120 EUR

48. CROATIAN FIRST EDITIONS

Antun "Ante" KOVAČIĆ (1854-1889), author; Ljubo BABIĆ (1890-1974), designer.
U registraturi
Zagreb: Matica Hrvatska 1911.
8°. 479 pp., original wrappers with illustrated title (good uncut example, wrappers with small
cracks in margins and slightly dusty, otherwise in a good condition).

This is the first separately published edition of the most famous novel by a Croatian writer Antun
"Ante" Kovačić. Kovačić was one of the finest representatives of Croatian realism in literature.
The text was first published in magazines in 1888.
The cover with gold and black art-nouveau drawing was designed by Ljubo Babić (1890-1974).
Babić was one of the Croatian most active and influential artists of the 20th century. He was
active as a painter, designer, book designer, stage designer, draftsman and art historian. He was
the first director of the Zagreb Modern Gallery.
Before WWII Babić exhibited on numberless exhibitions in Croatia, Slovenia and Serbia, in Paris
(1914, 1919, 1925), Barcelona London, Leipzig, Berlin (1936), New York (1939), Lyon, Milan
and at the Venetian Bienale (1938). In 1932 he organized an exhibition of Yugoslav book in
Leipzig.
During WWII Ljubo Babić worked for the Independent State of Croatia, when he designed its flag
and money.

References: OCLC 254930762.

95 EUR

49. CROATIAN FIRST EDITIONS

Dinko ŠIMUNOVIĆ (1873 – 1933) ; Ljubo BABIĆ (1890-1974), designer.
Gjerdan
Zagreb: Matica hrvatska 1914.
8°. 216 pp., original wrappers with illustrated cover (wrappers slightly dusty, stained and rubbed
on the edges, otherwise in a good condition).

The cover with gold and black art-nouveau drawing was designed by Ljubo Babić (1890-1974).
Babić was one of the Croatian most active and influential artists of the 20th century. He was
active as a painter, designer, book designer, stage designer, draftsman and art historian. He was
the first director of the Zagreb Modern Gallery.
Before WWII Babić exhibited on numberless exhibitions in Croatia, Slovenia and Serbia, in Paris
(1914, 1919, 1925), Barcelona London, Leipzig, Berlin (1936), New York (1939), Lyon, Milan
and at the Venetian Bienale (1938). In 1932 he organized an exhibition of Yugoslav book in
Leipzig.
During WWII Ljubo Babić worked for the Independent State of Croatia, when he designed its flag
and money.

References: OCLC 439165015.

95 EUR

50. CROATIAN LITERATURE
FIRST EDITIONS
SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR

Tomo KUMIČIĆ (1885-1940)
Afrika. Roman iz zagrebačkoga života.
[Africa. A Novel from Zagreb Life]
Zagreb: Tipografija 1922
8°. 207 pp. with musical scores, signed by the author, bound in a contemporary marbled boards
with black linen spine (minor staining, one page with light staining in the upper margin, sporadic
sheets slightly loose, binding slightly worn on the edges, old signature on the top of the front
endpaper, overall in a good condition).

A first edition of a joyful novel from the Zagreb life of the 1920s, accompanied by music charts,
depicting the popular songs, sung by the characters in the novel, was named after a popular
bathing area on the river Sava in Zagreb.
Among more elite authors at the time the writer was considered, as one of the those, who
“degraded novels to the level of the entertaining literature for the circles, who do not think”
(…degraduju roman na zabavnu lektiru za krugove, koji mnogo ne misle; Hrvatska prosvjeta,
Kolo hrvatskih književnika, 1921).
This is the first edition. The second edition was published in 2016.
We could find two institutional examples on Worldcat.
References: OCLC 7605152.
95 EUR

51. SERBIAN PRINTING IN THE US

Miodrag PURKOVIĆ (1907 –1976)
Да ли се сећате?
[Do you remember?]
Chicago: Srpski narodni univerzitet [Serbian National University] 1956
8°. 78 pp., [1] blank, original wrappers with lettering (wrappers slightly age-toned on the edges,
old annotation and a duplicate stamp in the white margin of the title page, old yellow label on the
spine, soft folds in the edges, overall in a good condition).

A rare work on the Serbian history by a Serbian historian Miodrag Purković was published in
Chicago in 1956.
The author Miodrag Purković (1907 –1976) was a Serbian historian and the chairman of the
Society of Serbian Writers and Artists Abroad. Purković studied in Belgrade and was imprisoned
by the Germans in 1941. Shortly after the WWII he moved to England, lecturing Serbian history
at the Dorchester College near Oxford. After that, he became a secretary of the Serbian ChurchSchool Municipality St. Sava, in London. Purković worked on the studies of the Serbian history
until the moment of his death in 1976.
Only the British Library appears to hold a copy of this book (OCLC 1079282828).
110 EUR
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